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SECTION 1
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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PURPOSE
This feasibility study was conducted to inform Frederick County Public
Schools (FCPS) on potential concept options for the redevelopment
of the Waverley Elementary School building to accommodate the
future anticipated enrollment of the school. Concept options will
help facilitate a recommendation as to whether the building should
be utilized as part of a renovation/addition, or, should be demolished
to allow for a replacement building to be constructed on site.
Waverley Elementary currently shares its campus with Rock Creek
School. This school provides individualized special education
programs for students in the county with severe intellectual,
physical, emotional, hearing, visual and learning disabilities. Rock
Creek School will be relocated to another site and is anticipated to
vacate the campus in the summer of 2021. This feasibility study
has also explored concept options to utilize parts of the Rock Creek
building in renovation/addition schemes, as well as demolishing the
entire building to make way for a replacement school for Waverley
Elementary.
Concept options addressing two enrollment sizes, 725 students
and 1,019 students, were explored to allow evaluation of a range
of possibilities and test them against site constraints and ability to
reuse either or both existing school buildings. Each concept option
developed as part of this study has been evaluated based on the
ability to meet the educational requirements of the school’s student
enrollment, satisfy school and community concerns, and provide a
cost effective, energy efficient and safe facility to meet the future
needs of the school.

METHODOLOGY
An evaluation of the site and existing Waverley Elementary
School building was conducted by a team of architects, engineers
and specialty consultants to study all available options including
renovating the existing school; partial demolition, addition
and renovation; and complete demolition and construction of
a replacement school on site. Additionally, the study includes
consideration of how to utilize the Rock Creek building either as
swing space or as part of a modernized school.
The methodology employed included a thorough review of all data
and drawings made available with respect to the existing Waverley
building and site conditions, and visits to the site to conduct an
existing conditions survey. Evaluation of the Rock Creek building
relied on building data and drawings provided to the consultant team
by FCPS as well as the August 2016 Rock Creek School Feasibility
Study to use as a reference for this feasibility study.
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Twice monthly meetings with members of the FCPS Facilities
Planning team and Waverley Elementary School and Central Office
faculty and staff were held to discuss all aspects of the project
and contribute expertise to the study. Refer to Appendix C for the
progress meeting documentation.
Three interactive meetings were also held with the school community
which included presentations, surveys and questionnaires provided
to solicit feedback. The Waverley Elementary School community
is bilingual and materials for the meetings were provided in both
English and Spanish. Refer to Appendix B for the community
engagement data.

OVERVIEW
Waverley Elementary School houses grades Pre-Kindergarten
through 5th grade and currently has a state rated capacity of 416
students. The September 30, 2017 equated student enrollment was
670 students.
The existing Waverley Elementary building was built in 1969 and
is comprised of a single-story brick structure of approximately
54,178 gross square feet. The overall building consists of three
interconnected structures: the eastern most section includes a
central, connected cafeteria, stage and gymnasium space with
support spaces including the kitchen, main office, health suite,
administration workroom, and various mechanical and storage
spaces around the perimeter. Connected to the eastern section
by two enclosed link corridors, the central section of the building
consists of several classrooms, and an unenclosed media center
open to the surrounding corridors. The western-most section of the
building is the smallest wing and consists of classrooms with direct
access to the exterior play areas outside of the building. This wing
is connected to the center section of the building on both sides by
interior ramps and stairs as there is a 24” difference in the finished
floor elevations between the two sections. Due to the building’s size,
and the school’s increasing enrollment over the past several years,
the need to bring in portable classrooms to the site was required.
Currently, there are 16 single room portable classrooms and one
portable restroom located on the north side of the existing building.
The portables are primarily used for the older grades – 3rd, 4th and
5th.
Rock Creek School, built in 1972, is a single-story brick building
comprised of approximately 55,214 gross square feet. Students
enrolled in the special education programs provided at this school
range in age from 3 to 21.
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The main entry to the Rock Creek building faces the main entry
to the Waverley ES building, directly across a parking and drive
aisle loop separating the two buildings. The building consists of a
central section which houses the administration, health suite, pool,
gymnasium, dining, kitchen and learning labs for the school. Three
separate wings which fan from the central section of the building
house the classroom spaces, as well as media and student services
spaces. In general, the classroom spaces in the Rock Creek school
building include original bi-parting separation walls in the center,
which are typically not open, allowing two smaller spaces to be used
as one larger space.
Both Waverley Elementary School and Rock Creek School are
situated on an 18.17-acre property comprised of a single parcel.
The Waverley ES building is located at 201 Waverley Drive; Rock
Creek School is located at 191 Waverley Drive. Both buildings are
in Frederick, Maryland.

CONCEPT OPTIONS
The consultant team explored concept options in several categories
as part of the Feasibility Study:
Renovation only. Strategic renovations to the exterior and interior
of the Waverley building, with minimal demolition and additional
space.
Renovation/Addition to the Waverley building. Areas of the
existing Waverley building will undergo selective demolition
and renovation, while new building additions will be provided to
accommodate portions of the required program. The existing
Rock Creek building will be demolished as part of the construction
process.
Renovation/Addition to the Rock Creek building. Areas of the
existing Rock Creek building will undergo selective demolition
and renovation, while new building additions will be provided to
accommodate portions of the required program. The existing
Waverley building will be demolished as part of the construction
process.
Combination of the Waverley and Rock Creek buildings. Portions
of both buildings will undergo selective demolition and renovation,
while new building additions will be provided to accommodate
portions of the required program.
Replacement building. A completely new building will be
constructed for Waverley Elementary School on the existing site.
Both existing buildings will be demolished as part of the project.
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Several building location scenarios were explored to ensure the
option’s viability. All are documented in this report.
SCHOOL CAPACITY
The replacement and renovation/addition options to the Waverley
building each address the two proposed enrollment variations – 725
students and 1,019 students. The general differences between the
options for these two enrollments would be the overall building size
needed to accommodate additional required program spaces.
The Rock Creek building renovation/addition option is for the
725-student enrollment only. The combined Waverley and Rock
Creek building option is for the 1,019-student enrollment only.

EVALUATION CRITERIA
To aid in determining the feasibility team’s recommendation, the
following evaluation criteria were used to assess the advantages and
disadvantages of each concept option. Each option was assessed
as to whether it satisfied, somewhat satisfied, or did not satisfy each
of the criterion and color coded on a matrix for readability. The
evaluation criteria matrix for both the 725-student and 1,019-student
options is provided on the following pages.
EDUCATIONAL GOALS
•
•

•
•
•

Capacity: option provides the required capacity.
Educational Adequacy: the option allows for the correct
number, size, and adjacency of rooms to meet the required
educational program.
Daylighting: option maximizes access to daylight in instructional
rooms.
Operational Effectiveness: the building will effectively serve
the administrative and support functions of the school.
Flexibility: the building layout provides flexibility for future
changes in educational programming.

BUILDING FUNCTIONALITY
•
•
•
•

Security: the building layout allows for clear site lines and
avoids creating areas that are difficult to supervise.
Site Amenities: option provides the required site amenities.
Building Accessibility: option allows for adequate access by
maintenance and support vehicles.
Longevity of Building Systems: the building will minimize the
need for major building systems replacements within the next
20 years.
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•
•
•

Life Cycle Cost: option minimizes the long-term costs of
operating and maintaining the building.
Maintenace: option allows for design and installation of systems
with proper access for service and maintenance.
Energy Efficiency: option minimizes energy usage

CONSTRUCTION AND COST
•
•
•
•

•

Construction Timing: option allows the project to be completed
in 24 months or less.
Initial Cost: option minimizes construction costs.
Construction Operations: option provides adequate space to
stage construction on the site.
Minimize Disruption to Students: project schedule minimizes
the number of moves for students and staff and minimizes
student exposure to dust and noise.
Environmental Impact: option allows for minimal grading and
tree removal.
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EVALUATION CRITERIA MATRIX - 725 STUDENT OPTIONS
Renovation Only
Option not fully evaluated
because required capacity
could not be provided

Criteria

Renovation and Addition
Renovation/Addition to Waverley
Option A

Replacement

Renovation/Addition to Rock Creek
Option B

Option C.1

Option C.2

EDUCATIONAL GOALS
Capacity: option provides the required capacity
Educational Adequacy: the option allows for the correct number, size,
and adjacency of rooms to meet the required educational program

No

Yes
Gym is distant from classrooms.

No

Daylighting: option maximizes access to daylight in instructional rooms
N/A
Operational Effectiveness: building will effectively serve the
administrative and support functions of the school

N/A

Flexibility: the building layout provides flexibility for future changes in
educational programming

N/A

New classroom wing can be oriented for
maximum daylight but old classroom wing is
not.
Long travel distances from some classrooms to
Gym and Cafeteria.

Yes
Classrooms are separated in small clusters,
shape is not ideal; gym and cafeteria are
distant.
Few classrooms can be oriented for maximum
daylight.

Yes
Yes. Building can be arranged efficiently and
with correct adjacencies.

Yes
Yes. Building can be arranged efficiently and
with correct adjacencies.

Yes. Classrooms can be oriented for maximum
daylight.

Yes. Classrooms can be oriented for maximum
daylight.

Long travel distances from some classrooms to
Gym and Cafeteria.

Yes. Building configuration and layout can be
arranged to facilitate ease of educational
operation.
Yes. Building can be designed to incorporate
flexible learning spaces.

Yes. Building configuration and layout can be
arranged to facilitate ease of educational
operation.
Yes. Building can be designed to incorporate
flexible learning spaces.

Classroom addition may allow for design of
flexible spaces. Renovation of existing building
will have limited flexibility.

Classroom addition may allow for design of
flexible spaces. Renovation of existing building
will have limited flexibility.

Long corridors limit effective supervision.
Yes
Requires extension of existing service drive to
be accessed from three sides.
Portables could potentially be placed where
existing portables are, if stormwater pond does
not interfere.
Some spaces or equipment choices are
compromised due to existing layouts.
$15.8 million

Greater number of corridors and classroom
wings limit effective supervision.
Yes
Requires additional service drive to be
accessed from three sides.
Area for portables may be limited.

Yes. Building configuration and layout can be
designed to allow for passive supervision.
Yes
Yes. Building can be accessed from three
sides.
Yes.

Yes. Building configuration and layout can be
designed to allow for passive supervision.
Yes
Yes. Building can be accessed from three
sides.
Yes.

Some spaces or equipment choices are
compromised due to existing layouts.
$15.5 million

Yes. All building systems will be new.

Yes. All building systems will be new.

$15.1 million

$15.1 million

New addition will allow for adequate access to
systems. Renovation of existing building may
have limited access to systems.
Existing systems may limit some energy
efficiency measures.

New addition will allow for adequate access to
systems. Renovation of existing building may
have limited access to systems.
Existing systems may limit some energy
efficiency measures.

Yes. Building can be designed to allow for
proper access to systems.

Yes. Building can be designed to allow for
proper access to systems.

Building can be designed with efficiency in
mind.

Building can be designed with efficiency in
mind.

27 – 33 months

18 – 24 months

18 – 20 months

18 – 20 months

$40.4 million
Staging area is limited due to access needed
for Rock Creek swing space and restricted area
on north side.
Students will need to temporarily relocate to
Rock Creek building and portables prior to
construction and then move back when project
is completed.
Yes.

$37.1 million
Existing Rock Creek parking lot provides some
room for construction staging.

$42.8 million
Placement of building on site limits construction
staging area.

$42.9 million
Yes.

Yes. Students can remain in existing building
and portables during construction.

Yes. Students can remain in existing building
and portables during construction.

Yes. Students can remain in existing building
and portables during construction.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

BUILDING FUNCTIONALITY
Security: building layout allows for clear site lines and avoids creating
areas that are difficult to supervise
Site Amenities: option provides the required site amenities
Building Accessibility: option allows for adequate access by
maintenance and support vehicles
Future Expansion (725 only): option allows for location of future
portables
Longevity of Building Systems: the building will minimize the need for
major building systems replacements within the next 20 years
Life Cycle Cost: option minimizes the long-term costs of operating and
maintaining the building
Maintenance: option allows for design and installation of systems with
proper access for service and maintenance
Energy Efficiency: option minimizes energy usage

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

CONSTRUCTION AND COST
Construction Timing: option allows the project to be completed in 24
months or less
Initial Cost: option minimizes construction costs
Construction Operations: option provides adequate space to stage
construction on the site
Minimize Disruption to Students: project schedule minimizes the
number of moves for students and staff and minimizes student exposure
to dust and noise
Environmental Impact: option allows for minimal grading and tree
removal

KEY
Satisfies Criteria
Somewhat Satisfies Criteria
Does not Satisfy Criteria



N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
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EVALUATION CRITERIA MATRIX - 1,019 STUDENT OPTIONS
Renovation and Addition

Criteria

Replacement

Renovation/Addition to Combine
Waverley and Rock Creek Buildings
Option B

Option C.1

Option C.2

Yes
Gym is distant from classrooms. Long
classroom wings.
New classroom wing can be oriented for
maximum daylight but old classroom wing is
not.
Long travel distances from some classrooms to
Gym and Cafeteria.

Yes
Building is very spread out and less efficiently
organized.
Few classrooms can be oriented for maximum
daylight.

Yes
Yes. Building can be arranged efficiently and
with correct adjacencies.
Yes. Classrooms can be oriented for maximum
daylight.

Yes
Yes. Building can be arranged efficiently and
with correct adjacencies.
Yes. Classrooms can be oriented for maximum
daylight.

Long travel distances from some classrooms to
Gym and Cafeteria.

Classroom addition may allow for design of
flexible spaces. Renovation of existing building
will have limited flexibility.

Classroom addition may allow for design of
flexible spaces. Renovation of existing building
will have limited flexibility.

Yes. Building configuration and layout can be
arranged to facilitate ease of educational
operation.
Yes. Building can be designed to incorporate
flexible learning spaces.

Yes. Building configuration and layout can be
arranged to facilitate ease of educational
operation.
Yes. Building can be designed to incorporate
flexible learning spaces.

Long corridors limit effective supervision.
Yes
Requires extension of existing service drive to
be accessed from three sides.
Some spaces or equipment choices are
compromised due to existing layouts.
$19.3 million

Greater number of corridors and classroom
wings limit effective supervision.
Yes
Requires additional service drive to be
accessed from three sides.
Some spaces or equipment choices are
compromised due to existing layouts.
$20.2 million

Yes. Building configuration and layout can be
designed to allow for passive supervision.
Yes
Yes. Building can be accessed from three
sides.
Yes. All building systems will be new.

Yes. Building configuration and layout can be
designed to allow for passive supervision.
Yes
Requires extended service drive to be
accessed from three sides.
Yes. All building systems will be new.

$19.4 million

$19.7 million

New addition will allow for adequate access to
systems. Renovation of existing building may
have limited access to systems.
Existing systems may limit some energy
efficiency measures.

New addition will allow for adequate access to
systems. Renovation of existing building may
have limited access to systems.
Existing systems may limit some energy
efficiency measures.

Yes. Building can be designed to allow for
proper access to systems.

Yes. Building can be designed to allow for
proper access to systems.

Building can be designed with efficiency in
mind.

Building can be designed with efficiency in
mind.

30 – 36 months

36 – 40 months

20 – 24 months

20 – 24 months

$53.5 million
Need to relocate students limits area for
construction staging.
Students will need to temporarily relocate to
Rock Creek building and portables prior to
construction and then move back when project
is completed.
Yes.

$54.1 million
Need to relocate students limits area for
construction staging.
Project will require several moves including
relocation of portables to Rock Creek side of
site.

$54.9 million
Space for construction staging is limited.
Yes. Students can remain in existing building
and portables during construction.

$55.9 million
Existing Rock Creek parking lot provides some
room for construction staging.
Yes. Students can remain in existing building
and portables during construction.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

Renovation/Addition to Waverley
Option A

EDUCATIONAL GOALS
Capacity: option provides the required capacity
Educational Adequacy: the option allows for the correct number, size,
and adjacency of rooms to meet the required educational program
Daylighting: option maximizes access to daylight in instructional rooms
Operational Effectiveness: building will effectively serve the
administrative and support functions of the school
Flexibility: the building layout provides flexibility for future changes in
educational programming

BUILDING FUNCTIONALITY
Security: building layout allows for clear site lines and avoids creating
areas that are difficult to supervise
Site Amenities: option provides the required site amenities
Building Accessibility: option allows for adequate access by
maintenance and support vehicles
Longevity of Building Systems: the building will minimize the need for
major building systems replacements within the next 20 years
Life Cycle Cost: option minimizes the long-term costs of operating and
maintaining the building
Maintenance: option allows for design and installation of systems with
proper access for service and maintenance
Energy Efficiency: option minimizes energy usage

CONSTRUCTION AND COST
Construction Timing: option allows the project to be completed in 24
months or less
Initial Cost: option minimizes construction costs
Construction Operations: option provides adequate space to stage
construction on the site
Minimize Disruption to Students: project schedule minimizes the
number of moves for students and staff and minimizes student exposure
to dust and noise
Environmental Impact: option allows for minimal grading and tree
removal

KEY
Satisfies Criteria
Somewhat Satisfies Criteria
Does not Satisfy Criteria
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RECOMMENDATIONS
As the evaluation criteria matrix for each enrollment size shows,
some options satisfied more of the team’s criteria. Replacement
options meet the required educational specifications adjacencies
and provide the overall functionality the school will need to maintain
its success in the future. The renovation/addition options generally
have longer construction periods, require students and staff to move
temporarily one or more times, and have significant compromises to
the educational specification requirements.
If the FCPS Board of Education elects to move forward with a
school for a 725-student enrollment, the feasibility study team’s
recommendation for approval is a replacement building. While
several scenarios were considered, no single replacement option
is preferred at this time. The specific building location and design
will be determined in the next phase of the project. A new building
can be placed in one of several locations on site and all the required
site amenities and parking can be accommodated. The existing
Waverley school building can remain occupied during construction
which will have the least amount of impact on the students and staff
as they will not be relocated or interrupted from using their existing
school during construction.
If the FCPS Board of Education elects to move forward with a
school for a 1,019-student enrollment, the feasibility study team’s
recommendation for approval is a replacement building. While
several scenarios were considered, no single replacement option is
preferred at this time. The specific building location and design will be
determined in the next phase of the project. As with the 725-student
enrollment recommendation, a replacement building can be placed
in one of several locations on site and all the required site amenities
and parking can be accommodated. A new building allows for more
design flexibility, provides a greater value for the cost, and minimizes
the disruption to students and staff during construction.

PAGE INTENTIONALLY
LEFT BLANK
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SECTION 2
SUMMARY OF EDUCATIONAL SPECIFICATIONS
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EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
The educational program for the new Waverley Elementary building
aligns with the requirements set forth by the Frederick County
Public Schools’ educational specifications and Standards for the
Design of New and Renovated Buildings Design Guide for Pre-K
– 5 Elementary Schools. The 725 Student Enrollment Program
Summary is the approved Educational Specification for this project
and the spaces identified in this section reflect those quantities. The
space program requires 32 teaching stations (twenty five general
classrooms, five kindergarten classrooms, two pre-kindergarten
rooms) and includes additional square feet to provide required
program space for a Title 1 school.
General spaces to be provided as part of the new school include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

(2) Pre-K Classrooms
(5) Kindergarten Classrooms
(5) General Classrooms for Grade 1
(5) General Classrooms for Grade 2
(5) General Classrooms for Grade 3
(5) General Classrooms for Grade 4
(5) General Classrooms for Grade 5
Administration spaces
Health Suite spaces
Media Center spaces
(2) Art Classrooms & storage spaces
(2) Vocal Music Room & storage spaces
Instrumental Music Room
STEAM instruction spaces
Support Service Area spaces
Community Resource Suite spaces
Food Service spaces
Cafeteria spaces
Custodial Operations spaces
Maintenance spaces

A spreadsheet comparing the spaces currently provided within
the Waverley building with the program space requirements for a
725 Student School is in the following section. The educational
specifications require 100,479 gross square feet of building area.
The current Waverley building comprises approximately 54,178
gross square feet of space – a deficit of just over 46,000 gross
square feet of required space. Overall, the quantity, type and size
of spaces necessary are lacking. Most critically, classroom spaces
across all grade levels are a large portion of the spaces that are not
provided in the current Waverley building.
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EXISTING PROGRAM SPACE COMPARISON
PROGRAM COMPARISON CHART
725 Student Educational Specification vs. Existing Waverley Building
EXISTING
WAVERLEY
BUILDING
(NSF)

SPACE

725 STUDENT
EDUCATIONAL
SPECIFICATION
(NSF)

DIFFERENCE
(NSF)

Administration
Total Administration:

1,347

2,090

(743)

Total Health Suite:

136

600

(464)

Total Media Center:

2,102

3,850

(1,748)

Total Art:

2,509

2,300

Total Music:

891

2,700

(1,809)

Total Gymnasium:

3,825

8,031

(4,206)

Computer Labs (Existing Building) / STEAM Instruction (Educational Specification)
Total Computer Labs / STEAM Instruction:

995

1,950

(955)

Total Pre-Kindergarten:

1,770

2,480

(710)

Total Kindergarten:

4,425

6,100

(1,675)

Total Learning area, Grades 1-5:

11,775

22,650

(10,875)

Total Supporting Services:

2,002

7,140

(5,138)

Total Community Resource Suite:

0

2,660

(2,660)

Total Food Service:

2,184

2,290

(106)

Total Cafetorium:

3,846

5,230

(1,384)

Total Custodial Operations:

75

1,180

(1,105)

Total Maintenance:

817

520

TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET
TOTAL GROSS SQUARE FEET @ 1.4 net to gross ratio

38,699
54,178

71,771
100,479

(33,073)
(46,302)

20
110
276
10
416

40
110
575

20
0
299
(10)
309

Health Suite
Media Center
Art
209

Music
Physical Education

Pre-Kindergarten
Kindergarten
Learning Area, Grades 1-5
Supporting Services Area
Community Resource Suite
Food Service
Cafetorium
Custodial Operations
Maintenance

SCHOOL CAPACITY CALCULATION:
Pre-Kindergarten, @ 20 students (ea.)
Kindergarten, @ 22 students (ea.)
General Classrooms, @ 23 students (ea.)
Special Education, @ 10 students (ea.)
STATE RATED CAPACITY

725

297
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PROPOSED ENROLLMENT
Waverley Elementary School houses grades Pre-Kindergarten
through 5th grade and currently has a state rated capacity of 416
students. The September 30, 2017 equated student enrollment was
670 students.
To address overcrowding at several of the school systems’ elementary
schools, including Waverley, and establish an attendance area
for the new Butterfly Ridge Elementary School, Frederick County
Public Schools recently approved the Butterfly Ridge Redistricting
Study. The new attendance boundaries identified in the study will
go into effect for the 2018-19 school year when the new Butterfly
Ridge Elementary School opens. As a result of the redistricting,
the preliminary projected enrollment at Waverley Elementary School
for the 2022-23 school year is 669 equated students. The 2022-23
school year is the earliest the new Waverley building is anticipated
to open.

PROPOSED SCHOOL ORGANIZATION
The proposed new school building, whether it be a replacement
option or renovation/addition option, should generally be organized
to provide two distinct areas: public and private zones. In the design
options explored, location of building entries for students, teachers
and faculty, parents and community were all considered. Public
areas of the school such as the gymnasium, cafeteria, and some
of the administrative and support spaces ideally should be located
towards the main entry to the school so that public and community
members would have access. More private spaces, such as the
media center, classrooms, and student-centered space programs
should be located so a distinct separation could be provided which
would allow for a separate and safe environment for the students.
The general building layouts and site arrangements proposed in
this study have conceptually developed these locations based on
discussions with the FCPS Feasibility Study team members, staff
from Waverley Elementary School, as well as through the various
community meetings held as part of the project. Some of the
organizational goals discussed include:

•
•
•
•
•
•

A school environment that allows students to work together in
small and large group activities.
Access to technology.
Administrative services organized to facilitate the teaching and
learning process.
Centrally located media center convenient to instructional areas.
Physical education spaces that can support a variety of student
needs.
A cafeteria space that can be maximized in use for a variety of
functions such as assemblies and special programs
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•
•
•
•
•

•

Interior circulation that promotes a smooth and safe flow of
students.
Abundance of natural light in classrooms and occupied spaces;
orientation of exterior windows to capture the most appropriate
natural light.
A school as a community center fixture so that the building may
be used by as many people as possible.
A “green” school that takes advantage of the site to provide
outdoor learning areas and gathering areas around the building.
Outdoor areas may also be used by the community.
A building that can be used every day and on weekends.
Security and safety should be provided throughout, but that will
also allow accessibility to the building and outdoor spaces in a
welcoming environment.
Making the building “future ready” – to allow flexibility in growth
of the school.

1,019 Educational Specifications
This Feasibility Study explored options for an enrollment of 1,019
students as well to allow FCPS to evaluate of a range of possibilities
and test them against site constraints and ability to reuse either or
both existing school buildings. The proposed school organization
shares similarities with the 725-student program with a couple of
major exceptions. A school with 1,019 students may operate using a
co-principal model. As such, the school organization should support
the vision of “schools within a school” with grades PK-2 separated
from grades 3-5 either by separate classroom wings or by separate
floors. Shared support spaces and public areas should be centrally
located to allow for access from each classroom wing.
A draft space program for each enrollment size is located in the
following section.
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PROPOSED PROGRAM SPACE SUMMARY - PAGE 1 OF 3
SUMMARY OF PROJECT SPACE REQUIREMENTS
Waverley Elementary School Replacement
BOARD
APPROVED
ELEMENTARY
EDUCATIONAL
SPECIFICATION:
725 STUDENT
SRC

ENROLLMENT

SPACE

QUANTITY

Administration
Secretarial / Reception Waiting Area
Workroom
Principal's Office @ 180 sq. ft. (ea.)
Asst. Principal's Office @ 150 sq. ft. (ea.)
Conference Rooms @ 200 sq. ft. (ea.)
Administration Bathroom
Student Bathroom(s)
Teacher's Lounge with Bathroom

DRAFT
PROPOSED
ELEMENTARY
EDUCATIONAL
SPECIFICATION:
1,019 STUDENT SRC

NET
NET
SQUARE
SQUARE
QUANTITY
FEET
FEET
(NSF)
(NSF)

DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN
725 & 1,019
ENROLLMENTS

Total Administration:

450
200
180
300
200
60
300
400
2,090

Total Health Suite:

100
500
600

100
500
600

0
0
0

Total Media Center:

110
2,500
450
350
150
180
110
3,850

200
2,500
900
350
150
180
110
4,390

90
0
450
0
0
0
0
540

Total Art:

1,000
150
1,000
150
0
0
2,300

1,000
150
1,000
150
1,000
150
3,450

0
0
0
0
1,000
150
1,150

3,300
700
225
4,225

1,100
350
75
1,525

7,241
1,400
600
240
300
9,781

0
1,400
200
0
150
1,750

1
2
1

Health Suite
Nurse's Office
Health Room w/ small shower & toilet
Media Center
Media Office
Open Resource Area (w/ informal Reading Area)
Small Group Instruction Room @ 450 sq. ft. (ea.)
Equipment Storage / Workroom
Conference Room (w/ door off of Main Hallway)
Media Broadcast Room
Computer, TV, Communications Main Distribution Frame

1

Art
Art Studio A
Storage for Studio A
Art Studio B
Storage for Studio B
Art Studio C
Storage for Studio C
Music
Vocal / Instrumental Music Room @ 1,100 sq. ft. (ea.)
Instrumental Music Room @ 350 sq. ft. (ea.)
Music Storage Room @ 75 sq. ft. (ea.)

2
1
2
Total Music:

2,200
350
150
2,700

Physical Education
Gymnasium, full basketball court size (64' x 98') w/ Spectator Area
Auxillary PE Room
Indoor / Outdoor Equipment Storage
Bathrooms Area - Boys and Girls
Teacher Office / Bathroom / Shower / Dressing @ 150 sq. ft. (ea.)
Total Gymnasium:

7,241
0
400
240
150
8,031

KEY: Square Footage numbers indicated in yellow are a difference in size
in the 1,019 SRC Enrollment vs. the Approved 725 SRC Enrollment:

1

2
4
2

2

3
2
3

2

600
400
360
600
400
60
300
400
3,120

150
200
180
300
200
0
0
0
1,030
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PROPOSED PROGRAM SPACE SUMMARY - PAGE 2 OF 3
SUMMARY OF PROJECT SPACE REQUIREMENTS
Waverley Elementary School Replacement
BOARD
APPROVED
ELEMENTARY
EDUCATIONAL
SPECIFICATION:
725 STUDENT
SRC

ENROLLMENT

SPACE

QUANTITY

STEAM Instruction
Maker Spaces @ 900 sq. ft. (ea.)
Telecommunications Equipment Room

2

1,800
150
1,950

0
0
0

2
2
2

2,200
80
200
2,480

3
3
2

3,300
120
200
3,620

1,100
40
0
1,140

5
5
2

5,500
200
400
6,100

7
7
3

7,700
280
600
8,580

2,200
80
200
2,480

25
25
1
5

20,000
1,000
150
1,500
22,650

35
35
2
5

28,000
1,400
300
1,500
31,200

8,000
400
150
0
8,550

2
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
2

720
1,680
1,680
840
840
400
180
400
400
7,140

2
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
3

720
1,680
1,680
840
1,680
800
360
400
600
8,760

0
0
0
0
840
400
180
0
200
1,620

840
400
800
120
500
2,660

0
0
0
0
0
0

Total Kindergarten:
Learning Area, Grades 1-5
General Classrooms @ 800 sq. ft. (ea.)
General Classroom Bathrooms @ 40 sq. ft. (ea.)
Storage Rooms @ 150 sq. ft. (ea.)
Planning / Storage Rooms @ 300 sq. ft. (ea.)
Total Learning area, Grades 1-5:
Supporting Services Area
Speech / Language and Itinerant Services, OT/PT @ 360 sq. ft. (ea.)
Special Education Resource Rooms w/ Bathroom @ 840 sq. ft. (ea.)
ELL Office / Teaching Space / Storage @ 840 sq. ft. (ea.)
Math Intervention w/ Bathroom @ 840 sq. ft. (ea.)
Reading Intervention Planning / Teaching / Storage w/ Bathroom @ 840 sq. ft. (ea.)
Reading Office / Teaching Space / Storage @ 400 sq. ft. (ea.)
Outside Therapy / Testing @ 180 sq. ft. (ea.)
Calming Room @ 200 sq. ft. (ea.)
Guidance Offices @ 200 sq. ft. (ea.)
Total Supporting Services:
Community Resource Suite
Judy Center / Liaison Resource
Community Liaison Office / Storage
Parent Resource Room
Single Occupancy Bathroom @ 60 sq. ft. (ea.)
Family Literacy Program

2
Total Community Resource Suite:

KEY: Square Footage numbers indicated in yellow are a difference in size
in the 1,019 SRC Enrollment vs. the Approved 725 SRC Enrollment:

DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN
725 & 1,019
ENROLLMENTS

1,800
150
1,950

Total Pre-Kindergarten:
Kindergarten
Kindergarten Classrooms @ 1,100 sq. ft. (ea.)
Kindergarten Bathrooms @ 40 sq. ft. (ea.)
Indoor / Outdoor Storage Rooms @ 200 sq. ft. (ea.)

NET
NET
SQUARE
SQUARE
QUANTITY
FEET
FEET
(NSF)
(NSF)

2
Total STEAM Instruction:

Pre-Kindergarten
Pre-Kindergarten classrooms @ 1,100 sq. ft. (ea.)
Pre-Kindergarten bathrooms @ 40 sq. ft. (ea.)
Pre-Kindergarten Storage Room @ 200 sq. ft. (ea.)

DRAFT
PROPOSED
ELEMENTARY
EDUCATIONAL
SPECIFICATION:
1,019 STUDENT SRC

840
400
800
120
500
2,660

2
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PROPOSED PROGRAM SPACE SUMMARY - PAGE 3 OF 3
SUMMARY OF PROJECT SPACE REQUIREMENTS
Waverley Elementary School Replacement
BOARD
APPROVED
ELEMENTARY
EDUCATIONAL
SPECIFICATION:
725 STUDENT
SRC

ENROLLMENT

SPACE

QUANTITY

Food Service
Kitchen - Serving / Food Prep. / Transport
Dry Food Storage
Non-Food Storage
Refrigerated Storage – Walk-In
Frozen Food Storage – Walk-In
Office
Locker / Restroom / Washer & Dryer Area
Dishwashing Area
Inside Receiving Area
Covered exterior Unloading Area (100 sq. ft.); 18” tailgate height
Total Food Service:

DRAFT
PROPOSED
ELEMENTARY
EDUCATIONAL
SPECIFICATION:
1,019 STUDENT SRC

NET
NET
SQUARE
SQUARE
QUANTITY
FEET
FEET
(NSF)
(NSF)

DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN
725 & 1,019
ENROLLMENTS

1,200
300
60
130
120
80
120
220
60
-2,290

1,200
300
60
130
120
80
120
220
60
-2,290

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-0

Total Cafetorium:

4,000
850
150
200
30
5,230

4,800
850
150
200
30
6,030

800
0
0
0
0
800

Total Custodial Operations:

150
90
90
300
200
350
1,180

150
90
90
300
250
350
1,230

0
0
0
0
50
0
50

Total Maintenance:

120
400
520

120
400
520

0
0
0

TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET
TOTAL GROSS SQUARE FEET @ 1.4 net to gross ratio

71,771
100,479

92,406
129,368

20,635
28,889

Cafetorium
Dining Area (3 lunch shifts, or 300 @ 16 sq. ft. per Student)
Stage
Chair Storage
Table Storage
Custodial Room
Custodial Operations
Custodial Office
Locker Room / Shower / Bathroom, Women
Locker Room / Shower / Bathroom, Men
Central Indoor Storage
Indoor Satellite Storage @ 50 sq. ft. (ea.)
Outdoor Storage

4

Maintenance
Maintenance Office
Maintenance Storage Area

SCHOOL CAPACITY CALCULATION:
Pre-Kindergarten, @ 20 students (ea.)
Kindergarten, @ 22 students (ea.)
General Classrooms, @ 23 students (ea.)

2
5
25

40
110
575
725

3
7
35

60
154
805
1,019

20
44
230
294

5
1

600
300
100
500
1,500

5
1

600
300
100
500
1,500

0
0
0
0
0

93,906
131,468

20,635
28,889

STATE RATED CAPACITY
International Office (ADD ALTERNATE - include in Community Resource Ste.):
Offices @ 120 sf. (ea.)
Conference Room @ 300 sf. (ea.)
Storage Room
Entrance / Recpetion / Waiting Area
Total International Office:
TOTAL NET SQUARE FEET w/ ADD ALTERNATE
TOTAL GROSS SQUARE FEET w/ ADD ALTERNATE
KEY: Square Footage numbers indicated in yellow are a difference in size
in the 1,019
,
SRC Enrollment vs. the Approved
pp
725 SRC Enrollment:

5

73,271
102,579
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SECTION 3
EXISTING INVENTORY DATA
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CURRENT ENROLLMENT AND BUILDING USE
Waverley Elementary School houses grades Pre-Kindergarten
through 5th grade and currently has a state rated capacity of 416
students. The September 30, 2017 equated student enrollment was
670 students.
The existing Waverley Elementary School consists of three
interconnected structures. The eastern most section includes
a central, connected cafeteria, stage and gymnasium space with
support spaces including the kitchen, main office, health suite,
administration workroom, and various mechanical and storage
spaces around the perimeter. Through two enclosed link corridors,
the central section of the building consists of several classrooms,
and an unenclosed media center open to the surrounding corridors.
The western most section of the building is the smallest wing and
consists of classrooms with direct access to the exterior play areas
outside of the building. This wing is connected to the center section
of the building on both sides by interior ramps and stairs as there
is a 24” difference in the finished floor elevations between the two
sections.
Due to the Waverley ES building’s size, and the school’s increasing
enrollment over the past several years, FCPS had to bring in
portable classrooms to the site and use space in the Rock Creek
building for Pre-K Classrooms. Currently, there are 16 single room
portable classrooms and 1 portable restroom located on the north
side of the existing building. The portables are primarily used for the
older grades – 3rd, 4th and 5th.

SITE AND BUILDING AREAS
Site Area: 18.17 acres
Building Area: 54,178 gross square feet
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PARK
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PARKING
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PARKING
+
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Storage addition 2003
GYM STOR.
ART

EQUIPM.
ROOM

GYM
ART

KIT.
CAFETERIA

MUSIC

1

K

1

COMP.

1

1

MAIN
OFFICE
& HEALTH

STAGE

K

K

MEDIA

1

K

K

COMP.

Pre-K

3

SPEC.
ED.

2

2

ELL

2

2

2

K

ORIGINAL BUILDING
CONSTRUCTION 1969

Key
Mechanical

BUILDING AREA: 54,178 GSF

Cafeteria / Kitchen
Media Center
Administration & Support Services
Gymnasium & Specials Classes
Special Education
Classrooms
Main Entry

WAVERLEY BUILDING
EXISTING FLOOR PLAN

0

100
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ORIGINAL BUILDING
CONSTRUCTION 1972
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Mechanical
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Gymnasium & Specials Classes
Special Education
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Main Entry

ROCK CREEK BUILDING
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PREVIOUS STATE AND LOCAL-FUNDED PROJECTS
Project
Building/Structure:
Original Building Construction
Partial Roof Replacement
Partial Roof Replacement (east
portion of building)
Storage Room Addition (east end)
Partial Roof Replacement (west end
portion of building)
Partial Roof Replacement
Flooring Upgrade
Security Vestibule Improvement
Portable Classrooms (various years)
Portable Toilet Building
M/E/P:
Chiller Replacement
Data/IT Wiring and Fiber Optic Cable
Wiring (site)
Boiler Burner Upgrade
Fuel Oil Tank Replacement (site &
building)
Fire Alarm System Replacement and
Security Upgrades
Civil/Site:
Waverley Drive Widening
Parking/Roadway Improvements
Playground Upgrade

Year

State Local

1969
1988
1999

X

2003
2003

X

2005
2007
2013

X

X
X
X

X

2016

X
X
X
X
X

2000
2000

X

X
X

2007
2009

X
X

X
X

2013

X

1981
2006/07
2001

X

X
X
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SECTION 4
EXISTING CONDITIONS ASSESSMENT
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INTRODUCTION
Project Description
Waverley Elementary School was originally constructed in 1969
with a small addition in 2002. Various systemic upgrades and
replacements have been made over the years, but no significant
renovations or additions have occurred to the building since the
initial construction.
A second school is located on the site, adjacent to the Waverley
ES building. The Rock Creek School, built in 1972, provides
individualized special education programs for students in the
county with severe intellectual, physical, emotional, hearing, visual
and learning disabilities. While the building was not part of the
same existing conditions assessment conducted on the Waverley
building, the consultant team was able to reference existing building
documentation provided by FCPS as well as the August 2016 Rock
Creek School Feasibility Study for evaluation of the building for
reuse as part of the Waverley Feasibility Study.
Field Survey
The field survey of the Waverley building consisted of a visual
survey of all interior, exterior, roof areas and the overall surrounding
site. The consultant team verified information on the structural
and organizational layout of the building, and collected data on
the existing systems, components and equipment throughout the
building. Team members were able to ask questions on the history
of the building, discuss functionality and maintenance concerns
with the school’s on-site facilities team, and record information in
photographic form.
Methods and Techniques
The visual inspection was conducted of all areas of the building that
were readily visible. Exposed structural elements were apparent
and noted.
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SITE CONDITIONS
Summary
Both Waverley Elementary School and the Rock Creek School are
situated on an 18.17-acre property comprised of a single parcel
located at 201 Waverley Drive, Frederick, Maryland. The property
is bounded by single family homes to the north, west and south; by
the old Waverley Drive, Schaffer Drive and a future park site to the
east; and by the Rock Creek School to the south. For the purposes
of this Feasibility Study, the old Waverley Drive is referred to as the
“entry driveway” or “access drive” in the narrative.
Front view of school entry from parking loop

Exterior covered entry portico at front of school

Waverley ES - Aerial (Courtesy of Bing Maps)

Zoning
The school property is located in an IST (Institutional Floating) Zone.
Uses within the IST District are not subject to dimensional standards.
Uses are subject to “Design and Improvement Standards” as well as
the “Environmental Standards” of the City of Frederick as noted in
the Land Management Code. The IST Zone allows for discretionary
review by the City for projects to mitigate impacts on surrounding
communities.
Recessed area between wings of the school

Site Identity and Context
The first impression to someone approaching Waverley Elementary
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School is the large parking loop which dominates the front view
of the building. The single-story building is compatible with the
surrounding residential neighborhood but does not establish an
appropriate civic presence as a school building. The entrance to the
building is set back from the sidewalk and is located under an open
covered entry portico, which does not provide much of a sense of
identity to the building. The site lacks adequate public space in front
of the building which would provide a more welcoming approach to
the school.

Vehicular parking loop between buildings

Overall, the configuration of the building does not create positive
external spaces. The three sections of the building create recessed
pockets along the exterior of the building which are unused and
shaded during much of the day.
Site Accessibility and Circulation
Waverley ES is fronted by an access drive (formerly known as
Waverley Drive) and Schaffer Drive, a two-lane public road with
curb, gutter and sidewalks on both sides of the road. The access
drive provides access to the parking areas, student and bus loops.
The first and second access points heading north on the access
drive serves the Rock Creek School, the third access point serves
as the entrance for the bus drop-off loop and main parking area,
and the fourth serves as the entrances and exit for the northern
parking area and loading area. Sidewalks run along each of the
public streets and provide pedestrian access to the site.

Buses staging in front of Rock Creek building

Students at Waverley ES arrive at the building in one of three ways:
FCPS school buses, parent vehicles, and on foot. Student walkers
are dismissed on the west side of the building, and car riders exit on
the east side of the building.
School Buses & Vehicular Drop Off

Student pick-up car queuing along Schaffer Dr.

Currently, buses stage in front of the school in the parking lot between
the Waverley and Rock Creek buildings. The school bus loop onsite consists of a one-way, 22-foot drive aisle which occupies the
southern portion of the site and provides access to the building’s
main entrance. With approximately 325-feet of queuing and curbside
space, the size of the bus loop in front of the Waverley building
can support 8 full size buses. This configuration allows buses to
pass one another. The sidewalk along the bus-drop-off area should
be evaluated for compliance with the current ADA regulations. It is
recommended that a designated passenger loading area be added
to be in conformance with current ADA regulations.
The student drop-off loop is located along the eastern side of the
existing building and utilizes the north side of old Waverley Drive,
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and back up onto Schaffer Drive. The student drop-off consists
of a 225-foot long curb, and a two way, 24-foot drive aisle. This
configuration does not allow vehicles to pass one another. In terms
of ADA accessibility, there is a curb ramp located on the sidewalk
along the student drop-off loop. Current ADA compliance is required
for inclusion in site improvements, including a passenger loading
area and accessible curb ramps.

Student pick-up car queuing along driveway

Parking area/student drop-off/loading area

Sidewalks
There are sidewalks along Waverley Drive, Schaffer Drive and the
access drive to Waverley Elementary School. The existing on-site
sidewalks along Waverley Drive and Schaffer Drive appear to be
new and in good shape. The existing on-site sidewalks along the
access drive appear to be in poor shape. Access to the athletic
field on the park property should be provided to accommodate
accessibility required by ADA.
Fire Access
Parent pick-up activity along sidewalks of play areas

The existing site layout does appear to meet current requirements
for fire access. In addition, 60% of all new doors for the building
addition are required to provide an accessible egress to the public
way.
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Parking
Waverley ES shares parking areas with the Rock Creek school.
Currently, on-site parking is provided by five (5) parking areas that
occupy the north, east, south, and northwest portions of the site.
There is no separate designated parking for Waverley Elementary
School. All parking areas serve both schools.

Dedicated parking spaces in front of school

Parking lot at west of site

The south parking area provides 30 spaces, of which three (3) are
designated ADA accessible spaces. The drive aisle for this parking
area serves as the bus loop. The west parking area provides 77
spaces, of which none are designated ADA accessible spaces.
This area was previously used as the hard play surface. It is not
hard-play anymore. The north parking area and loading/dumpster
area provides an additional approximately 12 parking spaces. Two
additional parking areas are to the east. These two parking areas
serve the Rock Creek School with a combined 88 spaces, of which
three (3) are designated ADA accessible spaces.
The current number of accessible spaces appears to meet the
minimum number per current ADA regulations. The dimensions,
signage, and accessibility of these spaces do not meet current ADA
regulations. During the design phase accessible spaces should
be added to every parking area per ADA regulations. Over all, the
drive aisles and parking areas appear to be in poor condition. Other
paved areas of the site are utilized for parking, but these areas
do not appear to be defined parking spaces. The current number
of spaces appears to be inadequate to support the needs of both
schools.
Service
The on-site loading area is located along the eastern side of the
building to the north of the student drop-off area. This location
is visible from the parking areas, adjacent residences as well as
the side of the building. Some fence screening is provided at the
loading area surrounding building system equipment as well as
trash/recycling containers.
Site Topography & Soils

Parking spaces located at service area

The site is relatively flat within the area surrounding both school
buildings. The grades at the north-eastern most corner of the site
(in the triangular section to the east of the portable classrooms) fall
away towards the north end of the site. Similarly, the grades at the
south-eastern end of the site at the entrance to the access drive are
slightly lower than the elevation of the site surrounding the buildings.
There appears to be no off-site drainage area that enters the site
from the adjacent residences and roadways all around the site.
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Per the Soil Survey of Frederick County Maryland, the predominant
soils on the site are in the Springwood-Morven-Urban Land Complex.
According to the USDA, the depth to bedrock is usually greater than
six (6) feet. If soils are imported to the site for construction purposes,
they should consist of non-expansive, well-draining material.
In terms of hydrology, the on-site soil groups are of hydrologic group
‘C’. Hydrologic soil group ‘C’ have a poor infiltration rate; therefore
future site expansions must take these factors into account for the
location of BMP facilities. This site is located in a region known to
be underlain by Frederick Limestone Foundation, and as such the
site is prone to karst features (i.e. sinkholes).
Loading dock area of building

Soils Map. SrB Springwood-Morven-Urban Land Complex, 3 to 8 percent slopes

Environmental Features
Initial investigations reveal the northern portion of the site is located
with a regulated floodway per FEMA. However, a majority of the site
is located outside of the mapped floodplain in Zone “X” as shown
per FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Map number 24021C0287D.
Furthermore, according to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Mapping
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services there are no nationally recognized wetlands located on or
around the site.
There is a stream with associated buffer at the abandoned entrance
of Waverley Drive, on Shookstown Road. There is a regulated forest
to the east of old Waverley Drive. Screening trees are present along
the west/north property. Significant (24”+) and specimen (25”+)
trees are present on-site.
Play Areas

Exterior access to play areas from west end of building

Three outdoor play areas and a play field are provided for the
students at Waverley Elementary School. An area with play
equipment is provided for the Pre-K and Kindergarten aged children,
and is enclosed by a chain link fence. Two back-to-back playground
areas for the older students are provided adjacent to the west end
of the building, which is not enclosed by a fence. All the play areas
have soft-ground wood chip material.
Outdoor basketball courts and equipment is provided at the large
parking lot on the west end of the site. A large, flat, open play field
area is located beyond the parking lot, which allows for an extended
athletic area for use by the physical education program as well as
use by the surrounding community.

Pre-K & Kindergarten play area at the south-west end
of the building

Two play equipment areas at the west end of the site

Play field area at the west of the site
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BUILDING STRUCTURE AND ARCHITECTURE
Description of Structure
The existing Waverley Elementary School building was constructed
in 1969 and is comprised of a single-story brick structure of
approximately 54,178 gross square feet.

Exposed glulam beams and decking in main mechanical room

The 1968 existing building as-built drawings appear to accurately
reflect the construction as observed during the field survey. The
structure consists of 24” - 36” deep glulam beams spaced 9 - 11 feet
on center, spanning from exterior to corridor bearing walls. 3” x 6”
tongue and groove decking is laid between the beams. Openings
in the interior masonry load bearing walls are spanned with precast
concrete chamfered beams. Exterior walls of the building are
masonry load bearing which sit on shallow spread footings below
grade. The original construction documents indicate floor recessed
areas in rooms A-1 and A-2 (currently where the art classrooms are
located), however these have been filled in and the floor is now onelevel. A small storage room addition was built onto the east end of
the building in 2002.
Discussion of Findings
Items discovered during the field survey of note include: some
visible water damage to the roof deck in the main mechanical room
as well as standing water present at the roof areas at each of the
ends of the central classroom wing above the ramp and stair areas.

Exposed glulam beams in cafeteria

No major cracking or splitting of the structural wood members was
observed, and the masonry walls appear sound. There are multiple
cracks in the site wall of the exterior storage room addition that will
need to be addressed with repairs if it is to remain in place.
Summary
Overall, the condition of the existing structure is sound. The structure
cannot support a second floor. However, additions may be placed
adjacent (and connect) to the existing building. Demolition of a
portion of the existing building is also possible to allow construction
of a multi-story addition in its place.

Exposed angled roof framing in gymnasium storage
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BUILDING ENVELOPE
Roof

Exposed “bent” glulam beams in art classroom

The existing roof configurations are a combination of perimeter
sloped mansard style roof forms with asphalt shingles and flat roof
areas with gravel surfaces. The roof is accessed via an exterior
ladder near the cooling tower. Stormwater drainage from the roof
occurs through drains located in the flat roof areas along with
perimeter overflow scupper outlets. The roof drains are connected
to the underground storm water system. There are no rain gutters
in place along the perimeter of the building. Although some water
ponding was observed on the flat roof areas, the existing roofing
materials are generally in good condition, including the shingles and
aluminum flashing at the perimeters. The base flashing where the
sloped and flat roof areas meet is in poor condition. According to
FCPS records there have been several replacements of the existing
roof membranes over the years. In 1997, the eastern portion of the
building received a roof replacement. In 2003, the west end section
of the building had its roof replaced.
The exterior enclosed courtyard between the central and eastern
sections of the building do not have adequate yard drainage and it is
evident that water sheds off the roof and ponds around the perimeter
of the building.

Interior load bearing masonry wall in cafeteria

Interior load bearing masonry wall at classroom wing
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Exterior Walls
The exterior walls consist of brick veneer on CMU backup for the
three main building sections. The small storage room addition at the
east end of the building consists of stucco over CMU. In general,
the exterior walls are in good shape, however they do not meet
current energy code insulation values. The loading dock walls show
signs of some damage – repair and/or repointing of masonry units
will be required.

Concealed roof above western classroom wing

The perimeter soffit around the building is painted plywood, with
continuous vents being incorporated in various areas during roof
replacement work.

Overflow scupper outlet at roof perimeter

Exterior Doors and Windows

Ponding at the link connector roof

Doors and windows throughout the building are primarily painted
hollow metal steel framed units, and most appear to be original to
the building. The interior lobby doors were replaced in 2013 with
an aluminum storefront system in conjunction with a renovation and
electronic access system installation. Glazing in the original doors
and windows is single pane, non-insulated glazing which does not
meet current energy code requirements. In general, the existing
window and door units have exceeded their useful life and need
replacement. Additionally, some egress doors do not have the
minimum code required widths and several doors do not have leverstyle handles for universal access.

Overall view of flat roof areas on the building

Replaced shingles at mansard roof
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Painted exterior hollow metal openings
Enclosed exterior courtyard

Exterior door from classroom to exterior courtyard space

Roll-up door and double door at main mechanical room

Exit door at corridor links between
classroom wings
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INTERIOR BUILDING CONDITIONS

Entry lobby vestibule - new aluminum storefront
entry system

Corridor between classroom wings in the building

Corridor in center section of building

Typical classroom entry alcove

In general, the interior spaces throughout the building appear to
be well maintained and in good condition. Interior corridor walls
are a mixture of unpainted brick (at the bearing walls) and drywall
surfaces. Typical ceilings are 24” x 24” acoustical ceiling panels with
lay in fluorescent lighting. The flooring at the lobby and corridors
surrounding the main office is terrazzo, while the flooring in the
other corridors around the building is 12” x 12” VCT. Vinyl base is
provided throughout the building and is in relatively good shape in
most locations, with some areas showing damage from aging and
wear.
Currently there are eighteen core classrooms, located in two wings
of the building. The classrooms in the central wing are separated by
an operable partition, designed to allow standard classroom areas
to be combined into a larger area. These classrooms are generally
well sized and most are provided with built-in cabinets, sinks and
storage closets. The wide corridor between the classrooms has been
partitioned off by either permanent drywall walls or fixed, relocatable
partition walls to create additional classroom areas. Spaces such
as the computer labs, conference rooms, administration and small
teaching spaces have filled these rooms as the school enrollment
has increased over the years.
In the west classroom wing, the original design intended for this
space to be one or two large multi-use spaces. Over the years, the
space has been broken down into eight individual classrooms by
the installation of fixed, relocatable partition walls which define the
space. These walls do not have doors, nor do they extend to the
finished ceiling. This condition contributes to sound isolation issues
as well as the lack of private learning environments for the students
and teachers. Additionally, the four classroom spaces in the center
of this wing do not have any exterior windows. All the natural light
in these spaces comes from the large exterior door openings at the
corridors of this wing, filtering through the tops of the relocatable
partition walls.
The gymnasium, cafeteria and stage are all located in the eastern
most section of the building, and are inter-connected via an
operable partition separating the gymnasium and cafeteria spaces
– which allows for flexible use as two spaces or one larger space.
The gymnasium walls are made of glazed CMU from floor to
approximately 5’ with painted CMU above. The walls in the cafeteria
are exposed brick, and the space is open on both sides to the
surrounding corridors. The stage walls are painted CMU throughout.
The stage floor is elevated from the cafeteria floor and is accessed
by three wooden perimeter steps, and an electronic wheelchair lift
is provided for accessibility to the side of the Stage. The flooring in
the gymnasium is a resilient sheet product, with areas of wear, but
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otherwise in good condition. The cafeteria and stage flooring has
12” x 12” VCT flooring which is in good condition. Ceilings in both
spaces are open to the roof structure above, allowing for a tall space
– suitable for the use as a gymnasium, dining and multi-purpose
space. The exposed glulam beams, wood plank roof decking and
surface mounted acoustical tiles throughout the ceiling are all in
good shape. 2’ x 4’ surface mounted fluorescent light fixtures are
located throughout both the gymnasium and cafeteria.

Interior windows at corridors

The cafeteria and stage are a primary function space for school
gatherings as well as community and school functions such as book
fairs, after care programs and parent resource learning events.
The operable partition between the cafeteria and gymnasium is
functional, and is often used by the school to allow for larger allschool events and performances. However, even with both spaces
combined there is not enough seating area to accommodate all the
students and faculty. Often multiple performances or meetings need
to be scheduled by upper and lower grade levels.

Computer lab in central partitioned off area

Cafeteria space with adjacent stage

Gymnasium with exposed glulam roof framing

Back of stage area

Gymnasium with exposed glulam roof framing
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The media center is located in the center of the main classroom
wing. Its perimeter is for the most part unenclosed, bounded by
corridors used for circulating to classrooms and other parts of the
building. The space is difficult to use due to its openness which
leads to noise and visual distractions. The existing finishes and
lighting make the space comfortable, but it is cramped due to the
amount of furniture, reading, and learning materials. These issues
are exacerbated when multiple classroom groups visit. Although
not large enough to fit the entire staff, the media center also doubles
as a multi-use meeting and gathering space for the teachers if the
cafeteria and stage space is being used for other functions.
Media center

Classroom corridor at the western end of the
building

Media center with corridors at perimeter

Classroom in the western end of the building

Classroom in the central section of the building
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Toilet Rooms
Toilet rooms include single and multiple user rooms for students.
Several, but not all, of the classrooms have toilet rooms integrated
into the actual classroom space. Multiple user toilet rooms for the
students are located between the cafeteria and gymnasium, and in
the central classroom section of the building on both sides of the
circulation corridors. Typical finishes in the toilet rooms include
ceramic tile floors with glazed CMU walls.

Typical student toilet room

Dedicated toilet or changing room areas for student use are not
provided near the gymnasium space. One toilet room is provided in
the health suite, which does not seem to be enough to support the
current need for the school.
The only staff and adult use toilet rooms are located near the main
office area, as well as in the link between the two classroom wings.
Facilities and locker areas for the kitchen staff are in the back of
house areas by the kitchen and main mechanical room.
In all instances, existing plumbing fixtures need to be upgraded
due to age, and rooms and stall sizes will need to increase to meet
accessibility clearance requirements.
ADA and Building Code

Typical student toilet room

The original construction of Waverley Elementary School was before
the enactment of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). The
existing building has some deficiencies and any renovation/addition
or new construction will be required to comply with the most current
accessibility codes and guidelines.
Some examples of deficiencies include the degree of slope at the
interior ramps in the building, fixture clearances, grab bars and
wheelchair space in the toilet rooms, door hardware, signage,
maneuvering clearances and clear floor areas at the doors and
fixtures within the building.
Energy code compliance items will also need to be addressed as
part of a renovation/addition or new construction scenario. The
existing exterior wall construction, window and door units and
mechanical system functionality will need to be addressed to meet
current Energy Code standards.

Width and slope of existing ramps in the building
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KITCHEN AND FOOD SERVICE AREAS
General Organization and Finishes
The Waverley Elementary School kitchen operates as a full-service
prep/production facility equipped to produce and serve meals to the
students and staff. This kitchen was originally used as a feeder
kitchen to supply other schools with meals. Much of the equipment,
although well-maintained is old, outdated, inefficient, non-compliant
with current codes and is at the end of its useful life.
Quarry tile flooring with patch repairs

Flooring finishes within the kitchen and serving areas are thick-set
quarry tile with coved base. While old, most tiles appear in sound
condition although many were observed to have holes in the tiles.
Due to their smooth surface, the existing tiles are very slippery when
wet or laden with grease. In general, the grout at the floor tile is
discolored.

Prep area within the kitchen

Ceilings and light fixtures

The walls in the kitchen consist of glazed tile from the floor to the
finished ceiling. The condition of the wall tile is in good shape. The
ceilings within the kitchen are painted drywall at a height of 8’-8”.
Lighting consists of twin-bulb surface mounted fluorescent fixtures.
In general, the light level provided by the existing fixtures is low, and
there are no exterior windows providing natural light into the space.

Cooking area within the kitchen

Exterior loading dock area
Serving area within the kitchen

Supplemental areas serving the kitchen include an exterior receiving
area, a manager’s office and a dry storage room. The receiving
area is a raised outdoor loading dock with a single access door
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into the building. A fly fan or screen door is not presently provided
on this door. Also, the existing door is not wide enough to accept
palletized merchandise for deliveries. The outdoor loading dock
area would need to be used as temporary unloading staging space
for large deliveries until they could be unpacked and moved inside
the building.

Kitchen manager’s office

Dry storage room for the kitchen

The manager’s office is located just inside the receiving area and is
quite large, but not fully enclosed. A large, dry storage room is also
included as part of the kitchen spaces. This large space consists
of painted drywall walls, quarry tile floors, with adequate shelving
space provided around the perimeter of the room. The shelving,
however, does not meet current FCPS standards.

Dishwashing equipment in the kitchen

Operation and Equipment

Exterior walls of refrigerator/freezer walk-in units

The existing kitchen is a full prep/production cooking kitchen. All
equipment currently works but is at the end of its expected life
cycle. Replacement cooking equipment will be needed to properly
prepare current menu offerings. Gas, water and drains lines around
the cooking area are rusting, contributing to the difficulty to properly
keep the area clean. The serving area consists of two straight line
“institutional looking” cafeteria counters with provisions for hot and
cold items which are in fair working order.
Existing walk-in cooler and freezer storage units are provided to
store food products in the kitchen. The blower coils on the walk-in
cooler have been replaced in the last five years, and a stainlesssteel wall surface was added. All the seams and joints are rusting
and leaking. Some floor buckling is also present inside the cooler.
Reach-in units are also provided: one Victory two-door reach-in
refrigerator and one single-door unit. Both work but are at the end
of their expected life cycle. Generally, the cooler and freezer units
are over packed. Insulation around the doors is deteriorating and
lighting within the boxes is poor.

Drain lines at the dishwashing equipment

A dishroom is provided within the general area of the kitchen. The
pot washing sink is original to the building and has galvanized
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legs which does not meet current code but could be painted. The
dishwashing machine shows quite a bit of corrosion throughout,
including all the supplemental equipment, the disposer, booster
heater and vents.

Main exhaust hood with mesh filters

A separate janitor closet is not located inside the kitchen area. Two
porcelain hand sinks are provided in the general kitchen space, but
do not meet current code. A third hand sink would be required to be
provided. Toilet space for kitchen staff is also not located within the
kitchen area.
The main exhaust hood over the cooking surfaces has a painted
exterior and galvanized metal interior with mesh-type filters. The
exhaust air volumes do not conform to current mechanical ventilation
code requirements, and the use of galvanized metal does not meet
the current Health Code. The light levels below the hood are
insufficient. The fire protection system within the hood would need
to be upgraded to meet current NFPA UL300 standards.

Fire protection system in the kitchen

Current cooking equipment provided in the kitchen includes (2)
double-deck convection ovens and (1) double-deck steamer. All
pieces are older and outdated compared to models being provided
in newer similar facilities. Several serving counters are provided
throughout the kitchen, which are composed of stainless steel tops.
Hot food wells are provided, although they all do not seem to be
utilized. The primary serving line appears to be newer than some of
the other equipment, it is possible this was replaced by the school
at some point. Work tables with stainless steel tops and painted,
galvanized bases are also provided, which appear to be original to
the building. The existing pot sink and prep sink, though dated, are
in good condition.
Conclusion

Stainless steel serving counters at student serving line

Painted surfaces at equipment in the kitchen

The existing kitchen at Waverley ES appears to be of a dated
layout and organization, possibly presenting an uncomfortable and
difficult working environment. Much of the existing equipment is
beyond its useful life or does not meet current code requirements
and would require replacement. Outdated, inefficient equipment
with new energy saving appliances should be provided according to
FCPS guidelines and current menu planning requirements. Todays’
children “eat with their eyes” so providing bright, colorful and
attractive finishes will promote a friendly and inviting atmosphere.
Improvement on the lighting and ventilation throughout space would
be an essential upgrade. The total square footage of the existing
food service area appears to be sufficient to meet the current State
recommendations, however the areas are poorly laid out resulting
in wasted space and increased labor effort by the kitchen staff to
perform basic tasks. Overall reconfiguration of the kitchen and
serving area will better maximize the space.
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According to the current Frederick County Public School Standards,
standard equipment to be provided in a kitchen for a school of this
size would include: two to three serving lines, pass-thru heated
cabinets, pass-thru refrigerators, two double-deck convection
ovens, a double-deck steamer, a walk-in cooler and freezer, exhaust
hood, fly fan door at the exterior receiving area, new hand sinks,
prep sinks, pot washing sinks, ice cream merchandiser and dualsided milk coolers.

TECHNOLOGY AND SECURITY SYSTEMS
Summary

Floor data cabinet

The telephone, video and data communications infrastructure
currently in place at Waverley Elementary School is of the
vintage of the Technology in Maryland Schools (TIMS) program
installed in the 1990’s. The communications infrastructure is
designed in the traditional hierarchical star configuration with a
central Telecommunication Equipment Room (TER) and one (1)
Telecommunications Enclosure (distribution cabinet on an exterior
pole serving the portable classroom building). The overall installation
of racks, cabinets, cabling and pathways in all telecommunications
rooms is fair.
Telecom Spaces, Equipment and Systems
The Telecommunications Equipment Room (TER) is in a storage
room next to the media center. The small room is equipped with a
standalone HVAC unit and is well cooled. The TER consists of a
single floor data rack and a wall board for video splitters and voice
cable terminations. A single Telecommunications Enclosure (T)
consists of a locked data cabinet on an exterior pole serving the
portable classrooms.
The floor data cabinet contains:
• Fiber distribution center
• 48 port patch panels
• 48 port 10/100 switches
• UPS
The wall board contains video splitters and voice cables terminated
in 110 blocks.

Wall board

Telecommunications Enclosure (TE) #1 is actually a data distribution
cabinet located on an exterior utility pole near the portable classrooms
and contains patch panels and 10/100 switches serving the portable
classrooms. TE #1 is connected to the TER with six strands of multimode fiber optic cable.
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The service entrance (DEMARC) is located in the boiler room. It
appears the exterior cable enters from underground.

Telecommunications enclosure (TE) #1

Service entrance (DEMARC) in the boiler room

The existing data network was installed under the TIMS program
of 1998-1999, and consists of Category 5E UTP cabling in the
horizontal and six strands of multi-mode fiber optic and multi-pair
copper backbone cabling to the pole mounted distribution cabinet
(TR). Switches provide 10/100 to the desktop and Gigabit Ethernet
in the backbone. The An-Aruba wireless switch is located in the TER
with access points throughout the building supported by Category 6
UTP cabling.
Most classrooms have two data drops at the teaching station with
multiple drops in the rear of the classroom for student workstations
as per the old TIMS standards.

Building security system cabinet
Typical smartboard setup in classrooms
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The building security system includes motion sensors, card readers
and video surveillance security cameras. The cameras are enclosed
in wall or ceiling mounted smoked domes. Cameras are supported
by a TruVision DVR in the TER. The intrusion detection cabinet is
located in a small office near the main office. Only motion sensors
are in use as the doors do not have active contacts. Access control
is provided by a BEST card reader with locations on multiple doors.
The public-address system (PA) is a Telecor XL system. The PA
equipment is located in the main office and is reportedly in good
working condition. Most classrooms have a cart based projection
system consisting of an Epson projector and document camera.
Smartboards are provided in some classrooms but not all. A sound
enhancement system is not apparent and classrooms typically have
four (4) data drops for student computers.

Access control card reader at entrance doors

Electronic equipment cart used in classrooms

Regarding the video distribution system, the old analog coaxial “tap
and drop” distribution system currently in place in the building is
not being used. Amps have been located in Telecom spaces. The
telephone network enters the building at the DEMARC location in
the boiler room and is supported by an Avaya VoIP switch located
in the open floor rack in the TER. School personnel report that the
system is operational. Fax lines and an emergency POTS line have
been extended to the main office area. The cable plant consists of
Category 5E horizontal cabling and multi-pair UTP for backbone.
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MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
HVAC
The existing HVAC system consists of a chiller and boiler – the
existing York YSCB chiller was installed in 1998 and is currently
in fair condition. Even with proper maintenance, the chiller is
nearing the end of its expected useful life. The chiller utilizes R-22
refrigerant, which is no longer in production which will cause future
maintenance to be very costly. The building is served by two HB
Smith 450 Mills cast iron sectional boilers. The boiler sections are
original to the building and in fair condition. The boiler burners were
replaced approximately ten years ago with dual fuel burners capable
of utilizing either natural gas or fuel oil.
Plumbing

Existing chiller

The existing domestic water heater is a storage tank type with a
heating water heat exchanger. The boilers provide heating water
to the exchanger. The tank is in poor condition and in need of
replacement. The maintenance staff is currently working toward
replacing the single storage tank with multiple natural gas fired
storage tank type domestic hot water heaters.

Existing dual temperature distribution pumps

Distribution Systems

Existing typical boiler

The building’s dual temperature loop is served by two 15 HP
end suction pumps. One pump is original to the building and in
poor condition, while the other pump was replaced as part of the
maintenance program and is in fair condition. The condenser
water pump is served by a single 10 HP end suction pump that was
replaced as part of the school’s maintenance program and appears
to be in fair condition. The heating water serving the domestic hot
water heat exchanger is served by a 1 ½ HP end suction pump that
was also replaced as part of the school’s maintenance program.
This pump is currently in fair condition.
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Existing condenser water pump

Utilities
An incoming 3” cold water service enters the building on the north
side of the main mechanical room. The service splits to a 3”
domestic water service and 3” fire sprinkler service. The domestic
water service includes a reduced pressure zone principle backflow
preventer which was installed in the summer of 2017.

Existing domestic hot water tank

Existing domestic heat exchanger pump

Natural gas is supplied to the building through an existing gas meter
and pressure reducing valve located in the outdoor cooling tower
yard on the north side of the building. A 5” low pressure gas main
is routed on the exterior wall of the building approximately 50 feet
to the main mechanical room and then enters the building. The
natural gas serves the heating water boilers and kitchen equipment.
A separate 1 ½” natural gas main has been capped and abandoned.
The abandoned gas pipe previously served an incinerator which has
been removed.
Sanitary lines exiting the building consist of a 4” and 6” mains which
both exit through the northwest corner of the building. Stormwater
is collected from the flat roof areas via roof drains. The drains are
connected by rain leaders to an underground storm water system
utilizing mostly 4” piping. Sloped areas of the roof are limited and
drain to either a flat roof area or to grade. There are no existing rain
gutters currently installed on the building.
Fire Protection System
The only space in the building protected by a fire sprinkler system
is the main Mechanical Room. A 3” fire sprinkler main splits from
the incoming cold-water service within the main mechanical room.
The fire sprinkler main is served by a double check valve backflow
preventer installed in the summer of 2017.
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Existing fire backflow preventer

Airside Systems
A majority of all airside equipment throughout the building are
equipped with 2-pipe heating/cooling coils served by the dual
temperature system. All observed equipment is original to the
building and have only had components, such as motors, replaced
when required for maintenance. These units are well beyond their
expected normal lifespan.

Existing incoming gas service

Existing domestic
backflow preventer
and PRV

Classrooms located along the exterior walls of the building are
served by unit ventilators located in built-in cabinetry along the
exterior wall. The units include a 2-pipe heating/cooling coil served
by the dual temperature system and are provided with outdoor air
via louvers through the exterior wall. Classrooms on the interior
of the building not located on an exterior wall are served by unit
ventilators mounted in the ceiling with supply ductwork distributed
throughout the space. The units include a 2-pipe heating/cooling
coil served by the dual temperature system and are provided with
outdoor air via direct ducted penthouse louvers on the roof. Several
of the interior classroom spaces are used as computer labs which
hold large numbers of computers and equipment. These rooms are
served by supplemental ductless split systems with ceiling cassette
air devices.
Smaller miscellaneous spaces such as offices and the main vestibule
are served by wall mounted fan coil units. The units include a 2-pipe
heating/cooling coil served by the dual temperature system and
have no outdoor air connection.
The cafeteria is served by two ceiling hung horizontal air conditioning
units. The units include a 2-pipe heating/cooling coil served by the
dual temperature system and receive outdoor air for ventilation via
exterior wall louvers. The two units are located in storage rooms
behind the stage. The gymnasium is served by a ceiling hung
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horizontal air conditioning unit located in the main mechanical room.
The unit includes a 2-pipe heating/cooling coil served by the dual
temperature system and receives outdoor air for ventilation via an
exterior wall louver.
The kitchen is provided with make-up air via a ceiling hung air
conditioning unit located in the main mechanical room. The unit
includes a hydronic coil connected to the building’s dual temperature
loop, but is set up for heating operation only. The unit provides
100% outdoor air via an exterior wall mounted louver.

Existing typical ceiling mounted unit ventilator

Corridors are provided with cabinet heaters which include hydronic
coils connected to the building’s dual temperature loop, however,
the units are set up for heating operation only. The units are typically
ceiling mounted adjacent to exterior doors. Toilet rooms are served
by fin tube radiators connected to the building’s dual temperature
loop, however, the units are set up for heating operation only.
In the classroom areas with relocatable partition walls, thermostat
location and duct placement are not coordinated with layout. The
dampers that control the hot or cold air from outside have weekly
issues and often get stuck creating uncomfortable temperatures
inside the classrooms and offices.
Automatic Temperature Controls

Existing ceiling cassette

The building’s HVAC system is served by a pneumatic control system.
Two control compressors are located in the main mechanical room.
It was observed that the primary control compressor has been
supplemented with a spare compressor from another school as the
primary unit is nearing the end of its useful life. Leaks in the control
tubing of the main compressor are apparent, which cause the unit
to cycle frequently. Summer/winter modes of the dual temperature
system are manually changed over in the main mechanical room.
Summary
In general, the mechanical systems serving the building are in poor
condition and at the end of their expected useful life.

Existing pneumatic controls compressor
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ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
Electrical

Pad mounted Potomac Edison transformer

Electrical service for the existing Waverley Elementary building is
provided via a pad mounted Potomac Edison utility transformer
located outside the main mechanical room adjacent to the loading
dock. The incoming utility service is a 277/480V, 3 phase service
which enters the building underground into a wire trough. There are
four main service disconnects fed from the incoming utility service:
the fire alarm system, exit signs, portable classrooms, and the main
distribution panel. The capacity to add additional load is limited
with the portable classrooms already being included on the original
building service. Additionally, school employees mentioned that the
building has experienced variations in voltage which have caused
interruptions to the electrical services.
Electrical distribution is provided to the building from the original
Square D main distribution panel “MDP” which was installed in
1969. Panel MDP is connected to the incoming service via a 3
pole 900 amp enclosed circuit breaker. The main distribution
panel then supplies power to a series of sub panels, disconnects,
and transformers throughout the building. In addition to the main
distribution panel, service disconnects for the fire alarm system
(3P-30A), exit signs (3P-30A), and portable classrooms (3P-225A)
are connected to the incoming utility ahead of the building service.
The portable classroom service is then routed to two ground
mounted transformers to supply 120/208V overhead service to the
portable classrooms. The transformers for the portable classrooms
do not appear to have been exterior-rated and the enclosures have
since deteriorated and rusted.
Throughout the building, surface mounted EMT conduit and #700
wiremold are the primary wiring methods with some newly installed
circuits using MC Cable. Most of the building’s electrical distribution
equipment is approximately 50 years old and has reached the
end of its expected useful life. Additionally, some elements, such
as plumbing pipes and ducts penetrating over transformers and
electrical equipment do not meet current code regulations. Also,
several panels and transformers are located in non-dedicated
electrical space such as janitor closets where they do not have
adequate working clearance and are in close proximity to sinks.

Main service disconnect

In the kitchen, some equipment receptacles are not GFI protected
as required by code. Additionally, several electrical disconnects are
located in non-code compliant locations and panels serving kitchen
equipment do not have adequate working clearance.
The majority of disconnects serving the HVAC equipment in the main
mechanical room are in good condition and appear to have recently
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been replaced. Disconnects serving rooftop HVAC equipment and
equipment throughout the building show signs of wear but appear to
be in fair condition.
The building is equipped with a lighting protection system which
is in fair condition but should be re-evaluated to confirm adequate
protection for the building.
Lighting

Main distribution panel (MDP)

Much of the lighting throughout the building appears to have been
updated since the original installation to fluorescent T8 lamps.
Existing light fixtures are a combination of surface mounted
fluorescent 1x4 fixtures in the classrooms, 2x2 and 2x4 recessed
fluorescent fixtures in the open areas and corridors. There are no
occupancy sensors or multi-level switching present, so the building
does not comply with the current energy code. For the most part, the
lighting is in poor condition with signs of discoloration, deterioration
and fixture malfunction, all leading to increased maintenance
requirements. Additionally, fluorescent lighting is not as energy
efficient as current LED lighting technology.
Exterior lighting is a combination of building and pole mounted metal
halide, fluorescent, and LED fixtures. The exterior fixtures are in
fair condition but do not provide uniform coverage at the portable
classroom area. Exterior fixture control is provided via a combination
of time clock and individual fixture photocells.

Utility service disconnects

Fluorescent lights in the cafeteria

Emergency Lighting and Fire Alarms
Emergency power is provided from battery back-up for the fire
alarm panel, exit lighting, and egress lighting. Emergency egress
lighting is provided throughout the building via wall mounted lighting
units along the paths of egress. Fire alarm batteries appear to be
recently installed and maintained with the 2013 fire alarm upgrade.
Emergency wall mounted lighting units are in fair condition with
some discoloration.
Fluorescent lights in the corridors

Illuminated exit sign fixtures are provided throughout the entire
building. Coverage is adequate and fixtures are in fair condition.
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Fire alarm detection and notification is provided via a newly
upgraded addressable Edwards System Technology Model EST3
system installed in 2013 and is in good condition. The fire alarm
control panel is located in the storage room at the stage adjacent
to the booster panel and battery back-up. The newly installed
fire alarm system also includes an illuminated graphic, fire alarm
annunciator, and HVAC shut down located in the entry vestibule.
Fire alarm initiating devices such as pull stations, smoke detectors,
and heat detectors are provided with adequate coverage throughout
the building. Fire alarm notification is provided to occupants via
horn/strobe devices located in all corridors, classrooms, and offices.

Fire alarm control panel, booster panel and batteries
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Low-Voltage Components
The building’s telecom service is provided from a newly upgraded
telecom rack located in the staff development office adjacent to the
media center. The data rack is grounded via a telecom grounding
bus bar and data communication connections are provided via
Category 6 cable.
Other special systems include the door access control system in the
entry vestibule which was installed in 2013. This system is in good
condition and allows remote access of the vestibule for visitors from
the school administrators. Verizon fiber optic service to the building
is provided which serves the existing data rack.
Summary
In general, the electrical systems serving the building are in poor
condition and at the end of their expected useful life.

Data rack and associated cabling
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SECTION 5
PLANNING AND DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
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COMPLIANCE WITH ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS
The proposed improvements do not appear to be located within a
designated wetland, navigable waterway and are outside the 100year floodplain boundary area (as defined by FEMA). Compliance
with The Maryland Department of the Environment’s Wetlands and
Waterways Program is not required.
Site disturbance greater than 40,000 square feet is subject to
the Maryland Forest Conservation Act and will require a Forest
Stand Delineation and a Forest Conservation Plan. Submission
requirements are referenced in The State of Maryland State Forest
Conservation Technical Manual (Third Edition, 1997).
An Erosion and Sediment Control Plan designed in accordance with
the Code of Maryland Regulations, the 2011 Maryland Standards
and Specifications for Soil Erosion and Sediment Control, and the
Stormwater Management Act of 2007 must be submitted to the City
of Frederick, approved and implemented in advance of any site
disturbance.
Prior to any demolition work, the existing buildings should be
assessed and abated of all ACM and lead paint hazards. Abatement
requirements and approval are handled through the Maryland
Department of the Environment (MDE).

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE EXISTING
BUILDINGS
A review of the Maryland Historical Trust, National Register of
Historic Places and the Frederick County Register of Historic
Places databases indicates that the site is not located within any
historic districts or preservation easements and the buildings are not
individually listed on the national register.

ENERGY USE AND SUSTAINABILITY FACTORS
Per the Frederick County Public Schools Education Specification, the
project will be designed to meet the requirements for at least a silverlevel rating in the U.S. Green Building Council’s LEED (Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design) rating system. Which version
of LEED is used will depend on the timing of the project. Energy
modeling will need to be employed to estimate energy savings over a
base model and to evaluate design strategies. Sustainability issues
to be addressed include energy use, water use, recycled content
and origin of materials, volatile organic compounds, and diversion of
waste from landfills. Additionally, in accordance with the Frederick
County Code of Ordinances, new construction must comply with
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the 2015 International Energy Conservation Code (IECC) and 2012
International Green Conservation Code (IgCC). Renovation to the
existing buildings are required to comply with the 2015 (IECC) and
2012 (IgCC) as well, although there are certain exceptions that may
be applied based on the scope of the renovation work.

LOCAL PLANNING INITIATIVES
The school site is not identified as a resource site in the June 2017
Frederick County Land Preservation, Parks and Recreation Plan.
Additionally, per the April 2010 Comprehensive Plan for Frederick
County Maryland, the site is not located within an Agricultural and
Rural Community or Green Infrastructure boundary area.

POTENTIAL REUSE OF BUILDINGS
Waverley Building – while the existing building is in relatively
sound structural shape and the building has been well-maintained
over the years, many finishes and almost all the internal systems
are well past their useful life. Additionally, the current state rated
capacity (SRC) of the building is 416 students. To meet the space
program requirements for either a 725 student or 1,019 student
school, the building will require significant additions and interior
renovations. The renovation work would include demolition and
re-partitioning of the interior spaces where needed to comply with
Educational Specification requirements. Replacement and upgrade
of mechanical, electrical, plumbing and life safety systems would
also be required to accommodate the reconfigured and expanded
size of the building.
Rock Creek Building – Rock Creek has been maintained to a similar
level as the Waverley Building. Many of the major systems are
nearing or past their useful life and although the interior finishes are
generally in fair to good condition they are dated. The configuration of
the building and layout of the spaces offer a challenge for reuse as a
traditional school as the facility was designed as a special education
school with smaller classrooms and unique spaces to support the
educational program requirements. The building is of similar overall
size as the Waverley Building, and will require significant additions
and interior renovations to meet the space program requirements for
a larger school. The location of load-bearing walls limits the ability
to re-partition the interior spaces resulting in many of the classroom
spaces being smaller than Educational Specifications requirements.
Replacement and upgrade of mechanical, electrical, plumbing
and life safety systems would also be required to accommodate
the reconfigured and expanded size of the building. Additional
information can be found in the 2016 Rock Creek School Feasibility
Study, available from Frederick County Public Schools.
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For options involving the renovation and addition to either the
Waverley or Rock Creek buildings, attention to redesign of
the existing exterior façade would be required so that it looks
complementary with the new additions. This may include full window
and door replacement, removal and replacement of the mansard
roof areas with an alternate design and other exterior improvements
to create an integrated building.

OPTIONS FOR STUDENT RELOCATION DURING
CONSTRUCTION
For each of the renovation/addition options, the intention is to
accommodate students on site. The specific strategy is outlined
in the description of each option found in Section 6 of this report.
In general, strategies will involve continued use of the Waverley
School building with existing and added portables, or use of the
Rock Creek building with relocated existing and added portables to
accommodate student enrollment.

SPECIAL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
REQUIREMENTS
Continued operation of the Waverley School on site will be required,
whether in the existing Waverley building or in the Rock Creek
building which is available as swing space in some options. In
either case, fire department access to an occupied building will need
to be maintained during construction which may impact planning
considerations during the design process. Additionally, existing
storm water drainage from an occupied existing building will need to
be maintained, or approved alternate measures implemented during
construction.
For the options where the Rock Creek building is used as swing
space, adequate planning for relocation of existing on-site portables
will be required. Some additional portables for spaces not
accommodated in the Rock Creek building itself, such as a media
center, will need to be planned for as well. The configuration of
the relocated classroom portables would be similar to their current
arrangement with all portables aggregated together for use by the
higher-grade levels. The portables for the media center should be
placed near one of the Rock Creek classroom corridor exit doors for
connectivity to both in-building and portable classroom spaces.
The Judy Center is currently located in portables adjacent to the
Rock Creek school and is required to be available to the Waverley
School students during construction. For options where the Rock
Creek building is demolished in the early phases, the Judy Center
will need to be relocated to the Waverley building side of the site.
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Options to place the portables in front of Waverley building or on
the north side of the site adjacent to the other portables should be
considered.
The site also contains Frederick County Public Schools’
International Office, located in portables on the south side of the
Rock Creek Building. The preference is to find a location on site
where these portables and associated parking could be relocated
during construction. However, options for off-site relocation of the
International Office can be explored during the design process.

PROPOSED PROJECT SCHEDULE
The construction schedule for the project depends on the timing of
the replacement of Rock Creek School to be constructed on another
site. However, it is anticipated that Architectural and Engineering
Design will begin in 2018 and construction would start in the spring of
2021 once the new Rock Creek School is completed. Construction
completion and occupancy for the Waverley School depends on the
feasibility study option selected. Estimated construction schedules
are included in the following descriptive narratives for each option.
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SECTION 6
CONCEPT OPTIONS
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INTRODUCTION
The concepts included in this study were developed through
a process that included regular meetings with members of the
FCPS Facilities Planning team and Waverley Elementary school
faculty and staff to discuss all aspects of the project, contribute
expertise to the study, and help with the refinement of each option
during the study. Three interactive meetings were also held with
the school community which included presentations, surveys and
questionnaires all which helped to solicit feedback. The concept
options represent a wide range of viable and distinct scenarios for
consideration. To support in the evaluation process, each option
is presented with corresponding advantages and disadvantages
relative to the educational specifications and other goals of the
feasibility study along with an anticipated construction phasing.

RENOVATE WAVERLEY (725 STUDENTS)
The option for providing strategic renovations to the exterior and
interior of the Waverley building, with minimal demolition and
additional space was discussed early in the process. This option
would incorporate targeted renovations to all spaces to improve
the teaching/learning environment while making the least physical
impact on the existing building by maintaining most of the existing
walls and re-evaluating space uses to address educational
specification objectives to the extent practical. This option would
also include an enhancement of all existing interior finishes, both
aesthetic and functional, as well as providing improvements to
the building’s exterior envelope such as new windows, doors, and
masonry repairs. All building systems and all life safety components
would be updated to current codes and standards. Some upgrades
to the site would also be provided to improve accessibility to the
building and to site amenities.
This option falls considerably short in meeting the educational
specification space program requirements for a 725-student school.
Nearly every program requirement would not be met since the
existing Waverley building gross square footage of 54,178 would
require an additional 46,000 gross square feet of building space
to accommodate required learning and support spaces. For this
reason, a strategic renovation was not considered a viable option to
study further.
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RENOVATION/ADDITION TO WAVERLEY (725 STUDENTS) - OPTION A
In this option, the existing Waverley building would undergo a renovation and addition to increase the building square
footage to meet the goals of the educational program requirements for a 725-student enrollment.
Two of the existing wings of the building would remain but undergo interior demolition and reconfiguration. The
existing gymnasium and cafeteria wing would be renovated to become an expanded cafeteria, kitchen, music, art,
community space with connections to circulation and the new health suite. The existing central classroom wing would
be reconfigured to house the main office and administration spaces, several special education spaces, as well as the
new pre-k and kindergarten classrooms. The western-most existing wing would be demolished in its entirety, which
would allow for a new 2-story addition to be built which would consist of classrooms for grades 1-5, the new media
center and various administration and support staff spaces throughout. Two new additions would be built at the south
façade of the building – one between the existing central wing and the existing gymnasium and cafeteria wing. This
addition would become the new main entry for the school, as well as the new connection between this half of the
building linking administration and circulation space. The second addition on this side of the building would be more
significant, which would be a new gymnasium and link to the renovated cafeteria wing. All the physical education
spaces would be provided in the new addition, and would provide proximity to the new community space, as well as
become a new identifying feature for the new building overall, as it will be close to the entry drive and parking areas.
Site development for this option allows for new playgrounds on both sides of the new classroom addition wing; a new
play field and hard surface play areas at the west side of the site, with the possibility of an additional or alternate play
field location at the south of the site once the Rock Creek building is demolished. A new vehicular drive aisle loop
would be possible at the center of the site, with several parking areas connected. The service drive for this option
would remain in its current location at the north side of the building near the renovated kitchen space.

Pros

Cons
•

New construction areas allow for a secondfloor expansion.

Inefficiencies in achieving required size of
program spaces due to renovation of existing
building footprint.

•

Additions have better ceiling heights for
classrooms.

Siting of new gymnasium is difficult to
integrate with the rest of the existing building.

•

Some of the classroom spaces in the
reconfigured wing will require extensive
renovation to the exterior façade to provide
adequate natural light.

•

Construction staging area is limited due to
access needed for Rock Creek swing space
and restricted area on north side.

•

Students will need to temporarily relocate
to Rock Creek building and portables prior
to construction and then move back when
project is completed.

•

Reuses two out of three existing wings of the
building.

•
•
•

New right sized gymnasium.

•

Orientation of new classroom wing is best for
quality natural light.

•

Main entry has good visualization of the
parking and entry drive.
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Renovation
Addition
KEY
1. School Entry
2. Community Entry
3. Community Space
4. Gymnasium
5. Cafeteria/Stage
6. Admin. Offices & Support
Spaces
7. Classrooms
8. Playground
9. Hard surface play
10. Play field
11. Storm water management
12. Parking
13. Service Entrance
14. Additional play or parking
area

PHASING

PHASE 2

PHASE 1
&3

Phase 1 work includes the cleanout, repainting
and prep of the Rock Creek building along
with the relocation of existing on-site portables
to the Rock Creek side of the site to use as
swing space during construction. Phase 2
includes construction of most of the storm water
management infrastructures for the site, the
renovation and addition to the Waverley building
and associated site work. Phase 3 work includes
the full demolition of the Rock Creek building and
completion of the remaining site work.
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RENOVATION/ADDITION TO ROCK CREEK (725 STUDENTS) - OPTION B
In this option, the Rock Creek building would undergo a renovation and addition to increase the building square
footage to meet the goals of the educational program requirements for a 725-student enrollment. The Waverley
building would remain open and operational during construction, and ultimately the renovated Rock Creek building
would become the new Waverley Elementary School.
This option would renovate nearly all of the existing building, except for the demolition to the small wing of offices and
support spaces on the north-western end of the building. The existing wings of classrooms would be reconfigured for
the new classrooms. The central section of the building would be reconfigured to provide for the specials classrooms,
administration and support spaces, media center and connecting circulation spaces. Several new additions will also
be included in this option. An addition on the east wing of the building will be provided for a new gymnasium and
community space. A new cafeteria and kitchen addition will be joined to the existing central section of the building
on the north side. And two new one-story additions of classrooms will be required to provide the required number of
teaching spaces. One wing will be added to the south, between the two existing classroom wings, and one wing will
be provided at the west side of the building which will connect the two reconfigured classroom wings – thus connecting
those two wings with interior circulation. The main entry to the building will face north, between the new gymnasium
addition and the reconfigured new main administration space which is in a central location that also connects the
health suite and new media center in the center of the building.
Redevelopment of the site as part of this option includes an entry drive loop and parking area along the east side of the
building. This could function as a drop-off and pick-up zone for classrooms in this wing. An additional vehicular drive
aisle and parking lots will be located along the north side of the building – to provide access to the main entry to the
building and service access to the new kitchen in the new addition at the north end of the building. New playgrounds
are provided at the south ends of the classroom wings. A new play field and hard surface play areas are provided at
the available space on the west of the site, with the possibility of an additional or alternate play field location at the
north end of the site once the Waverley building is demolished.
Pros

Cons

•

Reuses nearly all the existing building.

•

New right sized gymnasium and cafeteria.

•

Allows renovation and new construction
activities to take place while the existing
Waverley building remains in use.

•

Clearly defined and separated phasing for
occupied site during construction.

•

Inefficiencies in achieving size of program
spaces due to renovation of existing building
footprint.

•

New gymnasium and cafeteria are not
connected.

•

Classrooms have varying orientations with
some not being ideal for quality natural light

•

Final building is very spread out – classrooms
for each grade level will be segregated from
each other.

•

Reusing existing wings in the Rock Creek
building for new renovated classrooms limits
the width of the spaces which ultimately do
not meet the Educational Specifications (710
SF versus 800 SF).

•

Attention to the redesign of the existing
exterior façade is required so that it looks
integrated with the new additions.
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Renovation
Addition
KEY
1. School Entry
2. Community Entry
3. Community Space
4. Gymnasium
5. Cafeteria/Stage
6. Admin. Offices & Support
Spaces
7. Classrooms
8. Playground
9. Hard surface play
10. Play field
11. Storm water management
12. Parking
13. Service Entrance
14. Additional play or parking
area

PHASING

PHASE 1
PHASE
1&2

This option allows for a simple two-phase
approach to the construction work at the site.
Phase 1 would include the renovation and new
additions to the Rock Creek building to occur as
needed. Construction of most of the storm water
management infrastructure for the site would
occur concurrently during Phase 1. Phase 2
would involve the demolition of the existing
Waverley building, and the site work around the
remaining portion of the site would be completed.
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REPLACEMENT (725 STUDENTS) - OPTION C.1 & C.2
Option C.1 and Option C.2 for a replacement building on site offer similar characteristics that achieve the goals of the
educational program requirements for a 725-student enrollment. However, each considers a different placement on
the site and overall site layout configuration. In Option C.1, the new building is located towards the entry drive to the
school site. A small parking area and drive aisle can be provided at the front entry to the building. A larger parking lot is
located to the north of the building which would accommodate faculty, staff and visitors. In Option C.2, the new building
is located towards the rear of the site. A large parking area and drive aisle is provided at the front of the site, with the
play field taking over the area where the current Waverley building is located. Both options allow for the Waverley
building to remain occupied and functional during the construction of the new school. This will provide less disruption
to the students and teachers. The construction phasing for each option is a simple process, that will provide a distinct
and safe boundary between the active school site and the construction site.

Option C.1
Pros

Cons

•

New right sized program provides a more
efficient building.

•

Demolishing two school buildings, rather than
one in a renovation/addition.

•

Allows for design of a defined public-private
area – classroom wing can be closed off so
community can access rest of building.

•

Building may be too close to the
neighborhood to the south.

•

•

Centered entry in public zone with secondary
entry at the classroom wing.

Building placement towards the front of the
site provides limited construction staging
area.

•

Compact building, short travel distances
along corridors.

•

•

Proper orientation of classrooms for
daylighting.

Siting of building close to the entry drive
leaves a lot of unused space at the west of
the site.

•

Can be built while students remain in the
existing Waverley building.

•

Clearly defined and separated phasing for
occupied site during construction.

Option C.2
Pros

Cons

•

New right sized program provides a more
efficient building.

•

Demolishing two school buildings, rather than
one in a renovation/addition.

•

Allows for design of a defined public-private
area – classroom wing can be closed off so
community can access rest of building.

•

Building sited at back of site leaving all the
parking at the front of the entry drive and a
longer service access drive.

•

Allows for centered main entry in public zone
with secondary entry at the classroom wing.

•

Can be built while students remain in the
existing Waverley building.

•

Clearly defined and separated phasing for
occupied site during construction.
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New Building
KEY
1. School Entry
2. Community Entry
3. Community Space
4. Gymnasium
5. Cafeteria/Stage
6. Admin. Offices & Support
Spaces
7. Classrooms
8. Playground
9. Hard surface play
10. Play field
11. Storm water management
12. Parking
13. Service Entrance
14. Additional play or parking
area

PHASING - OPTION C.1

PHASE 1 & 2
PHASE 1 & 3

This option allows for a simplified approach to the
construction phasing on the site, although space
available for construction staging may be limited
due to the placement of the building near the
entry drive. Phase 1 would include demolishing
the Rock Creek building and constructing most
of the storm water management infrastructure
for the site. The new building and surrounding
site work would be constructed as part of Phase
2. Finally, during Phase 3, the current Waverley
building would be demolished, and the site work
around the remaining portion of the site would
be completed.
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New Building
KEY
1. School Entry
2. Community Entry
3. Community Space
4. Gymnasium
5. Cafeteria/Stage
6. Admin. Offices & Support
Spaces
7. Classrooms
8. Playground
9. Hard surface play
10. Play field
11. Storm water management
12. Parking
13. Service Entrance
14. Additional play or parking
area

PHASING - OPTION C.2

PHASE 3
PHASE
1&2

This option allows for a simple three-phase
approach to the construction work on the site
and some additional staging area on the Rock
Creek parking lot not available for Option C.1.
Phase 1 would include demolishing the Rock
Creek building. Construction of most of the storm
water management infrastructure for the site
would occur concurrently during Phase 1. Phase
2 will be the construction of the new building and
surrounding site work. Phase 3 would involve
the demolition of the existing Waverley building,
and the site work around the remaining portion
of the site would be completed.
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RENOVATION/ADDITION TO WAVERLEY (1,019 STUDENTS) - OPTION A
In this option, the existing Waverley building would undergo a renovation with several new additions to increase the
building square footage to meet the goals of the educational program requirements for a 1,019-student enrollment.
Two of the existing wings of the building would remain but undergo interior demolition and reconfiguration. The existing
gymnasium and cafeteria wing would be renovated to become an expanded cafeteria, kitchen and music wing with
connections to adjacent circulation and the new gymnasium addition. The existing central classroom wing would be
reconfigured and added on to house the main office and administration spaces, several special education spaces,
as well as the new pre-k and kindergarten classrooms. The western-most existing wing would be demolished in its
entirety, which would allow for a new 2-story addition to be built to house classrooms for grades 1-5, art classrooms,
media center and various administration and support staff spaces throughout. Two new additions will be built at
the south façade of the building – one between the existing central wing and the existing gymnasium and cafeteria
wing. This addition will become the new main entry for the school, as well as the new connection between this half
of the building linking administration and circulation space. The second addition on this side of the building will be
more significant, which would be a new gymnasium and community space and link to the renovated cafeteria wing.
All the physical education spaces would be provided in the new addition, and will provide proximity to the renovated
cafeteria, as well as become a new identifying feature for the new building overall, as it will be close to the entry drive
and parking areas.
Site development for this option allows for new playgrounds on both sides between the renovated and new classroom
addition wing; a new play field and hard surface play areas at the west and south sides of the site, with the possibility of
an additional or alternate play field location at the south of the site once the Rock Creek building is demolished. A new
vehicular drive aisle loop is possible at the center of the site, with several connected parking areas. The service drive
for this option would remain in its current location at the north side of the building near the renovated kitchen space.

Pros

Cons

•

Reuses two out of three existing wings of the
building.

•
•

•

New construction areas allow for a secondfloor expansion.

Inefficiencies in achieving required size of
program spaces due to renovation of existing
building footprint.

•

Additions have better ceiling heights for
classrooms.

Siting of new gymnasium is difficult to
integrate with the rest of the existing building.

•

Some of the classroom spaces in the
reconfigured wing will require extensive
renovation to the exterior façade to provide
adequate natural light.

•

Longer distance from classrooms to larger,
multi-use spaces at other end of building –
525’ (longest distance in existing Waverley
building is 280’).

•

Students will need to temporarily relocate
to Rock Creek building and portables prior
to construction and then move back when
project is completed.

•

New right sized gymnasium.

•

Main entry has good visualization of the
parking and entry drive.
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Renovation
Addition
KEY
1. School Entry
2. Community Entry
3. Community Space
4. Gymnasium
5. Cafeteria/Stage
6. Admin. Offices & Support
Spaces
7. Classrooms
8. Playground
9. Hard surface play
10. Play field
11. Storm water management
12. Parking
13. Service Entrance
14. Additional play or parking
area

PHASING

PHASE 2

PHASE
1&3

Phase 1 work includes the cleanout, repainting
and prep of the Rock Creek building along
with the relocation of existing on-site portables
to the Rock Creek side of the site to use as
swing space during construction. Phase 2
includes construction of most of the storm
water management infrastructure for the site,
the renovation and addition to the Waverley
building and associated site work. Phase 3
work includes the full demolition of the Rock
Creek building and completion of the remaining
site work.
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RENOVATION/ADDITION TO COMBINE WAVERLEY AND ROCK CREEK
(1,019 STUDENTS) - OPTION B
This option proposes using portions of both existing buildings resulting in one building that provides increased square
footage to meet the goals of the educational program requirements for a 1,019-student enrollment. The existing
cafeteria and gymnasium wing in the Waverley building will be demolished. The existing areas of the buildings to
remain will undergo renovation, while several new building additions will be included to connect the two buildings
together.
The two existing classroom wings of the Waverley building will remain and be renovated to house the pre-k, kindergarten
and 1st Grade classrooms. All the existing Rock Creek building will remain, except for the small wing of offices and
support spaces on the north-western end of the building which would be demolished. The existing wings of classrooms
would be reconfigured for the new classrooms. The central section of the building would be reconfigured to provide for
the specials classrooms, administration and support spaces, a new media center and connecting circulation spaces.
An addition on the east wing of the Rock Creek building will be provided for a new gymnasium. The addition between
the two buildings will hold the community spaces, a new cafeteria, kitchen and circulation space. Two new onestory additions of classrooms will be required to provide the required number of teaching spaces. One wing will be
added to the south, between the two existing classroom wings, and one wing will be provided at the west side of the
building which will connect the two reconfigured classroom wings – thus connecting those two wings with interior
circulation. The main entry and administration spaces would be in the new central addition which also serves as the
main circulation connecting the classroom wings to the public multi-purpose use spaces and the specials classrooms.
Site development would be extensive due to the scope of work at both buildings. An entry drive loop and parking area
is provided at the east side of the building that could function as a drop-off and pick-up zone for classrooms in the
existing wing of the Rock Creek building. An additional vehicular drive aisle and parking lots will be located along the
east side of the renovated Waverley building and new central building addition. This will provide access to the main
entry to the building. An extended drive aisle at the north of the site will provide service access to the new kitchen at
the back of the new addition. New playgrounds are provided at the south ends of the classroom wings on the Rock
Creek side of the building, and tucked in between the renovated Waverley building and the new addition in the center.
A new play field and hard surface play areas are provided at the available space on the west of the site.
Pros

Cons

•

Reuses portions of both existing
buildings.

•

Inefficiencies in layout and size of building due to
renovation of existing spaces.

•

New right sized gymnasium and
cafeteria.

•

New gymnasium and cafeteria are not connected.

•

Classrooms have varying orientations with some not
being ideal for quality natural light.

•

Reusing existing wings in the Rock Creek building
for new renovated classrooms limits the width of the
spaces which ultimately do not meet the Educational
Specifications (710 SF versus 800 SF).

•

Attention to the redesign of the existing exterior
façade is required so that it looks integrated with the
new additions.

•

Challenging phasing process could prove highly
disruptive to students and staff with a possible
lengthy construction schedule.
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Renovation
Addition
KEY
1. School Entry
2. Community Entry
3. Community Space
4. Gymnasium
5. Cafeteria/Stage
6. Admin. Offices & Support
Spaces
7. Classrooms
8. Playground
9. Hard surface play
10. Play field
11. Storm water management
12. Parking
13. Service Entrance
14. Additional play or parking
area

PHASING

PHASE 5
PHASE 1
PHASE 2
PHASE 1
PHASE 3

PHASE 5

In this option the students will be occupying the site
while the construction work takes place and the
boundary surrounding the construction activities will
be continually evolving. Phase 1 includes demolition
of the east end of the Rock Creek building, along with
interior demolition, renovation and new addition work.
Most of the storm water management infrastructure
for the site would also be constructed. During Phase
2, the Waverley building gymnasium and cafeteria
wing will be demolished. Any new or relocated
portable classroom buildings required would also
be installed during Phase 2. Both existing Waverley
classroom wings would be reconfigured during Phase
3. During Phase 4, the link connecting the Waverley
and Rock Creek buildings together would be built.
And finally, in Phase 5, the remaining site work would
be completed.
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REPLACEMENT (1,019 STUDENTS) - OPTION C.1 & C.2
Option C.1 and Option C.2 for a replacement building on-site offer similar characteristics that achieve the goals of the
educational program requirements for a 1,019-student enrollment. However, each considers a different placement on
the site and overall site layout configuration. In Option C.1, the new building is located towards the entry drive to the
school site. A small parking area and drive aisle can be provided at the front entry to the building. A larger parking lot
and drive aisle is located to the north of the building which would accommodate faculty, staff and visitors. In Option
C.2, the new building is located towards the back of the site. All the parking areas are provided at the front of the site,
as well as the drive aisle which can follow the footprint of the building and come further into the site. In both options,
the play field is located at the back end of the site. Both options allow for the Waverley building to remain occupied
and functional during the construction of the new school. This will provide less disruption to the students and teachers.
The construction phasing for each option is a simple process, that will provide a distinct and safe boundary between
the active school site and the construction site.

Option C.1
Pros

Cons

•

New right sized program provides a more efficient building.

•

•

Allows for design of a defined public-private area –
classroom wing can be closed off so community can access
rest of building.

Demolishing two school
buildings, rather than one in a
renovation/addition.

•

Longer distance from
classrooms to larger, multi-use
spaces in other areas of the
building.

•

Allows for centered main entry in public zone with secondary
entry at the classroom wings.

•

Can be built while students remain in the existing Waverley
building.

•

Clearly defined and separated phasing for occupied site
during construction.

Building may be too close to
the neighborhood to the south.

•

Building placement towards
the front of the site provides
limited construction staging
area.

•
•

Siting of building and all the vehicular areas at the front of
the site allows all the student outdoor areas at the rear of the
site.

Option C.2
Pros

Cons

•

New right sized program provides a more efficient building.

•

•

Allows for design of a defined public-private area –
classroom wing can be closed off so community can access
rest of building.

Demolishing two school
buildings, rather than one in a
renovation/addition.

•

Longer distance from
classrooms to larger, multi-use
spaces in other areas of the
building.

•

Siting of building towards the
back of the site leaves all the
parking at the front of the entry
drive.

•

Allows for centered main entry in public zone with secondary
entry at the classroom wings.

•

Proper orientation of classrooms for daylighting.

•

Can be built while students remain in the existing Waverley
building.

•

Clearly defined and separated phasing for occupied site
during construction.

•

Play field can be located at the back of the site.
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New Building
KEY
1. School Entry
2. Community Entry
3. Community Space
4. Gymnasium
5. Cafeteria/Stage
6. Admin. Offices & Support
Spaces
7. Classrooms
8. Playground
9. Hard surface play
10. Play field
11. Storm water management
12. Parking
13. Service Entrance
14. Additional play or parking
area

PHASING - OPTION C.1

PHASE
1&2
PHASE
1&3

This option allows for a simplified approach
to the construction phasing at the site. Phase
1 would include demolishing the Rock Creek
building and constructing most of the storm water
management infrastructure for the site. The new
building and surrounding site work would be
constructed as part of Phase 2. Finally, during
Phase 3, the current Waverley building would
be demolished, and the site work around the
remaining portion of the site would be completed.
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New Building
KEY
1. School Entry
2. Community Entry
3. Community Space
4. Gymnasium
5. Cafeteria/Stage
6. Admin. Offices & Support
Spaces
7. Classrooms
8. Playground
9. Hard surface play
10. Play field
11. Storm water management
12. Parking
13. Service Entrance
14. Additional play or parking
area

PHASING - OPTION C.2

PHASE
1&3

PHASE 1 & 2

This option allows for a simplified approach to
the construction phasing on the site and some
additional staging area on the Rock Creek
parking lot not available for Option C.1. Phase
1 would include demolishing the Rock Creek
building and constructing most of the storm water
management infrastructure for the site. The new
building and surrounding site work would be
constructed as part of Phase 2. Finally, during
Phase 3, the current Waverley building would
be demolished, and the site work around the
remaining portion of the site would be completed.
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SECTION 7
COST COMPARISON
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INTRODUCTION
The following cost estimates have been developed for comparative
purposes of each concept option and reflect an opinion of
probable cost based on fair market value, and are not a prediction
of an anticipated low bid. Quantity assumptions are based on
approximate quantity surveys relative to concept level design and
have been made based on historical references to similar type
projects. The estimates include line items for construction manager
fee, bonding and insurance, phasing premium and swing space
costs where applicable. Construction contingency costs represent
additional potential costs due to unforeseen site conditions. Design
contingency represents additional costs based on potential changes
to program or design standards. Escalation costs are calculated to
the anticipated mid-point of construction.
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SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED COSTS
725 Student Options
Renovation-Addition to WB
Option A
Construction Costs
Total Proposed Building
Selective Building Demolition
Whole Building Demolition
New Construction
Renovation

GSF

$/SF or %

101,500
9,500
55,500
57,000
44,500

$14.00
$11.50
$295.00
$200.00

SUBTOTAL Building Costs
Site Construction
SUBTOTAL Construction Costs

Total

$133,000
$638,250
$16,815,000
$8,900,000

Renovation-Addition to RC
Option B
GSF
99,500
5,000
54,000
49,000
50,500

$/SF or %

Total

Replace Waverley Building
Option C.1 & C.2
GSF

$/SF or %

Total

100,500
$14.00
$11.50
$295.00
$215.00

$70,000
$621,000
$14,455,000
$10,857,500

109,500
100,500

$14.00
$11.50
$295.00
$200.00

$0
$1,259,250
$29,647,500
$0

$26,486,250
$2,223,000
$28,709,250

$26,003,500
$2,061,000
$28,064,500

$30,906,750
$4,622,500
$35,529,250

Additional Costs
CM Fee @6%/4%
Bond and Insurance
Phasing Premium @10%
Swing Space
Construction Contingency @5%/4%
Design Contingency @10%/3%
Escalation to Mid-Point
SUBTOTAL Additional Costs
TOTAL Construction Costs

$1,722,555
$456,477

$1,683,870
$446,226

$1,421,170
$554,256

$1,305,000
$1,544,414
$3,373,770
$3,317,765
$11,719,981
$40,429,231

$1,509,730
$3,170,433
$2,266,859
$9,077,117
$37,141,617

$1,500,187
$1,170,146
$1,960,540
$6,606,300
$42,135,550

Project Costs
Furniture, Fixtures & Equipment
Miscellaneous Project Costs
A/E Services @6%/4%
SUBTOTAL Project Costs
TOTAL Construction & Project Costs

$1,900,000
$606,438
$2,425,754
$4,932,192
$45,361,423

$1,900,000
$557,124
$2,228,497
$4,685,621
$41,827,238

$1,900,000
$632,033
$1,685,422
$4,217,455
$46,353,005

Program Alternates (includes all associated costs)
International Office
2,400
TOTAL Project Costs w/ Alternates
40-Year Life Cycle Costs
Mechanical Installation Costs
Maintenance Expense
Utility Expense
Present Value of Life Cycle Costs
Future Value of Life Cycle Costs

$476

$1,142,400
$46,503,823

$5,655,580
$5,546,188
$4,588,288
$11,004,571
$15,790,056

2,400

$476

$1,142,400
$42,969,638

$5,544,140
$5,436,903
$4,497,878
$10,787,732
$15,478,922

2,400

$476

$1,142,400
$47,495,405

$5,599,860
$5,491,546
$4,008,603
$10,581,877
$15,100,008
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SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED COSTS
1,019 Student Options
Renovation-Addition to WB
Option A
Construction Costs
Total Proposed Building
Selective Building Demolition
Whole Building Demolition
New Construction
Renovation

GSF

$/SF or %

130,400
9,500
55,500
85,900
44,500

$14.00
$11.50
$295.00
$200.00

SUBTOTAL Building Costs
Site Construction
SUBTOTAL Construction Costs

Total

$133,000
$638,250
$25,340,500
$8,900,000

Renovation-Addition to RC & WB
Option B
GSF
133,900
28,000
51,900
82,000

$/SF or %

Total

$392,000
$0
$15,310,500
$17,630,000

Total

109,500
131,400

$14.00
$11.50
$295.00
$200.00

$0
$1,259,250
$38,763,000
$0

$33,332,500
$2,324,100
$35,656,600

$40,022,250
$6,013,000
$46,035,250

$2,301,711
$609,953

$1,841,410
$718,150

$1,943,792
$1,516,158
$2,821,368
$8,840,878
$54,876,128

$2,280,000
$823,142
$2,195,045
$5,298,187
$60,174,315

$1,305,000
$2,063,676
$4,464,219
$4,390,113
$15,134,672
$53,496,522

Project Costs
Furniture, Fixtures & Equipment
Miscellaneous Project Costs
A/E Services @6%/4%
SUBTOTAL Project Costs
TOTAL Construction & Project Costs

$2,280,000
$802,448
$3,209,791
$6,292,239
$59,788,761

$2,280,000
$812,566
$3,250,265
$6,342,831
$60,513,906

40-Year Life Cycle Costs
Mechanical Installation Costs
Maintenance Expense
Utility Expense
Present Value of Life Cycle Costs
Future Value of Life Cycle Costs

$/SF or %

$35,011,750
$3,350,100
$38,361,850

$2,139,396
$566,940
$3,836,294
$750,000
$1,918,147
$4,486,738
$4,816,962
$18,514,475
$54,171,075

$474

GSF
131,400

$14.00
$11.50
$295.00
$215.00

Additional Costs
CM Fee @6%/4%
Bond and Insurance
Phasing Premium @10%
Swing Space
Construction Contingency @5%/4%
Design Contingency @10%/3%
Escalation to Mid-Point
SUBTOTAL Additional Costs
TOTAL Construction Costs

Program Alternates (includes all associated costs)
International Office
2,400
TOTAL Project Costs w/ Alternates

Replace Waverley Building
Option C.1 & C.2

$1,137,600
$60,926,361

$7,265,888
$7,125,349
$5,894,707
$14,137,892
$20,285,944

2,400

$474

$1,137,600
$61,651,506

$7,460,908
$7,316,597
$6,052,924
$14,517,360
$20,830,428

2,400

$474

$1,137,600
$61,311,915

$7,321,608
$7,179,991
$5,241,098
$13,835,410
$19,742,697
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LIFE CYCLE COST ANALYSIS
LIFE CYCLE COST ANALYSIS SUMMARY
725 Student Options
Renovation-Addition to WB
Option A

Renovation-Addition to RC
Option B

Replace Waverley Building
Option C.1 & C.2

$5,655,580
$5,655,580

$5,544,140
$5,544,140

$5,599,860
$5,599,860

$40,600
$54,267
$94,867

$39,800
$53,198
$92,998

$40,200
$47,411
$87,611

LIFE CYCLE COSTS - 40 YEARS
Future Value
Intallation Costs
Maintenance Expense
Utility Expense
TOTAL

$5,655,580
$5,546,188
$4,588,288
$15,790,056

$5,544,140
$5,436,903
$4,497,878
$15,478,922

$5,599,860
$5,491,546
$4,008,603
$15,100,008

NET PRESENT VALUE
Installation Costs
Maintenance Expense
Utility Expense
TOTAL

$5,655,580
$2,651,078
$2,697,913
$11,004,571

$5,544,140
$2,598,840
$2,644,752
$10,787,732

$5,599,860
$2,624,959
$2,357,058
$10,581,877

INSTALLATION COST
Estimated Mechanical Cost
TOTAL
ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS
Maintenance Expense
Utility Expense
TOTAL

LIFE CYCLE COST ANALYSIS SUMMARY
1,019 Student Options
Renovation-Addition to WB
Option A

Renovation-Addition to RC & WB
Option B

Replace Waverley Building
Option C.1 & C.2

$7,265,888
$7,265,888

$7,460,908
$7,460,908

$7,321,608
$7,321,608

$52,160
$69,718
$121,878

$53,560
$71,590
$125,150

$52,560
$61,988
$114,548

LIFE CYCLE COSTS - 40 YEARS
Future Value
Intallation Costs
Maintenance Expense
Utility Expense
TOTAL

$7,265,888
$7,125,349
$5,894,707
$20,285,944

$7,460,908
$7,316,597
$6,052,924
$20,830,428

$7,321,608
$7,179,991
$5,241,098
$19,742,697

NET PRESENT VALUE
Installation Costs
Maintenance Expense
Utility Expense
TOTAL

$7,265,888
$3,405,917
$3,466,088
$14,137,892

$7,460,908
$3,497,333
$3,559,119
$14,517,360

$7,321,608
$3,432,036
$3,081,766
$13,835,410

INSTALLATION COST
Estimated Mechanical Cost
TOTAL
ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS
Maintenance Expense
Utility Expense
TOTAL
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LIFE CYCLE COST ANALYSIS
ANNUAL OPERATING COST - MAINTENANCE EXPENSE
725 Student Options
Renovation-Addition to WB
Option A

Renovation-Addition to RC
Option B

Replace Waverley Building
Option C.1 & C.2

101,500

99,500

100,500

Maintenance Cost per GSF

$0.40

$0.40

$0.40

Total Maintenance Expense

$40,600

$39,800

$40,200

Total Building GSF

ANNUAL OPERATING COST - MAINTENANCE EXPENSE
1,019 Student Options
Renovation-Addition to WB
Option A

Renovation-Addition to RC & WB
Option B

Replace Waverley Building
Option C.1 & C.2

130,400

133,900

131,400

Maintenance Cost per GSF

$0.40

$0.40

$0.40

Total Maintenance Expense

$52,160

$53,560

$52,560

Total Building GSF

ANNUAL OPERATING COST - UTILITY EXPENSE
725 Student Options
Renovation-Addition to WB
Renovation-Addition to RC
Option A
Option B

Replace Waverley Building
Option C.1 & C.2

Total Building GSF

101,500

99,500

100,500

kWh/GSF

8.50

8.50

7.50

Annual Energy Consumption

862,750

845,750

753,750

Current Utility Average Rate
($/kWh)

0.0629

0.0629

0.0629

Total Operating Expense

$54,267

$53,198

$47,411

ANNUAL OPERATING COST - UTILITY EXPENSE
1,019 Student Options
Renovation-Addition to WB
Renovation-Addition to RC & WB
Option A
Option B

Replace Waverley Building
Option C.1 & C.2

Total Building GSF

130,400

133,900

131,400

kWh/GSF

8.50

8.50

7.50

Annual Energy Consumption

1,108,400

1,138,150

985,500

Current Utility Average Rate
($/kWh)

0.0629

0.0629

0.0629

Total Operating Expense

$69,718

$71,590

$61,988
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APPENDIX A
CONSULTANT RECOMMENDATIONS
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STRUCTURAL RECOMMENDATIONS
Replacement Building Options
The new structure would primarily be structural steel framing with some load bearing masonry for the gymnasium,
cafeteria and some surrounding support spaces.
The roof framing would consist of 1.5-inch metal roof deck supported by steel joists at 5’-0” on center and wide-flange
steel girders or masonry bearing walls. The roof of the gymnasium and cafeteria would be framed with long span open
web steel joists to provide a column free interior space. Acoustic deck would be used at the exposed structure areas.
The second-floor framing would consist of 5” composite concrete slab and deck on wide-flange beams spaced 6-8 feet
on center and wide-flange steel girders. The structure would be supported by steel columns.
Ground floors would consist of a 5” concrete slab on grade reinforced with welded wire reinforcing.
Twelve-inch masonry walls would be required for the high roof spaces of the gymnasium and cafeteria, and eight-inch
masonry would be required for the shorter bearing walls. Masonry fire walls, providing separation of structure, would
need to be provided to meet code requirements. Eight-inch masonry or six-inch metal stud walls would be required
as backup for any masonry exterior walls. Masonry partitions on the second floor would require large beam sizes. As
an alternative, metal stud partitions with impact resistant drywall could be used and would require shallower beams.
Lateral support would be provided by a combination of CMU shear walls at the load bearing section and steel moment
or braced frames for the steel framed section.
It is anticipated that spread footings can be utilized to support the columns and strip footings under load bearing and
exterior walls, consistent with the existing construction. However, this will need to be confirmed by the findings of the
geotechnical investigation.
Renovation/Addition to the Waverley Building Options
Interior renovations of the existing structure would require new lintels for new openings in existing load bearing walls.
Due to the low bearing height, steel beam lintels would be required where openings are directly under roof beams.
Precast lintels may be used at openings between framing members and in non-bearing walls.
The existing corridor walls in the central classroom wing are load bearing. Renovations requiring removal of portions
of those walls will require replacement with new steel beams with columns to support the existing roof framing.
Trenching and patching of the slab will be required for new under slab piping.
The new structure would be steel framed for the two-story classroom and load bearing masonry for the gymnasium.
The roof framing would consist of 1.5-inch metal roof deck supported by steel joists at 5’-0” on center and wide-flange
steel girders or masonry bearing walls. The roof of the gymnasium would be framed with long span open web steel
joists to provide a column free interior space. Acoustic deck would be used at the exposed structure areas.
The second-floor framing would consist of 5” composite concrete slab and deck on wide-flange beams spaced 6-8 feet
on center and wide-flange steel girders. The structure would be supported by steel columns.
Ground floors would consist of a 5” concrete slab on grade reinforced with welded wire reinforcing.
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Twelve-inch masonry walls would be required for the high roof spaces of the gymnasium and cafeteria, and eight-inch
masonry would be required for the shorter bearing walls. Masonry fire walls, providing separation of structure, would
need to be provided to meet code requirements. Eight-inch masonry or six-inch metal stud walls would be required
as backup for any masonry exterior walls. Masonry partitions on the second floor would require large beam sizes. As
an alternative, metal stud partitions with impact resistant drywall could be used and would require shallower beams.
Lateral support would be provided by a combination of CMU shear walls at the load bearing section and steel moment
or braced frames for the steel framed section.
It is anticipated that spread footings can be utilized to support the columns and strip footings under load bearing and
exterior walls, consistent with the existing construction. However, this will need to be confirmed by the findings of the
geotechnical investigation.
Renovation/Addition to the Rock Creek Building
Interior renovations of the existing structure would require new beam lintels for new openings in existing load bearing
walls. Precast lintels may be used at openings in non-bearing walls.
Interior load bearing walls are located throughout, and typically occur on one side of the classroom wing corridors
and at the perimeter of the gymnasium and pool areas. Renovations requiring removal of portions of those walls will
require replacement with new steel beams with columns to support the existing roof framing. Trenching and patching
of the slab will be required for new under slab piping.
Infill of the pool area would require suitable structural fill with a 5” concrete slab on grade reinforced with welded wire
reinforcing.
The new structure would be steel framed for the two-story classroom and load bearing masonry for the gymnasium.
The roof framing would consist of 1.5-inch metal roof deck supported by steel joists at 5’-0” on center and wide-flange
steel girders or masonry bearing walls. The roof of the gymnasium would be framed with long span open web steel
joists to provide a column free interior space. Acoustic deck would be used at the exposed structure areas.
The second-floor framing would consist of 5” composite concrete slab and deck on wide-flange beams spaced 6-8 feet
on center and wide-flange steel girders. The structure would be supported by steel columns.
Ground floors would consist of a 5” concrete slab on grade reinforced with welded wire reinforcing.
Twelve-inch masonry walls would be required for the high roof spaces of the gymnasium and cafeteria, and eight-inch
masonry would be required for the shorter bearing walls. Masonry fire walls, providing separation of structure, would
need to be provided to meet code requirements. Eight-inch masonry or six-inch metal stud walls would be required
as backup for any masonry exterior walls. Masonry partitions on the second floor would require large beam sizes. As
an alternative, metal stud partitions with impact resistant drywall could be used and would require shallower beams.
Lateral support would be provided by a combination of CMU shear walls at the load bearing section and steel moment
or braced frames for the steel framed section.
It is anticipated that spread footings can be utilized to support the columns and strip footings under load bearing and
exterior walls, consistent with the existing construction. However, this will need to be confirmed by the findings of the
geotechnical investigation.
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Combination of the Waverley and Rock Creek Buildings
Interior renovations of the existing structure in either building would require new lintels for new openings in existing
load bearing walls. Due to the low bearing height, steel beam lintels would be required where openings are directly
under roof beams. Precast lintels may be used at openings between framing members and in non-bearing walls.
The existing corridor walls in the central classroom wing of the Waverley building are load bearing. Renovations
requiring removal of portions of those walls will require replacement with new steel beams with columns to support
the existing roof framing.
Interior load bearing walls in the Rock Creek building typically occur on one side of the classroom wing corridors and at
the perimeter of the gymnasium and pool areas. Renovations requiring removal of portions of those walls will require
replacement with new steel beams with columns to support the existing roof framing. Infill of the pool area would
require suitable structural fill with a 5” concrete slab on grade reinforced with welded wire reinforcing.
Trenching and patching of the existing slab will be required for new under slab piping.
The new structure will be steel framed for the classrooms and load bearing masonry for the gymnasium and cafeteria.
The roof framing would consist of 1.5-inch metal roof deck supported by steel joists at 5’-0” on center and wide-flange
steel girders and columns or masonry bearing walls. The roof of the Gymnasium and Cafeteria would be framed with
long span open web steel joists to provide a column free interior space. Acoustic deck would be used at the exposed
structure areas.
Ground floors will consist of a 5” concrete slab on grade reinforced with welded wire reinforcing.
Twelve-inch masonry walls would be required for the high roof spaces of the gymnasium and cafeteria, and eight-inch
masonry would be required for the shorter bearing walls. Masonry fire walls, providing separation of structure, would
need to be provided to meet code requirements. Eight-inch masonry or six-inch metal stud walls would be required
as backup for any masonry exterior walls. Masonry partitions on the second floor would require large beam sizes. As
an alternative, metal stud partitions with impact resistant drywall could be used and would require shallower beams.
Lateral support would be provided by a combination of CMU shear walls at the load bearing section and steel moment
or braced frames for the steel framed section.
It is anticipated that spread footings can be utilized to support the columns and strip footings under load bearing and
exterior walls, consistent with the existing construction. However, this will need to be confirmed by the findings of the
geotechnical investigation.

TECHNOLOGY AND SECURITY SYSTEM RECOMMENDATIONS
Overview
All options would entail a complete new communications infrastructure (cable plant) to support voice, data, AV and
security systems. Both existing buildings have old TIMS era Category 5e cable and the extent of the renovation
would damage any existing cable. With proper environmental conditioning, the physical room containing the
telecommunication room (MDF) in Rock Creek could be used as a new telecommunications room with completely
new equipment. The existing telecommunication equipment room (MDF) in Waverley is not suited for re-use.
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Telecommunication Rooms
A standard sized (8’ x 10’) telecommunication room should be provided for every 70,000 square feet of floor space
provided in a building design scheme. These rooms should contain good environmental conditioning including air
conditioning, emergency power-protected circuits, and appropriate lighting. The main telecommunication equipment
room should be better sized for a more technology rich school and located near the media center.
Structured Cabling System (Telephone and Data)
Because the currently installed cabling system is co-located in programmed spaces (offices and storage rooms), the
cabling in place will most likely need to be removed and replaced with Category 6 cabling to hard-wired drops and
Category 6A to wireless access points. Fiber optic backbone cabling should also be installed, connecting all telecom
spaces back to the main telecom equipment room. A major renovation of the school that included new systemic
system upgrades would require replacement of the communications infrastructure systems. Wireless connectivity
should be available throughout the building.
The school-wide computer network would be an implementation of 10/100/1000 Mbit Ethernet over Category 6 copper
UTP cable and Gigabit Ethernet over multimode fiber, complying with the Institute of Electrical Engineers’ (IEEE)
802.3 standards for Ethernet. Backbone cabling between the telecommunications equipment room (TER/”head
end”) and all telecom rooms (TR’s) should be a hybrid single-mode/multimode fiber optic cable (12/12). The data
infrastructure will support implementation of a wireless LAN system, video and potential convergence of voice onto
the data distribution network. Each wireless access point location in hallways, auditorium, and any large open space
must include Category 6A data cables.
A chassis-based core switch would be owner provided at the telecommunications equipment room (TER) to manage
the distribution of fiber, as well as managing UTP distribution for the service area of that room. Intermediate TR’s
would be managed through owner provided stackable switches.
The telephone cable plant would consist of Category 6 UTP cables extended from TR’s to the workstation. 50-pair
Category 5e cables shall interconnect telecommunication rooms with the TER (head end). Cables should be terminated
in wall-mounted 66-blocks, and cross-connected with patch cords in TR’s and in faceplates at the workstation.
The infrastructure described above will allow the district to upgrade to voice over IP as the technology moves forward.
The school will also maintain a minimum number of separate incoming analog telephone lines for elevator, fax, fire
and security connections throughout the facility.
The design team should work with the FCPS to refine the number of data drops in all types of instructional and noninstructional spaces to ensure that it complies with Frederick County Public School standards and guidelines.
Video Distribution
Pending the redesign of the facility, a new small tap and trunk coaxial CATV system would be recommended for the
main office and a few other locations. The new system should consist of a rack mounted CATV head-end located in
the new MDF Room. IP video streaming should bring video into the classrooms in a new or modernized school.
Classroom Technology
The existing televisions in the classrooms and labs should be replaced with ceiling-hung LCD projectors and electronic
whiteboards or short throw electronic whiteboards to meet current FCPS standards. Audio enhancement system with
ceiling mounted speakers should be installed in all instructional areas to equalize sound levels. The purpose of the
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sound enhancement system in classrooms and laboratories is to equalize sound levels throughout the classroom to
ensure that students hear the presentation, regardless of proximity to the speaker. The system allows a presenter’s
voice to be amplified via a collar or a hand-held infrared microphone. The system includes four ceiling mounted
speakers that can also be integrated with other classroom equipment such as the LCD projector and VCR/DVD to
amplify sound from those sources as well.
Each classroom should have a minimum of (6) data drops for computer connections including (4) student drops
and wireless access points. Appropriate data and network connections and electric power shall be designed for the
equipment.
Security Systems
Architectural changes would necessitate the installation of new security equipment that meets current FCPS standards
and should include warranted equipment. The security systems should include Video Surveillance (CCTV), Intrusion
Detection, Access Control and Entry Door Video Intercom systems.
Closed Circuit Television will provide surveillance of the school, internally and externally, 24 hours per day. The
Surveillance System would have Ethernet LAN/WAN capabilities using TCP/IP protocols. Digital cameras should be
located to survey the corridors, specific rooms and portions of the perimeter of the facility. Digital video recordings
should be transmitted from each camera location and stored for no less than 30 days. The CCTV would be connected
to an emergency backup system that will keep the system operational in a power outage.
CCTV equipment should include UTC Interlogix servers, network video recorders, digital video recorders and control
software located in the new MDF. Associated CCTV cameras should be located strategically throughout the facility
to monitor entry/egress, public spaces and sensitive areas. Camera infrastructure should be Category 6 UTP cables
and dedicated switching/distribution equipment.
The Intrusion Detection system should consist of a DSC main panel with associated motion detection and perimeter
door contacts sensors. Two and four conductor cables should be used to connect panels and sensors to monitor
various zones of the facility. The system should be locally and remotely monitored and accessed.
Access Control Systems
A swipe card access should be provided at school main access door, primary gymnasium doors, any annex adjacent
to the main building, primary entryway adjacent to faculty parking, and any other entrance with a school – specific
security need. Additionally, a buzzer, camera, and monitor system should be provided at the front door and loading
dock.
Intercom and Master Clock Description
The intercommunication system should utilize a copper cable infrastructure to distribute multiple, simultaneous
conversations on separate channels throughout the facility through telephones, call-in switches and loudspeaker
assemblies. A programmable master clock with correction of secondary clocks should also be included as part of the
overall system.
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FOOD SERVICE RECOMMENDATIONS
Overview
Food service areas should be equipped with all-new commercial-grade appliances meeting the space program square
foot requirements and installed in compliance with local governing health codes. All countertops and work surfaces
should be of durable stainless-steel finishes, and mounted on legs to promote sanitation and ease of cleaning.
Likewise, shelving inside the walk-in cooler/freezer should be installed on casters to aid in re-stocking of food supplies.
The kitchen should be designed to operate as an on-site prep/production facility equipped to produce and serve
breakfast and lunch meals to the student population from grades PK-5. Bulk refrigerated items would be stored in a
walk-in cooler/freezer with remote refrigeration. Onsite cooking would take place in convection ovens, combi-oven
and steamers requiring a Type I exhaust hood with fire protection system. Cooking and serving utensils would be
washed and sanitized in both conveyorized automatic dishwasher and a 3-compartment sink with integral left & right
drainboards. Clean ware would be stored on mobile pot and pan shelving.
Serving of students would take place on three lines of cafeteria counters equipped with: a 5-well steam table for hot
food, mechanically-refrigerated frost top for cold food and a bulk milk cooler for milk and beverages. Meals would be
served on re-useable trays.
Area Designation
The overall food service operation will contain approximately 2,290 square feet and encompass the following functional
work areas:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Receiving Area
Walk-in Cooler/Freezer
Dry Food Storage
Paper/Disposables Storage
Utility/Soap Storage
Manager’s Office
Main Food Prep/Cooking Area
Serving Area – (3) Lines
Staff Toilet/Locker
Dishwashing Area

Sample Kitchen Floor Plan
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Sample Serving Line Perspective

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS RECOMMENDATIONS
System Recommendation

•
•

•

Due to the extent of the renovation scenarios and the inability to reuse significant portions of the existing HVAC
system, there is no variance in HVAC system recommendations between the construction scenarios. This also
includes the difference in student population as all reviewed HVAC systems are equally scalable.
Considering the energy savings, construction cost and HVAC zoning, HVAC system option I, variable refrigerant
flow (VRF) with packaged dedicated outdoor air system and packaged single zone VAV RTUs to serve assembly
areas is the recommended HVAC system for all construction scenarios. This option will likely provide the best
return on investment while providing maximum occupant comfort. FCPS may wish to entertain other systems due
to unfamiliarity with the system by maintenance staff, however, each VRF manufacturer offers training on their
systems.
The alternative recommendation is the HVAC system option II, ground source heat pump system. This system is
likely the most efficient, but would be the most costly during construction. The increased first cost will likely result
in a longer return on investment than the VRF system.

HVAC Option I – Variable Refrigerant Flow (VRF) System with Packaged DOAS
Classrooms
1. Classrooms shall be served by cassette type indoor VRF units. Multiple cassettes may be required per
classroom to meet the heating and cooling loads and air distribution needs of the space. Each classroom shall
have a dedicated thermostat.
2. Ventilation Strategy: Outdoor air for ventilation shall be provided by dedicated outdoor air systems located on
the roof or in a mechanical room. The units shall provide cooling through DX refrigeration and heating via natural
gas. These units shall also be equipped with energy recovery wheels.
3. The ventilation ductwork and VRF cassettes will require a minimum of 18” of ceiling space.
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Support Spaces (Admin, Community Resource Suite, etc.)
1. Support spaces shall be served by a mix of cassette type and ducted type indoor VRF units based on the
heating, cooling and zoning requirements of the space. Multiple spaces shall be served by each ducted unit,
while cassette units shall serve larger spaces.
2. Ventilation Strategy: Outdoor air for ventilation shall be provided by dedicated outdoor air systems located on
the roof or in a mechanical room. The units shall provide cooling through DX refrigeration and heating via natural
gas. These units shall also be equipped with energy recovery wheels.
3. Ventilation ductwork, VRF cassettes and ducted units will require a minimum of 18” of ceiling space.

Assembly Spaces (Gymnasium, Cafeteria, Media Center, etc.)
1. Assembly spaces shall be served by single zone variable air volume rooftop units. Cooling shall be provided
via packaged DX refrigeration. Heating shall be provided via heating water coil supplied by the central plant.
Each space shall be served by a dedicated RTU with a dedicated thermostat.
2. Ventilation Strategy: Outdoor air for ventilation shall be provided directly through the rooftop unit.
3. Distribution ductwork will require a minimum of 24” of ceiling space. Alternatively, exposed painted double wall
ductwork could be provided eliminating the need for space above the ceiling.
Central Plant
1. A central plant is not required.
2. Heat recovery units (HRUs) for the VRF system shall be located on the roof or in small mechanical yards along
the exterior of the building. The HRUs will need to be located within 100’ of the nearest indoor unit.
Other System Considerations
1. FCPS does not currently have any schools with VRF systems installed.
2. All of the major VRF manufacturers offer comprehensive training for contractors and maintenance staff.
3. Many local organizations have adopted VRF as their preferred mechanical system. Frederick County
Government is one organization that prefers VRF.
Advantages
1. High level of individual zone control.
2. Lower energy cost than 4 pipe system and constant volume RTUs.
Disadvantages
1. Higher construction cost than constant volume RTUs.
2. Refrigerant piping will need to be carefully designed to avoid the need for emergency refrigerant exhaust
system.
Building Variations
1. All building variations will require a complete HVAC replacement. No existing equipment can be reused.
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HVAC Option II - Ground Source Heat Pump
Classrooms
1. Classrooms shall be served by vertical ground source heat pump units located in mechanical closets adjacent
to the classroom. Heating and cooling shall be provided through water cooled compressors within the unit. Each
classroom shall be provided with a dedicated thermostat.
2. Ventilation Strategy: Outdoor air for ventilation shall be provided by dedicated outdoor air systems located on
the roof or in a mechanical room. The units shall provide heating and cooling through water cooled compressors
within the unit. These units shall also be equipped with energy recovery wheels .
3. Distribution ductwork will require a minimum of 24” of ceiling space.
Support Spaces (Admin, Community Resource Suite, etc.)
1. Support spaces shall be served by ground source heat pump constant volume AHUs located on the roof, rooftop
penthouse, or mechanical room. Heating and cooling shall be provided by water cooled compressors within the
unit. Each suite of support spaces shall be served by a single unit sharing a single thermostat.
2. Ventilation Strategy: Outdoor air for ventilation shall be provided directly through the unit.
3. Distribution ductwork will require a minimum of 18” of ceiling space.
Assembly Spaces (Gymnasium, Cafeteria, Media Center, etc.)
1. Assembly spaces shall be served by ground source heat pump single zone variable air volume AHUs located
on the roof, rooftop penthouse, or mechanical room. Heating and cooling shall be supplied by the water cooled
compressor within the unit. Each space shall be served by a dedicated unit with a dedicated thermostat.
2. Ventilation Strategy: Outdoor air for ventilation shall be provided directly through the unit.
3. Distribution ductwork will require a minimum of 24” of ceiling space. Alternatively, exposed painted double wall
ductwork could be provided eliminating the need for space above the ceiling.
Central Plant
1. Base mounted pumps shall provide distribution through the building as well as through the ground source bore
field.
2. A bore field shall be drilled in adjacent athletic fields and/or parking lots to accept/reject heat from the earth to
the ground source loop. Based on the size of the bore field and resulting water loop temperatures, glycol may be
required to prevent freezing.
3. The bore field shall consist of a number of circuits, no more than 20 bores each, connected to a common header
in the main mechanical room.
4. When properly installed, leaks in the underground piping are unlikely. However, if a leak were to develop, the
circuit could be isolated and the building could continue to operate while a repair could be made. A properly
sized bore field will include redundancy to protect against this potential.
5. If the bore field is undersized due to space restraints, a supplemental boiler and/or cooling tower may be
required.
Advantages
1. Lowest energy cost.
2. High level of individual zone control.
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Disadvantages
1. Highest construction cost
2. Equipment with compressors installed adjacent to occupied space increasing potential for noise issues. Care
will need to be taken to locate equipment, especially those serving classrooms, in closets in accessible through
the corridor.
Building Variations
1. All building variations will require a complete HVAC replacement. No existing equipment can be reused.
2. Each variation designed for 725 students will require approximately 93,000 square feet for the ground source
bore field.
3. Each variation designed for 1,019 students will require approximately 125,000 square feet for the ground source
bore field.
4. Bore field estimates are based on a separation of 20 feet between each bore and a depth of 400 feet.

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS RECOMMENDATIONS
The following is a summary of the issues related to the Renovation-Addition options.
Existing Lighting
Existing ceiling heights and exposed wood beam type ceilings in classrooms will allow for existing fixtures to be
replaced by surface mounted or pendant lighting fixtures, otherwise, ceiling heights will need to be lowered to provide
adequate space for recessed lighting fixtures in many areas. In other areas with drop ceilings, the lighting fixtures shall
remain recessed as long as there is adequate space within the ceiling for new mechanical systems. Where there is not
adequate space, as is often the case in existing buildings, the ceilings would need to be lowered or surface mounted
lights would need to be used.
Existing Power
Throughout the existing Waverley school building, the majority of conduit and devices such as receptacles and
switches are surface mounted. The existing portions of the Renovations-Additions will require conduit and devices to
remain surface mounted in areas with exposed CMU walls. In addition, any new circuits in those areas will also need
to be surface mounted.
Data and Special Systems
The existing data and existing remote access systems have been recently upgraded and are expected to provide
adequate support for the expansion associated with the renovation of the Waverley building.
General Comments
Any electrical systems which are affected because of associated building renovations or modifications must be brought
compliant to the current building codes which are required by the authority having jurisdiction. Several items were
observed in the field which may require additional electrical work that is not initially part of the proposed design. For
example, there are existing pipes routed over transformers that would have to be modified, panels without adequate
clearance, and receptacles without proper GFI protection.
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LEED Certification
Frederick County design standards require projects to achieve a LEED rating of Silver which is 50 to 59 points on
the LEED scorecard. The majority of LEED points for electrical systems are associated with indoor environmental
quality, modifications to building systems such as interior lighting, daylight harvesting, and advanced lighting controls.
Additional LEED points are usually, achieved from the sustained sites and the energy and atmosphere category
for light pollution reduction, advanced energy metering, and building level energy metering. The existing Waverley
building will require lighting upgrades to more efficient fixtures and incorporation of daylight harvesting into the lighting
controls of each applicable space. Exterior building mounted and pole mounted lighting will be required to have
adequate shielding to prevent unnecessary light pollution.

ELECTRICAL FEASIBILITY MATRIX SUMMARY
The following is a summary of the available options for each design and associated hvac system combination. All
new electrical systems will be compliant with current building codes as required by the authority having jurisdiction.
New design features will coordinate location of new equipment with existing services, as well as provide for required
clearances at electrical panels, proper egress from main electrical rooms, and receptacles with proper GFI protection.
Some of these features are not present in the existing school buildings, and should portions of these buildings remain,
they will need to meet current code requirements upon renovation. The information summarized below may also be
found in the Electrical Systems Matrix which follows the summary.
Power
Regardless of the design option and HVAC combination chosen, power distribution systems and devices in both
Rock Creek and Waverley have surpassed their rated equipment useful life expectancy. Consequently, the power
distribution equipment will be replaced with new equipment including all associated branch wiring and feeders.
These systems will include a new switchboard or main distribution panel, and new downstream branch panels. The
new distribution equipment will be located per the 2014 NEC and will have all required clearances within dedicated
work space. All receptacles will be provided per code and will have the required occupant Ground Fault Protection.
New mechanical systems will be provided with overcurrent protection per the NEC and will have the appropriate
ground fault protection of equipment such as fused disconnects, shunt trip circuits, and thermal disconnects.
Lighting
Regardless of the design option chosen, the lighting in both Rock Creek and Waverley has surpassed the rated life
expectancy of the equipment and will require replacement with a more energy efficient options. Additionally, lighting
controls will be updated to meet the requirements of a LEED Silver rating which is required by Frederick County
Public School guidelines. The surrounding parking lot and athletic field lighting will be replaced and upgraded to
accommodate the new school design option chosen.
All light fixtures in the new building will be recessed or pendant type fixtures with LED lamps and multi-level switching
or dimming capabilities. Dimming switches, occupancy sensors, daylight sensors, photocells, timers, and a facility
control management system (FMCS) will provide control of interior and exterior lighting fixtures and will be provided
to meet the requirements of the LEED Silver Certification of the project. LED fixtures are very efficient with longer
and will provide the required foot-candle levels per the Illuminating Engineering Society of North America (IESNA)
and meet the lighting power density required per the 2015 International Energy Conservation Code. The Illumination
Engineering Society (IES) standards recommend 30-40 foot candles in classroom spaces.
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Exterior lighting will be provided via LED lighting fixtures both pole and building mounted. All exterior lighting fixtures
will be shielded as required to minimize light pollution and spillage over the property line. Exterior lighting fixtures will
be controlled through time clocks and photocells for dusk to dawn operation.
Fire Alarm
Depending upon the design option chosen, the fire alarm system of each building will be replaced or modified as
follows:
If the Waverley building is replaced with a new building, the Waverley fire alarm system will be demolished with the
building and replaced with a new addressable fire alarm system.
Should the Waverley building remain and be renovated to, the existing Waverley fire alarm system shall remain as
existing since the system was recently upgraded in 2013 and is still within its useful equipment life expectancy.
Should both the Waverley and Rock Creek buildings remain with renovations and additions, the Waverley fire alarm
system which was recently upgraded in 2013 shall remain as existing. The Waverley fire alarm system shall be
expanded to provide coverage to the entire building to include the renovated or additions to the Waverley and Rock
Creek buildings. The existing Rock Creek fire alarm system has surpassed its useful equipment life expectancy, so it
shall be demolished.
If the Waverley building is demolished and only the Rock Creek building is renovated and provided with an addition,
the existing fire alarm system of the Rock Creek building will be demolished and replaced with a new addressable
system since the existing Rock Creek fire alarm system has surpassed its useful equipment life expectancy.
New buildings and the Rock Creek renovation will be provided with new fire alarm systems featuring new fire alarm
control panels, addressable notification speaker strobe devices, initiation devices, public addressing, and HVAC shut
down per the 2015 NFPA. An illuminated graphic annunciator will be provided at each school building entry with a
remote annunciator adjacent to the illuminated graphic. For all renovations utilizing the existing fire alarm panel, the
fire alarm graphics for the buildings will need to be updated.
Standby Generator or Mobile Generator Provision
Per Frederick County Public School guidelines, an emergency power system shall be provided via either a standby
generator, or connection for a mobile emergency power generation system. The size of the generator and/or mobile
generator provision shall be estimated based on performance specifications and FCPS guidelines. New generators
are estimated to be sized as follows:
For the replacement of the Waverley building with a new building to accommodate a student population of 725
students, an 80 kilo-watt (KW) diesel life safety generator shall be required. This generator will provide emergency
power to required lighting, hvac, kitchen, and other infrastructure systems necessary to keep the building operational
during a power failure. In addition, the generator will have a sub-base fuel tank and will be located outside near the
main electric/emergency equipment room.
Should the Waverley building be replaced with a new building to support a student population of 1,019 students, a 100
kilo-watt (KW) diesel life safety generator will be necessary to accommodate required building systems.
If the Waverley building is renovated to support a student population of 725 students, an 80 kilo-watt (KW) diesel life
safety generator will be necessary to accommodate required building systems.
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If the Waverley building is renovated to support a student population of 1,019 students, a 100 kilo-watt (KW) diesel life
safety generator will be necessary to accommodate required building systems.
Should the Waverley building and Rock Creek building be renovated with additions to accommodate a student
population of 1019 students, a 60 kilo-watt (KW) diesel life safety generator will be necessary to power required
building systems.
Lastly, if the Waverley building is demolished and the Rock Creek building remains and is renovated with an addition
to accommodate 725 students, a 50 kilo-watt (KW) diesel life safety generator shall be necessary to provide power to
required building systems.
Lighting Protection System
Regardless of the design option chosen, the lighting protection system for the existing portions of the buildings and the
new building additions shall be upgraded to provide adequate protection for the building based on the current version
of the National Electric Code enforced by the authority having jurisdiction.
New Mechanical System Options
There are four mechanical design options available for each building design option. These mechanical designs have
been evaluated for the associated electrical loads based on each school design option. Regardless of the mechanical
design option chosen, the total building electrical load range between systems is minimal. The small variance in total
building load is not large enough to affect the service size and so it does not confine the design options to any one
design.
Total Building Load, Recommended Service Size, and Required Service Upgrade
The estimated total building load is provided for each school design option in the Electrical Systems Matrix. The
total load has been estimated for each building design option and with each proposed mechanical system design
combination.
The increase in recommended service size for each building design or the installation of a new service where a
building is being replaced is shown in the last column of the Electrical Feasibility Matrix.
Data and Special Systems
Data and remote access systems will be provided per the FCPS guidelines and data requirements of school. Remote
access systems will enable administrators to identify and communicate with school visitors prior to allowing entry into
the building.
LEED Certification
New buildings will require efficient lighting fixtures and incorporation of daylight harvesting into the lighting controls
of each applicable space. Exterior building mounted and pole mounted lighting will be required to have adequate
shielding to prevent unnecessary light pollution and light spillage.
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ELECTRICAL FEASIBILITY MATRIX CALCULATIONS AND VALUES
For renovation/addition options, the Electrical Feasibility Matrix also contains values for the existing peak demand of
each school building based on the analyzation of 24 months of utility bills and the mechanical system total load and
net load.
The total load of the mechanical system is the sum of all mechanical loads new and existing and is presented in kilovolt amp (KVA) units. The net load of the mechanical systems is the total load less the existing mechanical load which
is expected to be removed as part of the demolition for the renovation/addition to the school buildings.
The net load is then combined with the existing load and the sum of these values plus the estimated new lighting,
power, and miscellaneous loads is the estimated total building load. The estimated total building load is presented
in the Electrical Feasibility Matrix in kilo-volt amp units (KVA) and is the basis for the approximation of the new or
upgraded recommended service size (in amps).
Please find electrical systems matrix in the following page
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APPENDIX B
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Three formal meetings and presentations were held with the Waverley School community over the course of the
feasibility study project. Engagement and participation from parents, teachers, community members and students
was an imperative part of this process to connect with and hear from the stakeholders that would eventually be
impacted by the future new school development.
Overall, each meeting included an overview of the project based on the phase of the feasibility study process the
project was in; group activities or small discussions facilitated by the design team; feedback on responses from
attendees; and general discussions about the feasibility study, the impact on the school and the overall timeline for
the design and construction of the future school. All meetings were held during the evening, in the school’s cafeteria
and stage area. Students and children present during the meeting were able to play in the gymnasium as well as
participate in some of the activities going on as part of the presentations. As a large part of the school and community
is bi-lingual, translators were on hand to provide voice over of the presentation discussions. All documents created
for the presentations – advertisements, surveys, meeting agendas, posters, hand-outs, questions and presentation
slides were created in both English and Spanish for the attendees.
Community Meeting #1 – December 11, 2017, 6pm
The first community meeting started with an initial interactive question and answer session – asking the attendees
“What do you like about your School?” – to establish some primary development concepts to focus on with the
group. Responses were recorded on large boards. Below is a list of the responses grouped by Building, Character/
School Environment and Community related themes:
Building related responses:
• “The school building has a warm atmosphere and positive environment”
Character/School Environment related responses:
• “Our School makes us feel like family”
• “There is a strong & active PTA here”
• “Our teachers take the time to care”
• “The entire staff works very hard; we are thankful that staff work as hard as they do with the high number of
students”
• “The Staff cares for families and the advancement of students”
• “The Principal is open to PTA suggestions”
Community related responses:
• “The school is good at accommodating the needs of all students and especially those with special needs”
• “The school is a great Community”
• “There are many special programs provided at the school which Teachers are helpful with”
The next section of the presentation discussed the purpose and use of an Educational Specification document;
explained what a Feasibility Study was and what design options the Waverley Elementary School study would
explore; and touched on the timeline for the study, as well as the future building design and construction timeline.
General concepts of 21st Century Learning Spaces were reviewed, such as providing diverse and flexible learning
environments, outdoor opportunities for learning and space for community use within the school.
After the initial topics for the meeting were presented to the attendees, everyone broke out into smaller groups
according to categories – Teachers/Staff, Parents/Community and Students – to answer several questions related to
the current school, the proposed new or renovated school, the school program, teaching environments, adjacencies
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and community use. Members from the design team and FCPS team helped facilitate discussion within the groups,
as well as answer questions. At the end of this activity, we encouraged one person from each group to report back on
their collective answers. Responses were recorded on large boards.
Questions posed to Parents & Community members included:
• “What would you want a new school to be like?”
• “What are the benefits to students when the Community also uses the school?”
• “What are the safety considerations (in terms of Community access)?”
• “How do you want students to be learning in the year 2030?”
Questions posed to Teachers & Staff included:
• “What do you like about your school?”
• “What improvements would make your teaching environments better?”
• “What suggestions do you have on rearranging the spaces or areas within the school?”
• “Are there concerns on supervision, noise, access and adjacencies within the school’s current layout?”
• “What improvements do you suggest for the exterior layout and surrounding site (parking, traffic patterns, play
areas)?”
Questions posed to Students included:
• “What is your favorite thing about your school?”
• “How would you rearrange the spaces in your school?”
• “Tell us your ideas to make your school better?”
• “What places do you like in the school?”
• “Describe the place in your school where you are most comfortable”
Below are charts of the group discussion activity responses arranged into similar categories:

Building & Arrangement
Capacity (under capacity)

Environment & Site
Comfortable atmosphere

Program & Ed Spec
Smaller class sizes

Good lighting
Indoor Gymnasium space
Multi-story building

No metal fences
Safe walking paths
Temperature control

More rooms for Specials
Oversized Gymnasium
Enclosed Library

Future
thinking
–
expanding Sports track
community – larger building
Strategic after hour access & More green spaces
separation for Community entrances

Abundance of Meeting & Conference
Rooms
Larger Staff Workroom & Lounge
areas; Larger Admin. space, Cafeteria
and Library
Secure – cameras, personnel, Rooms for 1:1 learning, ELL learning
surveillance – monitor who is in the
building
Protection from outdoor environment Private Meeting Rooms (for students
& therapists)
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Community

Learning

Shorter lunchtimes
Teacher-Parent interaction
Learning opportunities
More teachers & assistants – to help A place for Community Engagement, Flexible learning environments (for
with monitoring of students
programs & activities
students & parents)
Health Services at the school

Technology preparedness – satellite
learning

English learning opportunities for Teach how to learn for the future
parents
Building self-confidence in students
Space for motivation of students &
forward-thinking learning

Students in attendance at this meeting took the opportunity to write responses to their questions on large format
posters. Several students also chose to speak in front of the large group of community members about their favorite
aspects of their school, how they would make the school better, their favorite place in the school and how they would
rearrange spaces in their school. This was a great moment for the Waverley school community and all who were in
attendance.
Refer to the Progress Meeting #4 and Community Meeting #1 presentations posted on the FCPS website for additional
information regarding this meeting and a sampling of the student response posters. Also posted on the website
are comments from a Staff Survey issued shortly prior to Community Meeting #1; as well as comments from the
Community Survey and additional comments from the December 11 Community Meeting.
Community Meeting #2 – January 11, 2017, 6pm
Community Meeting #2 was held to provide feedback on the initial community meeting; clarify the redistricting process
that would impact the future enrollment at Waverley ES; provide a status update on the status and timeline of the
feasibility study and revisit the definitions for the terms used in the design options for the study. After the initial
presentation topics, the rest of the meeting was dedicated to the attendees circulating around the room to visit the four
stations set up around the room which had posters pinned up which shared each of design option categories being
explored: replacement of the Waverley building, renovation/addition to the Waverley building, renovation/addition to
the Rock Creek building, and a renovation/addition to both the Waverley & Rock Creek buildings. The posters at each
station showed the conceptual building and site plan layouts, with labels for building additions, entries, play areas,
parking and service access were indicated. Informational data about each option such as building size, number of
floors, approximate construction schedule, and major features were also indicated on each poster. All information on
the posters were provided in both English and Spanish.
Design team members at each station fielded questions and comments from the meeting attendees during this activity.
Short descriptions of each option were narrated to help clarify information and answer questions. Translators were
also on hand at each station to help facilitate the conversation for the Spanish speaking members of the community.
Responses and key discussion topics were recorded by the design team members at each station. Below is an
organization of the comments received at each of the four stations at the meeting:
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Site Plan

“Process Comments / Questions”

Adequate Community Use space
Bigger area
surveillance

may

need

Green space vs. hardscape surfaces Costs – is it less expensive to build
new?
more Parking close to the street rather than Length of construction – the shorter
far into site is preferable
the better

Compact floor plan provides better Play field at the back of the site away Redistricting
access for Special Ed teaching
from the entrance drive is better
relocated

–

fears

of

being

Larger building could lead to too
many students in the future
Smaller ground floor footprint will not
make building feel like a High School

Outdoor congregation space – play When do Rock Creek students get
and evacuation areas may be shared relocated, where are they going?
Building at back of site would be more
of a distance for the walkers from the
East side of the site

2-story building would be difficult for
Teachers to maneuver with mobile
carts
Adult use Restrooms should be
provided in all parts of the school

Location of building in proximity
to surrounding homes – provide
adequate distance away for safety,
sound

Results of the discussions indicated above were also discussed at Progress Meeting #6. Refer to the presentation
posted on the FCPS website for an overview of the design option posters developed for the community meeting and
photos during the meeting.
Finally, a handout with five questions was distributed to the attendees during the meeting. Questions included:
“Do you prefer a large school or small school?”
“Do you want to keep your existing school and renovate it or do you want a replacement school?”
“Is it worthwhile to you to reuse parts of the Waverley or Rock Creek buildings even if construction will take an
additional 6 to 12 months?”
• “Do you prefer the building to be closer to the street or closer to the back of the site (near the homes)?”
• “Do you prefer parking near the street or behind the building?”
• “Do you like the idea of a more spread-out one-story building or a more compact two-story building?”

•
•
•

The design team received 49 of the responses to these questions in the days that followed this community meeting.
These responses were tallied and the results were posted on the Progress Meeting #6 presentation, which is posted
on the FCPS website. An additional 31 responses were provided to the design team at Progress Meeting #8, and the
results were evaluated and added to the original set of responses. The fully tally of all 80 responses are indicated
below, and were presented to the FCPS team at Progress Meeting #9, on February 27, 2018 and are posted to the
FCPS website.
Results to the handout distributed during Community Meeting #2: (80 responses received in total)
Do you prefer a large school or a small school?
• Large School = 71 (89%)
• Small School = 9 (11%)
Do you want to keep your existing school and renovate it or do you want a replacement school?
• Renovate = 17 (21%)
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Replace = 63 (79%)

Is it worthwhile to you to reuse parts of the Waverley or Rock Creek building even if construction will take an
additional 6 to 12 months?
• Yes = 46 (57%) *note, some of the Yes responses also preferred a Replacement school in Question #2
• No = 31 (39%)
• Depends = 3 (4%)
Do you prefer the building to be closer to the street or closer to the back of the site (near the homes)?
• Close to street = 34 (42%)
• Back by homes = 39 (49%)
• In the middle / no preference = 7 (9%)
Do you prefer parking near the street or behind the building?
• Near the street = 34 (43%)
• Behind the building = 35 (44%)
• Both sides = 4 (5%)
• No response, no preference = 7 (9%)
Do you like the idea of a more spread-out one-story building or a more compact two-story building?
• One-story = 24.5 (31%)
• Two-story = 54.5 (68%)
• “PreK – 2nd Grades, 1-story. 3 – 5th Grades, 2-story” = 1 (1%)
Community Meeting #3 – March 8, 2017, 6pm
The final community meeting began by providing an update to the status and timeline of the feasibility study and
overall design and construction for the Waverley school project. This illustrated that the feasibility study is nearing
completion, which was a 5-6-month process; and that the building design process should commence in the second
half of this year and last between 18-24 months. The construction timeline would follow, lasting between 18-24
months, with an anticipated building occupancy in the 2022-2023 school year.
The design team then provided a brief recap of the feasibility study process, which included highlights from the site
and building assessments conducted at the Waverley school building, as well as a quick look back at the posters and
discussions at Community Meeting #2.
During Community Meeting #3, attendees were provided with the site and building plan diagrams for each of the types
of options being explored – renovation/addition to Waverley; renovation/addition to Rock Creek; renovation/addition
to combine Waverley and Rock Creek; and replacement buildings. The handouts provided to the attendees were for
both enrollment numbers being explored – 725 students and 1,019 students. Attributes and construction phasing
descriptions and diagrams were also included. Before breaking out into small group discussions, the presentation
touched on the evaluation criteria that was used by the design and facilities development team (included in the
Executive Summary), which was a helpful guide in measuring the advantages and disadvantages of each option.
The attendees then were asked to review and discuss the proposed options within small groups at their tables, and
write out feedback on their handouts. Members of the design team and FCPS Facilities Planning team walked around,
answered questions and discussed concerns with the groups. The final portion of this community meeting allowed
adequate time for the attendees to vocalize their preferences, concerns and encouragement to the group for their
participation in the process for a new school.
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Overall, most of the group voiced their preference for a new school building rather than a renovation, and a building at
the larger, 1,019 enrollment size rather than the smaller 725 enrollment size. Below are a synopsis of the comments
and responses voiced from the parents, teachers and community members at the meeting.
In favor of a smaller school (725 student enrollment):
• “A larger school becomes too widespread”
• “A smaller school would maintain the close-knit culture for Elementary school students better”
• “More students in a larger school isn’t best for continued progress by the English language learners”
In favor of a larger school (1,019 student enrollment):
• “A larger school is what we need”
• “Provides larger capacity”
• “The smaller school size will still be overcapacity in the future”
• “Extra space will help our teachers”
• “Size is appropriate considering future anticipated growth that will affect the school’s enrollment”
In favor of a renovation/addition building project:
• “It is better to preserve (through a renovation) a building already in place”
• “The existing building is an enjoyable place – it should remain for a renovation and addition”
• “Expanding the size of the cafeteria and gym is successful”
In favor of a replacement building project:
• “Something new with better systems, better technology, larger windows, larger play areas”
• “Continued maintenance of a renovated building will always be an issue for the school to deal with”
• “A new building provides excitement for the children”
• “A renovation may not provide enough space within the building for the future growth of the surrounding
neighborhood”
• “Better safety elements can be designed in to a new building”
• “All grades will be able to be together in one building”
• “Relocation of students and teachers during construction will be disruptive”
• “Renovation projects will have hidden costs and takes longer to complete”
The FCPS website has posted the presentation documents from Community Meeting #3, which also include the site
and building plan design option handouts reviewed and discussed with the attendees, as well as additional comments
received at this meeting.
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APPENDIX C
PROGRESS MEETING DOCUMENTATION

Waverley Elementary School – Feasibility Study
Project No.: 17261.00
Kickoff Meeting
November 2, 2017
ATTENDEES
Name
Jan Hollenbeck
Brian Staiger
Dawn Worrell
Kathy Prichard
Mary Jo Richmond
Tonya Street
Ana Mejia
Eric Phillips
Randy Connaster
Beth Paserib
Holly Nelson
Michael Blake
Jennifer Lyon
Ursula Fernandez del Castillo
Shawn Benjaminson

Company

Email

Present

Principal, Waverley Elementary School
Senior PM, FCPS Construction
Construction Accountant, FCPS Construction
Elementary School Director
Supervisor of Media Services
Coord. of Web Experience, Communication
Services
Community Liason
Supervisor of AAE, Accelerating Achievement
& Equity
Maint. Project Manager IV, Maintenance &
Operations
Frederick Co. Public Schools
Frederick Co. Public Schools
Marks Thomas
Marks Thomas
Marks Thomas
Adtek Engineers

jan.hollenbeck@fcps.org
brian.staiger@fcps.org
dawn.worrell@fcps.org
kathy.prichard@fcps.org
maryjo.richmond@fcps.org
tonya.street@fcps.org
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ana.mejia@fcps.org
eric.phillips@fcps.org

Y
Y

randall.connaster@fcps.org

Y

beth.pasierb@fcps.org
holly.nelson@fcps.org
michaelb@marks-thomas.com
jenniferl@marks-thomas.com
ursulaf@marks-thomas.com
SBenjaminson@adtekengineers.com
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Meeting Notes
The Kickoff Meeting was held to introduce the Feasibility Study project team, consultants and to
present an overview of the Overall Goals, Feasibility Study Process, Scope and Timeline.
Action
MT
MT
MT

AE

I.

Project Process & Big Picture Goals of the Feasibility Study
1. The feasibility study project should aim to keep land space outside the building;
maintain good relationship with neighbors.
2. The noise level of the school buildings and proximity to amount of students should
be considered when siting the building or reworking of the site plan. Keep as much
green space as possible.
3. Possible feasibility study options should look towards the future – energy efficiency
on site, natural surroundings. Consider innovative ideas in building planning and
site arrangements.
4. The neighboring area is growing. Opportunities for exterior activity area that can
connect with the community and neighborhood directly around the school should be
considered. We are a community school, and should have community use spaces
incorporated into the program.
5. It is anticipated that the Waverley school will be a large school and future growth will
be considered in the design options of the feasibility study.
6. Adequate parking will be needed for staff and visitors. A goal will be to right size the
parking for initial use, with strategic planning towards future needs.
7. The design team will bring up the Goals again at the next meeting for additional
feedback from the group.

II.

Schedule / Community Engagement
1. An initial “Community Visioning Session” will be held for staff, parents & students –
this will include a presentation, workshop, and an overall opportunity for the
Community to share thoughts and ideas about the feasibility study.
2. Feasibility team should explore designs that break the mold of a typical classroom
setting. Consider the personal experience from the student perspective – different
concepts of 21st Century learning vision today.
3. Waverley Elementary is more than a school, it’s a hub for the Community – adult
classes, parent involvement events – the building is used for a variety of outside
events.
Planning for closing off certain areas of the school may be important.
Allow access to main Community use space on off hours.
4. The Feasibility Study report document developed by the design team will start about
halfway through the process.

III.

Ed Spec
1. Butterfly Ridge school will be the basis for the 725 student school at Waverley.
2. The program presented as part of the RFP for the project for a 1,019 student school
will be followed along with the Ed Spec for the larger enrollment options.
3. The Ed Spec is the “recipe” for how to build a school – information about the spaces,
adjacencies, sizes, amenities, etc. – to act as a standard to use with the established
prototype for Elementary Schools. Additional program spaces will be included for the
Title 1 services provide at the school.
4. A Co-Principal model (like at Hillcrest) will be used for overall planning of the school
in some of the design options of the feasibility study.
5. The Board has additional thoughts on even more students on this campus which will
also be considered in the design options of the feasibility study.

IV.

Feasibility Study Process
1. The design team will determine evaluation criteria for each design option along with
the final recommendation – we will want to discuss criteria with this group for
determining the baseline analysis.
2. Pros / Cons of each design option should come from this group as well as the design
team.

V.

Feasibility Study Alternatives / Options
1. Option 1: minimal renovation & minimal addition to achieve the Ed Spec for 725
student enrollment.
2. Option 2: more extensive renovation & larger addition to achieve the Ed Specs for
both 725 and 1,019 student enrollments.
3. Option 3: full replacement building to achieve the Ed Specs for both 725 and 1,019
student enrollments. Exploration will be provided of how a smaller footprint possibly
provided with the 725 enrollment can be easily expanded to accommodate the
1,019 enrollment in the future. In this scenario, core facility spaces (dining, kitchen,
gym, etc.) would have to be oversized on the outset for the 725 enrollment.
Additional building space to achieve the 1,019 enrollment would generally only cover
space for additional classrooms and support spaces.
4. Option 4: 1,019 enrollment – a renovation and/or addition and/or entire new
construction. This option may end up over the square footages but there may be
additional advantages. The existing gym could be reserved for Community use, for
example.
5. Swing space locations and construction phasing will be explored with each design
option.
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MT
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6. The plan would be to remove all portables from the site and provide permanent
building space for the spaces in the portables. Timing of when portables will be
removed from site will be explored as part of the study.
7. Land around both Rock Creek and Waverley buildings will be considered in the
design options for the school. The timing of Rock Creek leaving the site will be
coordinated with the need to start construction of the Waverley project. Assumption
in this study is that Rock Creek will be gone.
VI.

Initial Impressions
1. Waverley Drive should be named something else. The school now owns this road as
part of their driveway.
2. A 2-story school would fit on the footprint of the Rock Creek building.
3. The West end of the site is available for building but is not an ideal location with its
proximity to the surrounding neighborhoods.
4. We wouldn’t want to take up space on the site that would need to be used for
something else in the future.
5. It will be difficult to incorporate the space program in to the existing buildings – the
school would end up with more square footage not being fully utilized (inefficiencies).
6. The design & school teams should judge all schemes equally and not be biased
towards renovation or addition.

VII.

Questions / Comments
1. Based on initial impressions presented, initial thoughts on the current building and
site layouts:
We will want to prioritize exploring the high cost spaces for a renovation / reuse
(i.e. gym, kitchen, dining) vs. new construction of these spaces.
Explore bigger, bolder spaces.
2. Renovation projects can be less expensive vs. new construction – depending on the
demo scope. This factor could tip the scales towards a new construction project.
3. Design team will pull experience from similar situations on other projects with
variables comparable to the Waverley project as part of their suggestions.
4. The difference in core facility for size of building for enrollments of 725 vs. 1,019
are: cafeteria, administrative, number of classrooms, additional ELL, math and
reading intervention spaces.
5. Design team to advise as to whether a Parent Resource Center be added to the Ed
Spec.
6. Evaluation of Judy Center program and need for incorporation at Waverley – the
design team will review the larger school Ed Spec and know what variables / options
there are.
7. Consideration for two schools on the property can be explored as part of the study
but may not be part of the final design solutions.
8. The school team will review the Ed Spec and advise of any particular adjustments.
9. Community Engagement process:
Community & parents will be present;
Explain what feasibility means – and what it means to the Community. School /
district should provide support throughout design study as to what it means and
provide best ways to explain what is happening with the project. Explanation of
the timeline for the project will also be helpful.
10. Butterfly Ridge school will open in the fall – lessons learned on design / construction
of the school won’t be available for the Feasibility Study portion of the project, but
will be for the Design & Construction process. If the larger 1,019 enrollment size is
used for Waverley then the typical prototype school model and layout may not be
used for Waverley.
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11. Meeting Scheduling:
Some meeting times will shift to early / later times on a case by case basis to
accommodate staff and admin. schedules.
Next progress meeting will be to discuss building assessment and site analysis.
Meeting #3 will be to evaluate the space program layout options.
Next Meeting:
The next meeting is scheduled for November 16, 2017 from 1-3pm at the FCPS Central Office Board
Room. Meeting topics to include recap of Meeting #1, initial impressions on architecture, structure,
building systems and site analysis.
The above is our interpretation of discussions held on this date. Anyone wishing to add to or otherwise
correct these notes must notify our office in writing within seven (7) days of receipt.
Respectfully submitted,

Jennifer Lyon, AIA, NCARB
Project Manager
Cc: All Attendees
Additional FCPS Staff & Admin:
Glenn Fogle, Gloria Mikolajczyk, Richard Gue, Rick McTighe, John Veronie, Sandra Fox
Design Team Consultants:
Patty Nyikos – Nyikos Associates; Jeff Teagarden & Rose Rodriguez – Adtek Engineers; Farshad
Kassiri, Abbas Lohrasbi, Kevin Matthai – Kibart M/E/P Engineers; Bill Richardson & Scott Boyd –
Educational Systems Planning

Waverley Elementary School – Feasibility Study
Project No.: 17261.00
Meeting #2
November 16, 2017
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Construction Accountant, FCPS
Maintenance Supervisor, FCPS
Supervisor of Media Services, FCPS
Community Liason at Waverley ES
Supervisor of AAE, Accelerating Achievement
& Equity, FCPS
Maint. Project Manager IV, Maintenance &
Operations, FCPS
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Adtek Engineers
Kibart Consulting Engineers
Kibart Consulting Engineers
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Meeting Notes
Meeting #2 was held to present the preliminary building assessment information as discovered
through the building & site in-person walkthrough held on 10/31/17. Attached is the powerpoint
slides which provide additional comments on the building assessment for all disciplines and should be
viewed in accompaniment to the Meeting Notes outlined below.
Action

MT

I.

Project Overview
1. Marks Thomas presented a brief recap to the Kickoff Meeting, summary of the
feasibility study options the design team will be exploring, and the project schedule.
2. The design team reminded the school team to continually think about their desired
big picture goals for the project and to raise any questions or concerns during the
feasibility study process to facilitate discussion during the progress meetings.

II.

Architectural / Structural Assessment
1. Exterior Building Conditions – Roof, Exterior Walls & Windows / Doors:
Roof:
A few active leaks were observed via water marks on structure and ceiling
materials.
Active leaks are a concern for the School. They have put many work orders in to
deal with issues from the roof. Due to roof leaks there are concerns about mold,
air quality. The school also has to deal with leaks after heavy rains or even days
after rain (delayed leaks).
Due to low roof, it is easily accessible from the ground. There have been
instances where community members climb onto roof, which is a safety concern
for the school. The Design Team will consider this during exploration within their
development of the Feasibility Study design options.

Exterior Walls:
There is no insulation between wythes of masonry in exterior walls, and no
visible insulation in mansard roof areas. Both affect the energy efficiency of the
building.
The roof soffit has some openings where birds can enter - loading dock area,
boiler room entrance.
The school facilities personnel and Principal noted that there is a high
occurrence of pests in the building compared to many others. The school does
have pest control measures in place – and calls are made often to come to
address issues on site. One area where pests may be entering the building is at
the back loading dock area.
Existing storefront doors have some rusting, and the weather seals at doors
appear to be worn. New sills have been added over the years for maintenance.
Windows & Doors:
Perimeter sealing at openings is a frequent issue. Air leakage is present.
The overhead door at the back maintenance area (tractor shed) – has failed and
needs replacement.
Door off loading dock does not have screen – sometimes is left open during
deliveries and hot days and may contribute to pest control issues (noted above).
2. Interior Building Conditions – Gym / Cafeteria / Stage, Media Center / Classrooms,
Toilet Rooms and Kitchen:
Gym / Cafeteria / Stage:
The school expressed concerns about acoustics in the open area with all of the
hard surfaces used.
No concerns with operation of portable wall. It is often used for separation of
spaces, and kept open when needed for more seating.
Gym floor - no issues with athletic court surface.
Media Center / Classrooms:
Storage space appears lacking in most of the classrooms.
There is minimal natural light in classrooms – not many exterior windows;
interior light is only via doors & sidelites. There are several classroom spaces
that do not get any natural light at all.
The school expressed that heating & cooling is a big concern throughout building
as well as rooms with portable walls.
Access to network wiring in classrooms has been problematic – wire has had to
be added in order to get service due to existing ineffecient wiring layout
throughout the building.
Exiting for fire code – pathways are stretched due to configuration of space, lack
of doors, amount of things in the room. Function of movement is difficult.
Overall, there are minimal restrooms to serve classrooms due to space
reconfiguration that added classrooms.
Toilet Rooms:
Capacity isn’t where it needs to be to serve population.
Kitchen:
In reviewing the layout of the Kitchen, it seems that there are issues with
queuing for meals. 2 lines are provided. The school is currently providing 6
serving times for lunch.

FCPS is moving away from the existing fire protection ansul type systems as they
are not cooking with grease for the meal services.
Adequate tray/dish drop off and washing set up should be provided. The school
is mostly using washable trays & utensils.
3. ADA & Code Compliance Review:
Safety glazing would need to be replaced with approved fire glass where wired
glass currently exists.
Health Room – area that is connected to Main Office. If multiple students are
sick, plus a student is in a wheelchair and adults are all occupying the space –
all would not fit. People spill out into surrounding corridors. Not conducive for
operation and use of space as well as storage. Desk, medicine, areas for
sleeping / cots would be ideal. In order to meet HIPPA requirements, the school
has to borrow admin. offices for private conversations. Only separate area in the
“suite” is a bathroom that you could have private conversations which is not
ideal.
4. Site – Identity & Context:
Scale of building is complementary to surrounding residential neighborhoods.
In general, the building’s appearance & presence lacks civic presence in
community. An iconic entranceway is not realized.
Additional safe space for children to be outside would be desired. The sidewalk
around the site is safe but additional buffer to the traffic area would be
beneficial.
Manning the areas around the site and traffic pathways is incredible – arrivals
and pickups – up to 20 adults each time which then prevents staff to be inside
the building to monitor students or participate in staff development activities.
Waverley staff are the primary monitors of the traffic flow.
A large part of the school community arrives before entry to the building is
available at 8:30am – a generous space which is safe and secure for
congregation should be provided to accommodate the 75-100 students who
arrive early.
The small area in front of the building next to the entry was originally for Pre-K /
K classroom play area. Now the two Art classrooms are located there.
There are three playground equipment zones including a new addition this
summer for 3 & 4 year olds. Others are for age 6 up. County provided school
with new area.
The current traffic pattern seems to provide the safest flow. The new side traffic
loop alleviated congestion. Previously there was only the loop in front of building.
Some cars entering the site seem to “fly” in at high speeds.
Most recently, the new neighboring residential properties have been challenging
in terms of addition to traffic around the school site. There are transportation
issues along Schaefer Drive which is not their property. The old Waverley Dr. is
an internal driveway that belongs to the school. Traffic and speed concerns
have been voiced to police dept.
There is one crossing guard for the school provided by city police dept. Very
limited scope on where they can be placed. SRO = school resource officer.
The “new” Waverley Dr. has been open for a year. Cars come down old Waverley
Dr. and have to go down Schaefer, instead of coming only from Schaefer. They
have to do a U-Turn on Schaefer.
-
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5. Building Plans & Structure:
The interior layout of the building includes many corridors. Providing directional
and identifying signage would help clarify location of spaces within the building.
The building’s structure appears to be in sound condition.
The existing structural design of the building is simple, however will not be able
to support a second floor addition. Additions that are adjacent to the building
are possible.
III.

KE

Building Systems Assessment
1. Mechanical / Plumbing:
Generally all equipment is original to building. It appears to be well maintained,
but is beyond its expected life.
The existing system is a 2-pipe system that provides heating/cooling. This type
of system is usually not an issue with a single story building, but is generally
inefficient in the case where interior classes have been added which increase
the system’s load.
The existing chiller is nearing the end of its useful life. With proper maintenance,
it will last for a little while longer. Current technology for a similar system has
improved on this type of equipment. For example, the refrigerant used in the
existing system is not currently made any longer.
A replacement or additional water heater / storage system would be necessary
to accommodate a renovation / addition option in lieu of utilizing the existing
boiler system.
The existing pumps are mostly original to building and would require
replacement.
The school noted that the sinks backup at times, with an unclear reason why.
Smells observed, and building maintenance expressed concerns with piping
inside the building.
Backflow prevention has been added to the domestic & fire service which is
good. This prevents issues going to street.
The only space that is sprinklered within the building is the main mechanical
room.
ATC (automatic temperature control) system is pneumatic. Newer schools are
moving to DEC controls. FCPS commented that they want to move away from
pneumatic.
The school is maintaining unit ventilators in ceiling often. Several spaces shared
by one unit which is inefficient as there are shared thermostats.
Mini splits have been added and run all year round (such as in the computer
lab).
Generally, the capacity of the mechanical & plumbing systems and equipment is
not available to expand with a major renovation.
The cooling tower is in fair shape. Replaced at same time as chiller. Could be
reused if needed.
FCPS discussed thoughts on systems that should be explored within the
Feasibility Study process:
• A 2- pipe system is not preferred.
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• Geothermal is a system being used at other schools in the district. They
understand the upfront & life cycle cost issues. Exploring this as an option for
the Waverley study would be acceptable. Other options should also be
considered.
• Utilizing a VRF system for the admin. spaces would be beneficial with the
benefit of separate controls and long term use.
• More energy efficient systems are currently preferred versus central systems.
• Boilers – current setup of duel fuel should not be considered. Natural gas
type equipment should be provided.
Spaces within the building that will be used year round and would need
appropriate HVAC systems to accommodate such use are: Main Admin. areas,
Gymnasium, Cafeteria, some amount of Classrooms (intermittently used in
summers). Nighttime use of usual large spaces. All would need to function
independently based on after-school hours needs.
2. Electrical / Fire Alarm Systems:
A typical incoming single incoming service is present, which then distributes to
four service disconnects.
Most of the electrical distribution system is approaching end of its useful life.
Many electrical panels do not have proper clearance around that are standard
practice in new layouts, and there are instances where plumbing pipes located
over top of electrical panels, which would also not be allowed in a new design
circumstance.
Lightning protection is present for the building.
Occupancy sensors and energy efficient light fixtures are not provided.
Fire alarm system is most current of systems in the building, which provides
proper coverage throughout building.
The school noted that they have had share of brown outs / outages in the past.
They have had some repairs of underground electrical system by the utility
company. The outages experienced seems to be a power company upgrading
service issue.
Several work orders have been placed to maintain the fire alarm system (mostly
a concern at the Portables).
FCPS will provide a general design guide to the design team to review and use
for the basis of the Feasibility Study project.
Current electric bills and summary of work orders can also be provided for
evaluation.
It would be preferred that proposed design options take advantage of daylight
harvesting (in the building’s orientation) as well as use of occupancy controls
and sensors.
The project team discussed provisions for generators at schools - State
requirement for new schools would have the ability to connect a generator (FCPS
& MEMA). Life safety & kitchen equip. requirement. FCPS needs are smaller
than MEMA’s. MEMA would supply generator in an emergency situation.
Generator consideration at Waverley should support the main school and
community use spaces. Parks & Recs spaces that are part of the Ed Spec
program and any community collaboration spaces should be tied to a generator.
As the function of schools evolves over time, the school will be considered as a
“community center” more and more. The Title 1 program spaces as well as

Parent Resource Center spaces should also take advantage of the capacity of a
generator.
3. Low Voltage Systems – Data, Security:
It was observed that there was one installed projector from ceiling. All others are
via carts.
All classrooms have smart board technology.
Existing card swipes work well. Proximity cards should be utilized in lieu of card
swipe systems.
Data drops – currently have to wait weeks to have new accessibility to servers
due to amount of wiring to go to ceiling.
Added enclosed rooms in the central open areas of the building added to the
school’s IT needs.
Cameras work, and there are many cameras around building.
Most concern relates to Portables - connectivity issues and accessibility to
networks.
A sound enhancement system is installed in Frederick HS. – connected to
speaker systems. Similar system may be going into Butterfly Ridge and should
possibly be explored for Waverley. FCPS can provide specs.
An existing fiber optic cable wire at the north side of the property was cut
sometime in the past.
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Preliminary Site Analysis
1. Site layout, topography:
The site’s boundary is approximately 18 acres, but due to the irregular shape,
not all 18 acres are considered to be useable.
There are no issues of note with regards to sinkholes on site (prone to the type
of soils found in the Frederick area).
It is believed that a new Park with tennis courts is planned in the future on the
neighboring forest parcel by Frederick City Parks & Rec. Design team will look
into.
Waverley Views Plan – check boundary of north-east end of site.
North side of property – existing large trees. Goal would be to maintain, however
some have already been removed due to other work. Team will evaluate with
Survey that is currently underway.
2. Circulation, Parking:
When walkers leave building – they primarily head south down the school
driveway. Additional group walk east toward new residential developments
along Schaefer Drive. Some walk along sidewalk to Key Parkway. Some walk
west through the campus to neighboring apartment buildings. Approximately
500 walkers on site property daily.
A lot of “found” parking spaces on site. It was observed that there are about 56
actual striped spaces on the property.
3. Stormwater Management:
Stormwater control measures will be required due to site’s proximity of Carroll
Creek. The site does not drain to the neighboring pond.
Locations for proposed stormwater management areas will be explored with the
proposed design options.
4. Utilities:
Utilities are located in the school driveway on the property. In the current
condition, the utilities are sized to serve two school buildings. With the proposed
Feasibility Study exploring a larger school to serve the enrollment, the utilities as

they currently exist would mostly likely not need to be enlarged and should have
a sufficient capacity.
5. Progress on Alta Survey:
Survey should be completed in a few weeks. Adtek will keep school team
informed of progress.
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Comments / Questions
1. As part of the work for the Waverley Feasibility Study, the overview of current
conditions at the Rock Creek school building will be studied and referenced. The
Rock Creek school Feasibility Study will be included in an Appendix section of the
Waverley Feasibility Study.
2. A hazmat study of the Rock Creek school building is currently underway. The results
will be shared with the design team group once complete. Information provided will
be included in an Appendix section of the Waverley Feasibility Study.

Next Meeting:
The next meeting is scheduled for November 30, 2017 from 1:30-3:30pm at the FCPS Central Office
Board Room. Meeting topics to include recap of Meeting #2, educational assessment analysis
including review of the project’s Educational Specification and program space requirements, and
project sustainability goals. Preliminary notions of how the 4 primary building options may be realized
on the site will be shared.
The above is our interpretation of discussions held on this date. Anyone wishing to add to or otherwise
correct these notes must notify our office in writing within seven (7) days of receipt.
Respectfully submitted,

Jennifer Lyon, AIA, NCARB
Project Manager
Cc: All Attendees
Additional FCPS Staff & Admin:
Glenn Fogle, Gloria Mikolajczyk, Rick McTighe, John Veronie, Sandra Fox, Kathy Prichard, Tonya Street
Design Team Consultants:
Patty Nyikos – Nyikos Associates; Jeff Teagarden & Rose Rodriguez – Adtek Engineers; Farshad
Kassiri, Abbas Lohrasbi, Ryan Masters – Kibart M/E/P Engineers; Bill Richardson & Scott Boyd –
Educational Systems Planning
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Meeting Notes
Meeting #3 was held to discuss the evaluation of the existing building square footage vs. the Ed Spec
requirements for a school of 725 students and review preliminary design options. Attached are the
Power Point slides which provide additional context to the meeting discussion and should be viewed in
accompaniment to the Meeting Notes outlined below.
Action

I.

Project Overview / Recap Information
1. Marks Thomas presented a brief recap of the project and core information presented
during previous meetings, including:
Overview of what an Educational Specification (Ed Spec) document is.
Review of what a Feasibility Study is and what it will accomplish as part of this
project.
What will be included in the Feasibility Study document.
The overall Project Timeline, including where we currently are in the Feasibility
Study process schedule.

II.

Educational Assessment – 725 Student School
1. Ed Spec Goals for the Waverley Feasibility Study include:
A school environment that allows students to work together in small and large
group activities.
Access to technology.
Administrative services organized to facilitate the teaching and learning process.
Centrally located Media Center convenient to instructional areas.
Physical education spaces that can support a variety of student needs.
A cafeteria space that can be maximized in use for a variety of functions such as
assemblies and special programs.
Interior circulation that promotes a smooth and safe flow of students.
Abundance of natural light in Classrooms and occupied spaces; orientation of
exterior windows appropriate to capture the most appropriate natural light.

-
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A school as a Community Center fixture so that the building may be used by as
many people as possible.
A “green” school that takes advantage of the site to provide outdoor learning
areas and gathering areas around the building. Outdoor areas would also be
used by the Community.
The education spaces should provide consideration for special programs at the
school and would include equipment for varying age ranges across the school
(i.e. play equipment).
A building that can be used every day and on weekends. Security and safety
should be provided throughout, but that will also allow accessibility to the
building and outdoor spaces in a welcoming environment.
A Health Suite that will provide necessary space for monitoring, evaluation and
treatment of students as well as administrative and storage space. Include
areas for private consultation as well as a safe area for pickup and
administration of medications.
Making the building “future ready” – to allow flexibility in growth of the school.

2. Comparison of existing building to 725 Student Ed Spec requirements:
Evaluation should define the number of Teaching Stations and core Classrooms.
Feasibility Study to assess the building itself and not include space or Teaching
Stations provided in the Portables. There are 19 Teaching Stations in the
building and 17 in the Portables.
There are also two Pre-K classrooms in the Rock Creek building – these should
not be counted in the evaluation of existing spaces, similar to the strategy we
are to follow with the Portables.
Include a percentage of each type of spaces in the table.
Review of program comparison is to make it clear that the existing building size
does not support a school for 725 students from an Ed Spec standpoint.
3. Discussion with School Team regarding deficiencies of Ed Spec program spaces
within the existing building:
Largest lack is seen in the “Support Services” spaces – how are these being
provided at Waverley currently if the space is not present at the building:
● Two fulltime Art teachers are provided. Two spaces need to be provided
for both Art & Music. Two teachers are provided for Gym.
● Pre-K was moved to the Rock Creek building and the Pre-K classrooms
were converted to Art. Rooms are not very conducive to Art instruction in
current configuration.
● There are currently four sessions of Pre-K: three Classrooms, six
sessions. There are nearly 100 Pre-K students.
● Music classes are held in the Portables due to the number of students
taking Music (400) and the noise created during the classes. Transitioning
students between buildings is challenging for the two teachers and that
many students.
● Community Outreach programs have to use the Cafeteria in the
mornings (before lunch).
● PTA Bookfair is held on the Stage (when not in use for other assemblies
or classes).
● Two classes of Band Instruction are held during the day in the Cafeteria
(when it is not in use for lunch).
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● The school currently works with the local Health Department to provide
health & wellness classes to the Community.
● Current enrollment of 740 provides challenges for school administrators
to schedule use of large multi-purpose spaces for educational and
Community functions in the building such as the Cafeteria & Gymnasium.
● Teachers share a bullpen style Staff Room which is actually a Book
Room. A dedicated Teacher Workroom suitable for professional learning
and collaboration and small group student intervention would be
necessary.
● The school gets very creative about where to hold meetings and group
gatherings due to lack of space. Meetings and activities are held all day
long. Rooms design for one use certainly get used by other functions, and
with the Cafeteria being used for many other functions that space is not
always available for administration meetings.
Marks Thomas to provide building plan to Jan to review and mark up for dual
purpose use spaces. Some spaces that may have been tallied as Classrooms
are not being used for that any longer.
32 Classroom Ed Spec is only counting core Classrooms.
Kitchen / Cafeteria spaces:
● Currently there are 4 lunch sessions, serving 200-250 students at a
time. Lunch runs from 10:50am – 1:05pm.
● Lunch schedule impacts ability for staff to have additional instructional
time due to need for monitoring and overseeing the lunch time.
● Programs in the Cafeteria (similar as noted above) – window of lunch
time affects availability for Cafeteria & Stage to be used for other
necessary functions. This limits the number of extra celebrations of
programs, thus leading to multiple assemblies needed to be scheduled for
the same event. The option of opening the space up to the Gym also does
not fully work as not everyone in the school can fit at once.
Gymnasium spaces – how does school meet State requirements for PE with half
the square footage necessary:
● Waverley maximizes the minutes for gym class and combines classes
into the Gym sessions. There are about 65 students in each session.
● Use of outdoor areas is important as Gym is small.
● If Cafeteria is occupied then it cannot be an extension space for Gym.
● Area currently occupied by location of Portables was their primary
outdoor PE space. 60% is now gone due to amount of Portables.
● Utilizing the two playground areas for PE conflicts with the timing of
recess (10:30-2:30).
Building Services / Maintenance spaces:
● There is a general lack of maintenance space that is needed. Currently
most of the space is in the back of the school, Loading Dock or outside the
building.
● The Boiler Room is used for spare space and supplies are stored on
carts.
Health Suite spaces:
● Concerns and challenges for space & privacy (refer to previous meeting
notes).
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III.

● Jan will confirm number of students who receive daily health services –
possibly about 20%.
● Current location does not provide privacy, students exiting the building
have to wait in the Office to be picked up, especially if Health Suite is full.
● Medicine is held in a locked cabinet in the Health Suite. Meds should be
administered in a private room. Students shouldn’t have to line up down
the hall to receive their meds.
Media Center spaces:
● Media Center program spaces sacrificed at Waverley include the
teaching area and a place for creative projects.
● Current space cannot be reconfigured to accommodate varying sizes of
groups.
● School has to be careful with having too many materials because of the
small space – there are limited books.
● Media Center holds monthly faculty meetings (100 staff members) for
professional development (due to other uses at the Cafeteria). Staff have
to sit on the floor, behind projection screens, gather in adjacent rooms, etc.
to accommodate everyone. Space is not conducive for this use.
● Location of Media Center (centralized) is ideal for the school. Not having
an enclosed space with walls and doors does pose challenges for the
school.
Classroom spaces:
● 775-800sf is the range of size for existing typical classrooms.
● Pre-K and K classrooms are larger – team to look at Rock Creek plan for
size of existing Pre-K classrooms.
Miscellaneous items / spaces:
● Support functions may not be located directly connected to their primary
use space (i.e. – the Kiln for the Art classroom is located in a 1st Grade
classroom).
● Administrative spaces are currently spread out around the building.
Adjacency requirements are outlined in the 725 Student Ed Spec.
● Technology availability is a combination of 1:1 (in 4 th & 5th Grades) as
well as portable devices and Lab availabilities (for the lower Grades). The
School’s goal is to have everyone at 1:1. This will be included as part of the
FFE budget for the project.

Sustainable Design
1. Green School Design Principals and Strategies:
Clearly articulate goals; focus on Energy Efficiency and Life Cycle Costs; focus on
the quality of learning environment – light, air quality and acoustics.
Sustainable design principals such as Sustainable Sites, Energy and Resource
Conservation, Healthy Living Environments and providing Sustainable Design as
part of the Learning Process are all important considerations.
Waverley Elementary School should be a Green School.
After redistricting occurs next year, most students of the school can walk as less
vehicular traffic will be impacted at the school site and within the neighborhood.
FCPS requirements for new construction projects is LEED silver.

IV.

Preliminary Design Options
1. Option 1 & Option 2:
Team should look at these options in the context of an occupied (phased)
situation for discussion and evaluation.
Phasing and occupied renovations / additions will need to be thought out for all
options.
2. Option 3:
This option would have to totally relocate the students.
3. General:
Site Plan layout design as part of the design options will be developed.
Two story new additions (or new buildings) would be acceptable.
A tolerance of 1%-2% from the Ed Spec requirements is generally acceptable.
Separating the Gym & Dining would be harder for the school to manage from the
standpoint of using the building on off-school hours. Managing the visualization
of spaces would be difficult.
Reusing the existing Gym / Cafeteria space – as currently sized, would not meet
the Ed Spec. The spaces could be reconfigured for reuse of Cafeteria / Kitchen
or Classrooms but a Gym in the current location would not fit due to the existing
volume and heights of the spaces.
Pursuing a design option that would not meet the Ed Spec requirements is not
feasible. Ed Spec should try to be met as much as possible. A renovation-only
option with no addition should no longer be pursued.
Structure of Rock Creek should be evaluated to see what is reusable with some
reconfiguration for classroom spaces.
Confirm / discuss with Adtek whether we will meet the Storm Water
Management requirements with the existing topography if the building is kept in
its current location.
Courtyards would be OK, if they had a use / purpose.

V.

Comments / Questions
1. Design Team to begin to prepare thoughts of pros/cons on the maximum size of
Elementary Schools as stipulated by the Board of Education – 725 vs. 1,019. There
are concerns from Curriculum on the size of a 1,019 enrollment school being too
large.
2. Ed Spec for 1,019 school is still being reviewed by Curriculum & the facilities team.
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MT / AE

MT
MT / AE

MT

Next Meeting:
The next meeting is scheduled for December 14, 2017 from 1:30-3:30pm at the FCPS Central Office
Board Room. Meeting topics to include a recap of the initial Community Meeting and an initial
presentation of the Renovation / Addition options for the project. The first Community Meeting is
scheduled for December 11, 2017 at 6:00 at Waverley Elementary School.
The above is our interpretation of discussions held on this date. Anyone wishing to add to or otherwise
correct these notes must notify our office in writing within seven (7) days of receipt.
Respectfully submitted,

Jennifer Lyon, AIA, NCARB
Project Manager
Cc: All Attendees
Additional FCPS Staff & Admin:
Brian Staiger, Glenn Fogle, Richard Gue, Rick McTighe, John Veronie, Sandra Fox
Design Team Consultants:
Shawn Benjaminson – Adtek Engineers; Patty Nyikos – Nyikos Associates; Jeff Teagarden & Rose
Rodriguez – Adtek Engineers; Farshad Kassiri, Abbas Lohrasbi, Kevin Matthai, Chris Sachs, Ryan
Masters – Kibart M/E/P Engineers; Bill Richardson & Scott Boyd – Educational Systems Planning
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Senior Associate, Marks Thomas
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Beth Paseirb
Holly Nelson
Michael Blake
Jennifer Lyon
Ursula Fernandez del Castillo

Meeting Notes
Meeting #4 was held to discuss the initial feedback received at the Community Meeting on 12/11/17,
and to continue evaluation of the educational assessment and feasibility study options for the project.
Attached are the Power Point slides which provide additional context to the meeting discussion and
should be viewed in accompaniment to the Meeting Notes outlined below.
Action

I.

Community Meeting Recap – Feedback, Follow Up Items
1. Comments written down on poster boards and discussions from the first
Community Meeting were presented to the group. Comments received were
organized in the following categories:
Building and Arrangement
Environment and Site
Program & Ed Spec
Operations
Community
Learning
2. Student thoughts / comments have been scanned and saved for future
reference. Posters were provided to Jan for sharing with the Teachers &
Parents at the School.
3. Surveys filled out at Community Meeting – responses will be translated, and the
Facilities & Design Team will organize the responses in some way and have
them available for evaluation and how they can inform some key components
for the design options of the Feasibility Study.
4. Ideas for organization for Community Meeting #2 will be discussed after this
meeting with the Media / PTA group. Community Meeting #2 is scheduled for
1/11, 6pm at Waverley ES Cafeteria, which is the same night as MLK holiday
event. It was discussed and agreed upon that it would be best to leave it as is
on schedule.

II.

Educational Assessment – Revised Program Analysis, Organization of 1,000+ School &
Two-School Options
1. Educational Assessment – team reviewed the updated version of the 725
Student Ed Spec program spreadsheet comparison chart with revisions
discussed at previous meeting. Comparison chart represents a more accurate
version of the existing Waverley building against the 725 student Ed Spec:

FCPS /
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Existing core Classroom space indicated represents spaces inside the
Waverley ES building and not within the non-permanent Portable buildings
and Rock Creek building.
Numbers in the “Differences” column indicate about a 43,000 GSF
deficiency in the overall space required to meet the building size necessary
for the 725 Student Ed Spec. Nearly all categories are lower than what the
Ed Spec calls for.
Parks & Recs programs should be add-alternates in both the 725 and
1,019 schemes.
Request for International Office suite of spaces was raised. Facilities team
will discuss with Design Team.
2. Discussion of organizational precedents for a 1,000+ student School:
Team shared two-plan option examples of schools designed for 1,000+
student enrollments – a large wing double-loaded corridor option and a
pod-classroom option.
Double-loaded corridor option:
Double-loaded corridor option allows for wider Corridors which can also be
used as Breakout Spaces or Collaborative Learning Areas. This
arrangement is more efficient than the pod-classroom option.
Corridor length is a huge dynamic for youngest students. It is intimidating
and can add time to walking, orientation, transitional time, length & depth
perception.
Pod-classroom option:
Pod-classroom arrangements – has a spine corridor with pods feeding off
spine which creates separation of classroom groups. This organization
breaks down the corridor, which seems like a less intimidating
arrangement with the number of classrooms.
First thought on the pod-classroom scheme is that when there are years
with larger grades which would create more separation within the
classrooms in these grades – they would be in different pods. There is less
flexibility when you arrange classes by grades.
If there is a pod-classroom example for Elementary Schools that works for
young students, it would be good to share and discuss with the group. MT
will look into this.
The limitations on flexibility with the pod-classroom scheme are
understandable, but variables of this scheme could be good – perception
of the smaller school “house”, “homes” is a good factor.
It is important to have the Community / Family feel within the Classroom
areas – the large corridor option doesn’t achieve that as much as the podclassroom option does.
Is there a way to engineer flexibility in the pod-classroom option – by using
some of the same sized Administrative spaces that could be changed into
an additional Classroom space in the future?
Design Team should figure out the massing of the design options as part of
the Feasibility Study, but it may be nice to see examples of a pod-classroom
scheme for Elementary Schools.
Two-school organizational options – operational differences / general
comments:
Grades could be organized into Lower & Upper school categories.
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There would be many considerations to evaluate to arrange the spaces so
that operationally they serve all students. There will be additional
challenges imposed onto the students with such a large school and
especially if it is separated into two school zones within one building. There
likely would be a bigger impact and need for Teachers and Administrators
to respond.
A co-principal situation works best when both are aligned philosophically in
their teaching methodologies.
School district is committed to providing services for the Title 1 program
(for 400 student enrollments at those age levels). Ability to do this would
be more difficult with a 1,000+ student school.
A delineation between primary and intermediate grade spaces / areas
would be challenging – families will want to come together for events.
One positive of a Pre-K-5 grouping is the mentoring opportunities for
students. Older students pair with younger students and can work on
skills, collaboration and socialization skills. Their “buddies” are in the
same building as their peers – seeing the older students in the halls is very
positive.
A two-school option would also possibly separate grades more. Bringing
varying grades together for assemblies and activities would be difficult –
grades 2 & 5 at the same time, for example. Arrival / dismissal, fire drills,
alternate locations for activities would have to be figured out for a twoschool option.
Consideration for a 1,000+ student school is due to the density of homes,
families and students in the area serving the school. There is a need for
more seats in neighboring school zones but there is no land to provide to
expand those schools.
If a single large building for 1,000+ students is proposed, all spaces would
be provided in just one building as opposed to two buildings on the site.
Specialized programs and services are difficult and inefficient to separate
into two buildings to serve the same students.
The School Board asked this project to look at providing a larger school.
When design options for both sizes of schools are presented to the Board,
they will likely have questions on the larger school’s functionality. All the
possible issues are out of the prevue of this group, but the Educational
team members should be prepared to discuss pros/cons with the Board in
conjunction with the larger school design options developed as part of the
Feasibility Study.
The School Board also asked if two buildings could fit onto the site – both
at grades Pre-K-5. The Feasibility Study project was not asked to evaluate
this as an option, but we should comment on whether two would fit on the
site physically. Multi-story buildings would accomplish this for the larger
school enrollment option. Design Team will illustrate these options on a
site plan to evaluate feasibility.

Feasibility Study Options – 725 Student Renovation/ Addition Options
1. Site Design Requirements:
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Building on the west portion of the site (back triangular shaped area) – it is
a possibility and is shown in one of the options, but there isn’t a good way
to accomplish it without touching either one of the two buildings.
An outdoor play field, two hard surface play areas and two play areas with
equipment are being planned for in the design options.
MSDE Guidelines – call for play fields, play areas (hard surface and ones
with equipment) – sizes are still TBD.
Parking count showing about 100 spaces in the design options – currently
Waverley has close to 100 spaces, and they struggle with having enough
spaces available. Parking count used at Butterfly Ridge should be
sufficient – although they are in the City.
Per the City code – we can flag what we deem as what is a “Classroom”
and that could increase the parking count number we can plan for (2.5 per
Classroom max.) which would help us.
With a 725-student school, there would still be enough space on site to add
more parking.
2. Option 1 – reuse Gym/Cafeteria portion and central classroom bar with
reconfiguration for new interior layouts; provide new Gym, and new 2-story
Classroom wing additions.
Gym is close to the Cafeteria space, which is preferable.
Entrance is repositioned on the south elevation down from where it
currently sits.
SWM will be provided on the north side of the site in one large area.
Approx. 9,500sf of demo, 44,500sf of reconfigured/renovated space,
54,000sf new construction.
Phasing strategy – demolish first wing, relocate to Rock Creek, swing back
to renovated Classroom area / new addition; work on Cafeteria / Gym
space while relocating to swing space or a dining Portable.
Est. 2 years of constr. w/ disruption to existing driveways.
12-room Portables – it could be tight but possible.
Look at Rock Creek closer as how it could be used.
Question posed to Jan: would the school rather do 1 year of uncomfortable
or 2 years of an occupied renovation?
Response: It would make more sense to stay put in Waverley building and
build over Rock Creek on that side of the property…but that may not be an
option. Less disruption to instruction & learning.
Design Team to look at Waverley reno/add and Rock Creek reno/add –
look at construction staging, phasing, cost, etc.
Location of Gym – sticking out too much, but don’t “design” as part of this
exercise.
Scheme doesn’t look like it would serve the purpose we discussed – tough
visual – looks like 5 Support Service areas with some that look smaller
than a regular Classroom – they would need to know what would go in
those program spaces.
This option used the Butterfly Ridge Ed Spec that had the additional Title 1
Support Services spaces.
In continued development of this option it may be helpful to see what
spaces want to be paired next to those classroom spaces – Design Team
should look at the Butterfly Ridge plan for these adjacencies. Holly will
provide current plan.
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We will be looking at varying MEP systems and options depending on
design options, sizes of renovation vs. addition areas – will be evaluated
with each scheme.
Classroom area to remain – large center corridor area could be revitalized
into some of the 21st Century initiatives that have been talked about.
Showing two entries – Community & School. Separate entry is important.
Security aspect of it would be important to figure out.
Possibly bring Dir. of Security to future meeting to discuss thoughts on
options for the entry. We may want to enter in to one spot, then divide out
when in a secure vestibule.
Holly to send us Butterfly Ridge floor plan and space analysis from CD’s.
Computer Labs are going away and being converted to other learning
spaces…maker space or flex learning / student support.
3. Option 2 – demolish both ends of building, reuse central Classroom space and
reconfigure for new interior layout; building new 2-story Classroom wing and
new Cafeteria / Gym.
Approx. 32,500sf of demo, 21,500sf of reconfigured/renovated space,
76,500sf new construction.
Hard surface play court should be located by the Gym. Play equipment
courts should be located by the Classrooms – one could be put on the
south end of the reconfigured wing.
This option represents a likely 2-year construction, which would be the
most disruptive option. This plan will require the most orchestration to deal
with shuffling spaces & people around.
Plan will have to use Rock Creek for swing Classroom spaces or more
Portables will have to be placed on site. In the second year, the existing
Cafeteria & Gym block of the building would be demolished.
Logistics would need to be determined for the student access to play fields.
The service drive could be relocated to the front of the building with
relocation of the two types of play areas.
This option possibly does not have the best arrangement of Classrooms –
some similar grade Classrooms are split up between floors.
The Computer Lab & Media could be flipped, and two Music Rooms could
be needed.
The Gym is located far from the Classrooms.
4. General Comments – 725 Student Renovation / Addition Options
Both options are trying to not touch the Rock Creek building so the plans
become linear in layout. The goal of both options is to preserve the Rock
Creek building for use as swing space during construction.
Due to site limitations, the Gym is far from the Classrooms in both options.
Design Team will note this in our Report.
Relocate students to Rock Creek and Portables, then ultimately demolish
the Rock Creek building.
Option for using both buildings for the 1,019-enrollment scheme is not out
of the question yet.
Exploration into renovating the Rock Creek building has not yet been
explored. These schemes do look at using a portion of both buildings in
some manner. Design Team should evaluate (not design per se) reuse of
Rock Creek. It is about the same square footage – issues and challenges
with this building could be identified. It is a different part of the site with
possibly different constraints.

-
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School district would not do a mid-year opening of a new school – timing of
design & construction would have to be set to accomplish a Fall (August)
opening.

Feasibility Study Options – 725 Student Replacement Options
1. Option 1 – replacement school (non-prototype), 725 students.
Does not impact Waverley building footprint.
New ground floor is approx. 66,000sf, second floor is approx. 31,500sf.
Site building about 50’ away from existing building for buffer from
construction activities.
Eliminate the loop driveway & parking for the construction work. Design
Team will develop diagrams for construction staging.
Art Classrooms should be spread out around the building – not preferred to
show both on second floor. Computer Lab will possibly be removed due to
Rock Creek final designs (see above).
2. Option 2 – replacement school (non-prototype). 725 students.
Does not impact Waverley building footprint.
New ground floor is approx. 64,000sf, second floor is approx. 33,500sf.
Consider Shaffer Drive to become the more prominent arrival street to the
school site. This option particularly connects more to that direction
visually.
This option would also keep the central loop that serves Waverley now in
tack during construction.
New parking could be reconfigured so that it isn’t the first thing seen when
one enters the site. Areas between parking and driveway can also be
planned to have bio-retention areas and landscaping to provide a more
welcoming appearance.
Option could put the last few Classrooms on wings on the double-loaded
corridor side to shorten the wings up. There is a possibility to connect the
ends. Plans should show this option as more compact and efficient.
Comparably, the first new building option seems more efficient – shorter
corridor distances.
There seems to be the potential for more wasted space in this option, due
to the odd angle which responds to the site. The center area could have a
feature stairway or a shared collaboration space, a pre-function space for
the Gym, or more Media space.
This concept may yield a larger school (1,019) could be fit in this location /
orientation strategy.
Security methods in this option may not be as preferable as in Option 1.
3. General Comments – 725 Replacement Options
Due to site configuration, shape, and access points, it is important thing to
show is there are a few options that the site can accommodate with a new
building, whether in a 725 or 1,019 enrollment option.
What can’t be changed are the boundaries of the site. Per our meeting
with the Planning Department, they recommended not building too much
outside of the building footprints that are in place now. Option 2 could
have a more Pod style approach.
Both options would be more of a 1.5-year process – 1 of real site
disruption, and half a year of lingering site work and demo at the beginning
of the project.

V.
MT
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Comments / Questions
1. Pedestrian friendly nature of the school community should be maintained in all
design options. After the redistricting occurs, most of the walkers to the school
would be coming from the top two triangular ends of the site.
2. In general, to describe overall site development, show one option closer to the
driveway, show one closer to the back of the site – to show the differing site
options available. The building itself doesn’t matter, but rather to show the two
site impacts / construction disturbances, etc. Building closer to the drive would
be more pedestrian friendly appearing.
3. Look at one option where the Rock Creek building gets utilized.
4. It is the opinion that Option 1 in the Renovation/Addition possibility with the
reuse of the Kitchen/Cafeteria/first Classroom wing is the best. This will be the
baseline to compare to with renovation/addition option to the Rock Creek
building.

Next Meeting:
The next meeting is scheduled for January 4, 2018 from 1:30-3:30pm at the FCPS Central Office
Board Room. Meeting topics to include initial design options for all the 1,019 enrollment options –
renovation/addition, new construction and a combined building.
The above is our interpretation of discussions held on this date. Anyone wishing to add to or otherwise
correct these notes must notify our office in writing within seven (7) days of receipt.
Respectfully submitted,

Jennifer Lyon, AIA, NCARB
Project Manager
Cc: All Attendees
Additional FCPS Staff & Admin:
Mary Jo Richmond, Ana Mejia, Randy Connaster, Brian Staiger, Glenn Fogle, Richard Gue, Rick
McTighe, John Veronie, Sandra Fox, Tonya Street, Gloria Mikolajczyk
Design Team Consultants:
Shawn Benjaminson – Adtek Engineers; Patty Nyikos – Nyikos Associates; Jeff Teagarden & Rose
Rodriguez – Adtek Engineers; Farshad Kassiri, Abbas Lohrasbi, Kevin Matthai, Chris Sachs, Ryan
Masters – Kibart M/E/P Engineers; Bill Richardson & Scott Boyd – Educational Systems Planning
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Supervisor of Security & Emergency
Management
Supervisor of Facilities Planning, FCPS
Facilities Planner, FCPS
Principal, Marks Thomas
Senior Associate, Marks Thomas

jan.hollenbeck@fcps.org
kathy.prichard@fcps.org
dawn.worrell@fcps.org
eric.phillips@fcps.org
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ana.mejia@fcps.org
maryjo.richmond@fcps.org
brian.staiger@fcps.org
scott.blundell@fcps.org
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beth.pasierb@fcps.org
holly.nelson@fcps.org
michaelb@marks-thomas.com
jenniferl@marks-thomas.com
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Ana Mejia
Mary Jo Richmond
Brian Staiger
Scott Blundell
Beth Paseirb
Holly Nelson
Michael Blake
Jennifer Lyon

Meeting Notes
Meeting #5 was held to discuss refinement of the 725 student options, review initial 1,019 student
options and plan for the 1/11 Community Meeting. Attached are the Power Point slides which provide
additional context to the meeting discussion and should be viewed in accompaniment to the Meeting
Notes outlined below.
Action

I.

General Project Overview / Misc. Items
1. All documents, comments, questions and Survey responses from the
Community Meeting #1 have been posed to the district website for review.
2. ALTA Survey – per Adtek Engineers, the Survey is about 3 weeks out for
completion. It will have all major site elements, structure, landscape elements,
boundary information, etc.
3. Narratives have been collected from all Consultants for the existing conditions
assessment. Marks Thomas will be reviewing and highlight everything needed
for publishing of the Existing Conditions Report. Information will also be
incorporated into the Feasibility Study report itself.
4. Site Requirements documents (existing and proposed) will include information
on ground floor square footages, parking counts, play areas and play fields
(quantity & sizes).

II.

Refinement to the 725 Student Options
1. Renovation / Addition to Waverley Building – Option 1 (Revised Floor & Site
Plans):
Support services are more defined in the concept plans; integrating support
services and specials more throughout the building.
There is a more defined connection to the Gym addition which is aligned
with other Specials classrooms.
More parking was added to get count closer to what is being provided at
Butterfly Ridge (130).
There are two different entrances – in terms of security the
recommendation is two entrances - community access should be separate
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from the classroom entrance. A secure point (or two) would be needed at
the interior corridor.
A secure vestibule should be provided (as in all FCPS schools).
It is nice to separate the type of visitors – visitor as a parent vs. visitor of a
community member.
The Community Space should be up front and adjacent to the other multipurpose use spaces regardless.
It is likely that the community would only use the community space during
the day and not the other multi-purpose spaces during the day. The
Cafeteria & Gym would be used by the school during the day.
The school likes having two entries during the day. After school hours, only
one entry is needed for monitoring / security.
Parks & Recs space at Waverley – FCPS will need to talk to County to see if
they would want to fund a space at the building. If it was to be included as
part of the Feasibility Study it would have to be an Alternate. Connection to
the Gym would be necessary as well as possibly its own entrance.
A large Vestibule area can serve as a Waiting Area inside the building and
will limit the access to either side of the building until visitors are allowed in
or brought inside the building.
Drop-off currently occurs so students enter in the Gym and Lobby, then go
to the classrooms for breakfast.
Parking layouts could still be designed and thought out with access drives
and proximity to entrances to offer some parking spaces closer to the
building.
2. Replace Waverley Building – Option 1 (Revised Site Plan):
New location of building allows full use of Waverley building and parking lot
during construction.
This option moves the building forward towards the entry drive.
Assessment of the look / feel of the building to the proximity of the entry
drive will be needed.
Most of the parking is moved to the rear of the building, which provides a
more positive pedestrian feel of the site. This may lead to the need for a
back entrance (for Staff), since the parking is farther away.
There are still quite a few walkers from the West side of the site – students
would have to walk all the way to the front of the building. MT to review.
The need to cross the parking lot to get to the Play Field & Play Areas may
be an issue.
“Reverse Evacuation” need would be difficult if a secure entry point wasn’t
provided in the back of the building.
When Waverley building gets demolished, additional parking (or relocate
the parking in the back) could be placed at the at location.
The Play Area close to the driveway may be a security concern – MT to
review location.
MT to look at different location of parking, and rotate Play Area without
rotating the building – it could go in cutout area of building.
3. Additional Option for Renovation / Addition to Rock Creek Building – Option 1
(Revised Site Plan):
This option includes a reconfiguration of the Rock Creek building, with
some areas heavily renovated, other areas minor renovation. Several small
additions are added on to the end wings of the building for the additional
classroom space.
Includes 5,000sf of demolition, 50,500sf of reconfigured / renovated
space and 44,500sf of new construction. Data for each option should
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include approximate percentages on how much gets “gutted” vs.
“cosmetic”. In this option, about 70% is gutted, 30% is cosmetic.
All Options will have to list what will be existing, new, gut, renovated – to
figure out the cost.
This option allows for the use of Waverley building and the existing parking
lot during work goes on at the Rock Creek building.
The main entrance faces North (towards Waverley building), with a
separate parking lot for Staff on the East.
New classrooms in the reconfigured Rock Creek spaces end up narrow (2
existing classrooms become 1). MT to evaluate if they are appropriately
sized dimensionally for a classroom. The teaching direction may not be
ideal in either direction – it may be difficult for instruction. This would be a
negative to evaluating this option, but it is due to the existing available
footprint of the Rock Creek wings.
Courtyard in the middle could be hardscaped to avoid maintenance.
New addition for 4th Grade classrooms responds to the original comment
on walking distance vs. add-ons to each wing as a dead end.
4. General Comments to 725 Student Options:
When comparing which building would be better as a renovation / addition
between the two buildings – what would be our guidance in the Report to
the Board?
● A Waverley renovation has a 2-story classroom wing, the Rock Creek
renovation would only have a 1-story renovation.
● Dimensions of reconfigured classrooms in the Rock Creek building may
not be ideal for teaching and learning.
● Etc.
International Suite program and square footage (about 2,000sf) should be
included in both (and all) 725 and 1,019 options. FCPS to provide
feedback on proposed program and square footage write up sent on
12/29/17.
If a Waverley building renovation was the option, Rock Creek would be used
as swing space, which is feasible, but may also need some reconfiguration.
The Report should note that the FCPS ES Prototype does fit on the site as a
replacement option (as it is a known cost) – we were asked to explore
additional layout options for some of our current replacement options.
III.
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Review of Initial 1,019 Student Options
1. Renovation / Addition to Waverley Building – Option 1:
Option becomes very linear – overall lengths of building should be noted on
all the plans.
Classrooms are all down towards the West of the site. The Gym addition is
up towards the East like the 725-enrollment scheme.
There is not a buffer between the north side of the building and the homes
– no access drive back there. This option would probably need a Fire Lane
at this side, or consider shifting up the classroom addition towards the
South. MT to confirm requirement for Fire Lane (all sides or just three?).
Service drive would be located where it currently is now (MT to show on
plan).
This plan did not explore an “L” shaped layout to use the Rock Creek
building for swing space during construction. Turning the addition 90
degrees would impact that possibility. It may be possible to angle the
addition slightly towards the Rock Creek building to follow the site direction
and not impede on the Rock Creek footprint. MT to review.

-
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From a construction standpoint – getting rid of the Rock Creek building for
laydown space, space for contractors, etc. would be difficult to do in this
plan. If that is also done then that eliminates the swing space use
opportunity.
Plan provides for many more classrooms.
Probably not the best location for the Community Resource space.
This option really puts into perspective how large the building would need
to be for the larger enrollment number.
Holly noted that she likes the arrangement of the classrooms to allow
flexibility in the future.
The central wing of the building requires more creative demolition and
reconfiguration to make the PreK and Kindergarten fit in – this is probably
not as successful as in the 725 enrollment option.
Three art classrooms are clustered together – not dispersed through the
building. MT to review.
Music program is very large in the 1,019 schemes – as well as the
Cafeteria so placing adjacencies in the larger footprint is more challenging
in the 1,019 scheme.
Plan layout disperses Administration and Guidance programs on the larger
schemes throughout for supervision.
2. Replacement of Waverley Building – Option 1:
North side entrance (supplemental Classroom entry / drop-off) as well as
two on the East side entrance (for Community and Main Entry). MT to
update this on the Site Plan.
In general, there are options for layouts on site for a larger school. Things
can be placed where they want to be and the management of the site
becomes more purposeful.
This option provides more manageable travel distances inside and around
the building.
Students would stay in the Waverley building while this gets built.
The Gym and Media are back to back – two separate structures would be
needed to avoid transferred noise. This would be handled during the
design process, but is good to note here as a possible concern in the layout
of the spaces.
3. Replacement of Waverley Building – Option 1 (Alternate Site Plan):
The Play Field would want to be at the front of the site (by the entry drive)
as it wouldn’t fit in the back of the building (at a standard size). Location
near entry drive isn’t preferred, and its proximity to Shaffer Drive is also not
ideal. MT to explore if classroom wing can shift up to bring the Play Field
back to the West behind the building at the standard size given this
feedback. However, the classroom wing is sited to use the Waverley
building for as long as possible.
4. Combine Waverley & Rock Creek Building, Renovation / Addition – Option 1:
Waverley building side – demolition of the Cafeteria & Gym and renovate
the two Classroom wings.
Rock Creek building side – extensive interior renovation in some portions,
not so many in others; several small additions with a large addition in the
center to connect the two buildings.
Show the outline of both buildings for reference in the graphics.
Keep grades in manageable clusters; integrate support services and
specials throughout.
Dispersion of Admin. Spaces in various locations around the building –
benefits and possible challenges.

-

-
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IV.

Goal in this arrangement is to minimize travel distance from both sides to
the shared spaces in the center.
About 140,000sf due to the reuse of both buildings – which is over the
program number for the 1,019 enrollment. Any renovation / reuse option
will have some inefficiencies due to using the existing building footprints,
which will lead to the square footage numbers being generally higher than
the program requirement.
From an architectural standpoint, this option will have to mesh two building
exteriors and a new building design in the center all together – it can be
done creatively, but cost for exterior renovation on the existing buildings
may be higher due to need to make one cohesive looking building in the
end.
None of the 1,019 options looked at layouts that organized spaces for a
lower and upper elementary with a shared central option. MT can explore;
however this may prove to be challenging for entrance and security access
control. It would be good to explore to see how and if it can fit on the site,
and to show different options. Lower ES could be a single story, Upper ES
could be a 2-story wing.

1/11/18 Community Meeting Planning
Agenda:
1. Recap of Community Meeting #1 – what was discussed, what survey responses
indicated.
2. Discuss Redistricting – what is current plan, timeline, what happens when
Butterfly Ridge reaches capacity.
3. Provide Handouts of the Options – big picture attributes, explain what happens
in each option.
4. Breakout to Stations – posters with options.
Other:
Define options somehow – renovate, replace, replacement.
Have someone at each station explaining, answering questions and another
person for recording comments.
Stress that decision won’t be made at this meeting but feedback and preference
thoughts are being considered.
Looking for feedback and comments. Give a place to write them down – flip
chart or via the recorder at each station (or on page of their Handout).
Breaks it down with simple Questions to ask Community.
Include a simple Timeline for understanding.
Presentation to do the overarching description of each Station’s options, then at
the Stations it will be more discussion based one on one with answering
questions and recording comments.

Next Meeting:
The next meeting is scheduled for January 18, 2018 from 1:30-3:30pm at the FCPS Central Office
Board Room. Meeting topics to include feedback from Community Meeting #2 as well as refinement
of presented design options thus far.
The above is our interpretation of discussions held on this date. Anyone wishing to add to or otherwise
correct these notes must notify our office in writing within seven (7) days of receipt.
Respectfully submitted,

Jennifer Lyon, AIA, NCARB
Project Manager
Cc: All Attendees
Additional FCPS Staff & Admin:
Randy Connaster, Glenn Fogle, Richard Gue, Rick McTighe, John Veronie, Sandra Fox, Tonya Street,
Gloria Mikolajczyk
Design Team Consultants:
Shawn Benjaminson – Adtek Engineers; Patty Nyikos – Nyikos Associates; Jeff Teagarden & Rose
Rodriguez – Adtek Engineers; Farshad Kassiri, Abbas Lohrasbi, Kevin Matthai, Chris Sachs, Ryan
Masters – Kibart M/E/P Engineers; Bill Richardson & Scott Boyd – Educational Systems Planning;
Ursula Fernandez del-Castillo – Marks Thomas

Waverley Elementary School – Feasibility Study
Project No.: 17261.00
Meeting #6
January 18, 2018
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Present

Jan Hollenbeck
Kathy Prichard
Dawn Worrell
Randy Connaster

Principal, Waverley Elementary School
Elementary School Director, FCPS
Construction Accountant, FCPS
Maint. Project Manager IV, Maintenance &
Operations, FCPS
Supervisor of AAE, Accelerating Achievement
& Equity, FCPS
Community Liason at Waverley ES
Supervisor of Media Services, FCPS
Senior PM, FCPS Construction
School Facilities Architect Supervisor, MSDE
Supervisor of Facilities Planning, FCPS
Facilities Planner, FCPS
Principal, Marks Thomas
Senior Associate, Marks Thomas
Project Architect, Marks Thomas

jan.hollenbeck@fcps.org
kathy.prichard@fcps.org
dawn.worrell@fcps.org
randall.connatser@fcps.org
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holly.nelson@fcps.org
michaelb@marks-thomas.com
jenniferl@marks-thomas.com
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Eric Phillips
Ana Mejia
Mary Jo Richmond
Brian Staiger
Gloria Mikolajczyk
Beth Paseirb
Holly Nelson
Michael Blake
Jennifer Lyon
Ursula Fernandez del Castillo

Meeting Notes
Meeting #6 was held to discuss comments and feedback received at the 1/11/18 Community
Meeting #2, review miscellaneous follow up items, updated 1,019 schemes, as well as construction
phasing and swing space strategies. Attached are the Power Point slides which provide additional
context to the meeting discussion and should be viewed in accompaniment to the Meeting Notes
outlined below.
Action

FCPS

I.

Project Overview
1. Schedule – past midway point of study process. Held 50% Community Meeting
last week. In the refine concepts phase of the study; prep for Final Report.

II.

1/11/18 Community Meeting
1. Recap of Community Meeting:
Overview of redistricting process, how new Butterfly Ridge will impact
Waverley student enrollment.
Brief overview of some of the study options. Walked through terms for
each option for clarity.
Shared options with Community – Replacement (725, 1019),
Reno/Addition to Waverley (725, 1019), Reno/Addition to Rock Creek
(725), Combine Building w/ Reno/Addition (1019). Large posters pinned
up in the Cafeteria with Feasibility Study Team members manning stations
and discussing options and answering questions and comments.
2. Review of Community feedback, overall response:
Posters were left at the school so attendees to the PTA Meeting the
following day could view and discuss. Ana will collect posters.
Feedback topics:
● Building Layout
- Implications of 2 story building – difficult for teachers to maneuver
with mobile carts

-

-

III.
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- Compact floor plan provides for better access for Special Ed
teaching.
- Bigger area may need more surveillance.
- Smaller ground floor footprint will not make building feel like a High
School.
- Larger building could lead to too many students in the future.
- Adequate Community Use space.
- Adult restrooms in all parts of the school.
● Site Plan
- Location of building in proximity to surrounding houses – adequate
distance away for safety, sound.
- Parking close to street rather than far into site.
- Building at back of site would be more of a distance for walkers
from East.
- Outdoor congregation space – play and evacuation areas.
- Green space vs. hardscape surfaces.
- Play field at back of site away from entrance drive.
● Process Comments / Questions
- Redistricting – fears of being relocated.
- Length of Construction – the shorter the better.
- Costs – cheaper to build new?
- When do Rock Creek students get relocated, where are they going?
Question Responses – from 49 people
● Larger school preferred.
● Replacement school preferred.
● Not worthwhile to reuse existing buildings – construction time could be
longer.
● Locate building back towards homes.
● Parking near the street is preferred.
● Parking near the street is preferred.
Final Community Meeting – will share recommendation of option. Meeting
is more of a public information meeting to inform community of what this
groups recommendation to the board will be. Info on where /when
opportunity to voice opinions will be given at the meeting. Folks can
comment to the board on the recommendation after the study is
completed.

Feasibility Study Options
1. Miscellaneous Follow Up Items:
Classroom test fit study – Rock Creek building & classrooms for possible
swing space or if renovation option:
● Top option example is for use as swing space. If RC vacates at the end
of year 0, and we need to move Waverley into swing space into summer of
year 0, will there be time to do renovations to swing space in the time?
What time is involved in this option? Clean, paint, take out central partition
or fold it back. Concern of clean up would take more than month based on
what will be left behind by RC. Building is from 1974, accumulation of stuff
over 40 years. Be realistic on time needed for turnover. Need to know
more about what needs to be done to be able to use space as swing
space? Marks Thomas noted that purpose of diagram was to see if space
could function as a classroom space for temporary use. If it is not
functional as a classroom, it would likely would be a non-starter.
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● How many classrooms would we get out of RC? 14. Would still need
some portables. Advantage would be to limit the number of new portables
brought to site.
● On paper, swing space would function. With only 14 classrooms inside
would still mean more portables would be necessary. Cost should be
included in Study. It’s do-able, yes, but time, possible cost, and portables
would still be necessary.
● Some students would be on north side of site, some on south side of
site – students on two parts of site would be difficult and not ideal.
● As a comparable example, moving Frederick High – was a long process.
Started before school year ended – purging and packing. With a High
School, there are different items, but still was an older building. The
process of relocating and moving is all temporary for a better result. If it
was all planned out, teachers felt supported in the process.
● Has it been explored to use Hillcrest portables or even use those at
another site? Moving students to clear out entire site.
There are 17 portables at Waverley already. Hillcrest portables support
500 students. More portables would have to be added to Hillcrest if using
that as a swing site. Not a convenient thing to do, but it has benefits to
having the open site.
● On start date of construction – have anticipated enrollment to make
proper analysis. On our options, identify how many classrooms would be
needed for each option. Total projected to be 613 – 9/30/18. We will
need 9/2021 projection number - Beth will provide us the number. Rock
Creek will be vacated in the Spring of 2021. Having the Staff lists from
both schools may help in this study. Redistricting will also play into this
enrollment number. Beth can get us the study of district buildings.
- Bottom option example is if we were to use RC building for the future
permanent school.
2. Present updated schemes:
- 1,019 Waverley Building Renovation / Addition – with “L” shaped
classroom wing:
● Previous option was large building on site and very linear with a long
travel distance. Main reason to preserve Rock Creek for potential swing
space.
● Refined option turns wing towards south and RC building. Very close to
RC building (may have to tear some down), does make entrance better.
Preserves lane behind building. Fire code is what is referenced in IBC and
NFPA. Max distance from one lane to the other in a sprinklered building
cannot be more than 450’.
● On the interior plan side, it may not solve what is trying to be achieved.
Longest travel distance would be 525’. Current longest travel distance in
Waverley building is 280’.
- 1,019 Replacement Building – with split primary and intermediate
classroom wings:
● Previous option – discussion asked if each side of building could have
classrooms with common areas in middle.
● The larger building can fit, with preservation of Waverley building.
● There could be multiple ways to lay interior out.
● PreK, K, 1 can fit in one wing, 2-5 can fit in the other wing in a 2-story
addition.

-
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● Revised option shows that there is a lot of square footage for spaces
fighting for the front entry space, but that is part of the challenge for a
building of this size.
● Possibly a long service drive, but more study could shorten it with
relocating Kitchen.
● Mentoring opportunities – splitting grades up – may be lost in this
option.
Beth commented about presenting floor plans in final Report - at this point
we aren’t designing the school. Probably only site plans w/ general spaces
labeled would be necessary. We don’t want to illicit conversation about
design details. The presentation discussion needs to be about the size of
school, the layout on the site. Marks Thomas noted that the plans for us
are to be comfortable to say that a layout with the required program spaces
and sizes could work. MT to add distances for corridors on the diagrams
for information.
Holly wondered if we could create a house feeling by floor? For instance,
primary grades on first floor, secondary grades on second floor – could still
have own identity on each floor. This was done on one of the previous
examples. Marks Thomas noted that there are almost twice as many
classrooms for upper grades - stacking to the primary grades is the
challenge.

Presentation of construction phasing and swing space strategies
1. Option 1 – Replacement, 725 Students:
150 parking spaces possible around proposed construction area.
Goal should be to preserve pathway from SW neighborhood houses for
walking to school.
2. Option 2 – Replacement, 725 Students:
Preserves full drive loop. Back parking lot is built on by new building.
No field space available during construction except at north triangle.
Sequence standpoint is to demo RC entirely.
Larger construction area due to location of new building.
Parking: 45, 64, 74. MT to confirm numbers.
3. Option 1 – Renovation / Addition at Waverley, 725 Students:
Add portables, due to demo of lower wing (Classrooms – 8 classrooms).
Would need 8 portables and possibly more if enrollment goes up.
Location of proposed 8 may not work due to existing portables (not on
photo) and site sloping. MT to review.
Limit on number of portables on a site? County – considers them
permanent because they don’t know length of use for SWM reason. If
construction period is defined, they would look at differently as it would be
temporary.
Phase 1 – should be to demo RC, and allow space to bring in more
portables, temp play areas, etc. to give more space to work with rather than
demo in Phase 4.
“8 Classrooms” doesn’t include smaller spaces used as classrooms, some
offices, guidance…additional room would be needed, not just 8 new
portables.
Moving Phase 1 to Phase 4 - site wouldn’t be cleared until late winter.
Would be ready for Spring ’22. It would push Waverley reno work out
another year.
Both versions of this option could end up having the longest construction
schedule.

-
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Demoing RC at end in order for it to be available to use in Phase 3 for
cafeteria/gym space.
MT noted that these diagrams are trying to illustrate a sequence, they don’t
represent all the possible concerns. Sometimes these studies prove what
will not work.
Facility design team needs to be comfortable to describe the process and
concerns on logistics with phasing. The State requires us to look at all
options. Point is to show them it’s feasible. Know how many months it
would take. For them to be able to make a decision, decision would be to
agree with which category to move forward with.
Renovating dining in an occupied building – people ideally should be out of
the school completely during this work, and bring in catering or relocate.
Advantage for having open space at entry of site would allow for a more
suitable portable layout to occur.
Phase 3 loses more classrooms, lose media, admin. Phase 1 builds new
classrooms and media to make up for that loss.
8 options, present 4. Let’s eliminate some options so our team doesn’t do
more work than necessary.
Gloria – can show the State an option that doesn’t work to describe the full
process.
Beth – thinks this option is more of a 5-Phase, 3-year. Split Phase 3 up to
not disrupt everything.
If we include this as one of the options, its disingenuous to say it is one of
the options due to these issues.
Add in actions of things that must occur in each of the Phasing highlights
would help for evaluation.
This option – show RC is not useable, space is used for portables. Show
cost of moving portables in.
Another option would be to fully move to RC (and prep RC), add portables,
school relocates to south of site so all of Waverley side of site is building
area for less Phases. This would only work for 725 option.
Include time to demo RC – 3-6 months. Brian can get us info on similar
projects. 1-2 months for clean out; 1-2 months for abatement; 1-2 months
for demo. Regrading / misc. site cleanup work = how long?
Option 1 – Renovation / Addition at Rock Creek, 725 Students:
Preserve half of entry loop, rear parking lot.
Express in option extent and description of demolition – what it means – as
opposed to just generalizations.
Construction schedule – our estimation may be on target at 18-24 months.
Nice thing with this option – no one in this building to work around.
How does this get done w/ SWM requirements? Civil said fitting it on the
North would not be an issue. Get Shawn & original project designer on
phone to discuss how SWM will work during construction as well as after.
Option 1 – Replacement, 1,019 Students:
Preserve half of entry loop and rear Parking Lot.
Could driveway be used for busses in some way?
Option 2 – Replacement, 1,019 Students:
No play field areas available during construction.
Option 3 – Replacement, 1,019 Students:
Play field area available, but very less parking available.
Add in GSF – new, reno, demo – on all exhibits.
Relook at parking by portables – 40 spaces are more like 12. Can fit 10 on
pavement towards north.

-

To provide parking, we could try to use spaces on entry driveway, however
in current travel directions, it’s not wide enough. School could make it a
one-way, because it’s on our property.
8. Option 1 – Combined Buildings, 1,019 Students:
Schedule should be adjusted – Phase 1, then moving kids in year, takes
time. Schedule would have to be added to.
Putting Phase 3 into Phase 2 would give back an area for parking and play.
Phase 1 would take 18 months. Take 6 months to move. Phase 2/3 after.
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Final Thoughts:
1. Prior to next meeting – one pager of each option to Feasibility Team for review.
Goal at next meeting is to get the options off the table to talk more seriously
about the ones in the running and then the ones most appropriate.
2. Cost modelling should be received by then to include in our discussion. Cost
estimates including the 40-year life cycle may not be available for next meeting,
but we will see what we can do.

Next Meeting:
The next meeting is scheduled for February 1, 2018 from 2:00-4:00pm at the FCPS Central Office
Board Room. Meeting topics to include feedback from Community Meeting #2 as well as refinement
of presented design options thus far.
The above is our interpretation of discussions held on this date. Anyone wishing to add to or otherwise
correct these notes must notify our office in writing within seven (7) days of receipt.
Respectfully submitted,

Jennifer Lyon, AIA, NCARB
Project Manager
Cc: All Attendees
Additional FCPS Staff & Admin:
Glenn Fogle, Richard Gue, Rick McTighe, John Veronie, Sandra Fox, Tonya Street
Design Team Consultants:
Shawn Benjaminson – Adtek Engineers; Patty Nyikos – Nyikos Associates; Jeff Teagarden & Rose
Rodriguez – Adtek Engineers; Farshad Kassiri, Abbas Lohrasbi, Kevin Matthai, Chris Sachs, Ryan
Masters – Kibart M/E/P Engineers; Bill Richardson & Scott Boyd – Educational Systems Planning
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Principal, Waverley Elementary School
Elementary School Director, FCPS
Construction Accountant, FCPS
Maint. Project Manager IV, Maintenance &
Operations, FCPS
Community Liason at Waverley ES
Supervisor of Media Services, FCPS
Senior PM, FCPS Construction
Supervisor of Facilities Planning, FCPS
Facilities Planner, FCPS
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Meeting Notes
Meeting #7 was held to discuss to review and discuss the results of the ALTA Survey, storm water
management strategies for the Design Options and the ‘one-pagers’ for the Options which include
pros/cons, estimated costs, phasing building information. Discussions regarding the possible
mechanical systems, preliminary cost estimates and thoughts on evaluation criteria were also part of
the Meeting. Attached are the Power Point slides which provide additional context to the meeting
discussion and should be viewed in accompaniment to the Meeting Notes outlined below.
Action

Adtek

I.

Project Overview
1. Schedule – past midway point of feasibility study process. In the “Refine
Concept Options” phase of the study and prep for Final Report is beginning.
2. New Community Meeting date is March 8th from 6:00 - 7:30pm at the school
Cafeteria. The goal of this meeting will be to present the recommendations that
our group will be presenting to the Board.
3. Clarification was made to the timeline of the Waverley construction: start of
new construction for this project will be in Summer, 2020 (after Rock Creek
vacates). New Waverley building would open in the Summer of 2022
(depending on the selected Option) with 502 projected students.

II.

Site Issues
1. Alta Survey:
Final draft of the Survey is complete.
Site in IST zone (institutional) floating type zone – use is for recreation
centers / schools – for public good on the property. Setbacks / restrictions
are diminished to allow for activity to occur.
Title Report indicates two existing gas easements and a Frederick City
waterline easement at the north-east corner of the site. It should be known
in the next few days if the waterline is there. If it does exist, it would be
relocated with any of the selected Options. The easement awkwardly dead
ends.
If a gas line exists in the easements they can also be relocated.

Adtek

-

MT

-

Shawn has a call in to WSSC, it is likely that the line is there but no active
utility, which is similar to other properties in the area.
Easements do not preclude construction of SWM facilities at the north-east
end of the site. If they exist, they would likely be relocated.
Scope and cost of relocating easements should be included in the site
costs for the project.

2. Site constraints recap:
Optimal buildable area in the center of the site.
There are steeper slopes on north & south corners – natural surface water
flows there currently. These locations are ideal for storm water
management ponds and/or structures.
Blue Arrows indicate current pedestrian access from the surrounding
neighborhoods & red arrows indicate vehicular access points. Red arrow at
top left may not actually be an access point. MT to confirm.

MT

3. Review of Storm Water Management Strategies for each Option:
Site drains to Carrol Creek. 100-year storm event volume will be
accommodated by new SWM facilities / structures.
Existing and proposed areas on site could flow against grade for some
distance, which would limit the cost of any new infrastructure to be
provided.
Likely all new SWM features would be underground. Anything to the north
of the site would terminate into a surface pond. Anything called for to the
south of the site would all run and remain underground.
Challenge for SWM strategies happens in the phased construction
situations. There is currently a storm drain line that runs next to the
Portables. Portables may have to be relocated to help with the temporary
drainage of the site during construction work. This would be more cost
effective than bypassing existing drainage and running new pipe.
More intensive treatments likely will be required in the Options where the
building is focused towards the south end of the site due to the impervious
area.
In building SWM features for the interim, use during construction activities
as well as for future permanent use need to account for the 4’ vertical
difference between the two existing building floors.
Mimicking what is there in spirit will help impact of new work – there is an
inlet in the drive aisle loop that would want to be revised where possible.
In the 1,019 Options, the facilities will need to be larger due to the larger
building footprint.
In the Combined Option, SWM should run under the building. With
acknowledging the 4’ difference between building elevations, an alternate
routing of drain pipes could get cumbersome. The City would allow it to be
placed under the building as it is a private site and line. The cost to do this
would also be better than running lines around the building. If the SWM
lines were to move to the north, the portables would have to come out,
install the line, then put portables back in, or, provide alternate location for
swing space for students.
III.

Feasibility Study Options
1. General Statements:
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-

MT

-

MT

-

MT

-

FCPS

-

MT

-

FCPS

-

MT

-

MT

-

MT

-

-

MT
MT

-

MT

-

Parks & Recs alternate can be eliminated as they will relocate to the new
Butterfly Ridge.
Judy Center and International Office spaces will need to relocate in an
Option which builds over the Rock Creek building. There are opportunities
to place them in front of Waverley or on the north side of the site by the
other Portables. Report should acknowledge spaces as a project
requirement and should be included in the project costs.
Judy Center space will be in base program; International Office spaces will
be indicated as an add-alternate.
Parking for both programs should be mapped out in the 725 Options. In
the 1,019 Options that will be more difficult and parking may need to be
shared with spaces for the school during construction work.
In the 1,019 Options – it may be possible to discuss with the City the
temporary use of the Park area across the entry driveway for parking or as
an overflow construction area with temporary entrances.
Swing space: acknowledge in Report that if there were off site spaces
available, the 1,019 Options could be more favorable. The 725 Options
allow for more construction space as well as the possibility to add more
portables if needed.
The Hillcrest portables are spoken for. Brian suggested other school sites
for swing space (and space to add portables for Waverley use) – Butterfly
Ridge? Benefit (or drawback) to this would be to empty out the Waverley
site for construction. No impediments to work due to students and staff
being present on site – construction schedule may become quicker.
The Board asked that the Feasibility Study consider both a 725 and 1,019
school, but they haven’t thought much about the larger school. Report to
be presented in a way that if the Board decides to move forward with a 725
school, this is our recommendation. If the Board decides to move forward
with a 1,019 school, this is our recommendation.
Recommendations to be crafted for both 725 & 1,019 Options separately.
Devise a way wo make the recommendations more than a chart with the
costs. If one Option has a lower cost than another it still many not be
viable do to the other constraints (Pros/Cons) it may have.
Report should mention that on all 1,019 Options the phasing and swing
space logistics are very challenging.
Possible issues with using Rock Creek as a swing space – 3-6-month time
for getting the building ready to reuse as a school; eliminates ground area
for construction staging; classrooms would be oddly sized as described in
Meeting #6. Money would be spent to get RC building ready for use, just to
then eventually demolish it in the end.
There are only 14 Classrooms available at the RC building. That may not
be enough for what is needed in a temporary situation. Relocating existing
portables from Waverley side of site to RC side adds cost. Additional
portables may still be necessary which will add cost.
Longer construction time – additional cost should be determined.
There are also many other programs at Waverley that will need a temporary
space.
There are 3-year olds on site in one PreK Classroom – the temporary swing
space / phasing situation may create undue chaos for the younger
children. The younger grades can be inside the building if adding portables
could start in the Spring to save time.
It may be beneficial to describe a couple of scenarios considered by the
group for a 1,019 Option with an occupied site. Analyze cost and schedule

for number of options. Demolition timeline to make improvements to RC in
order to use; extension to construction time overall; students are in active
construction site, moving back and forth; or, students move to RC one time
and portables move over as well if needed; present pros & cons as
fundamental differences in phasing – demonstrates to stakeholders that
we considered both options which is why we did or don’t recommend it as a
suggested choice in our Feasibility Study.

FCPS /
MT

MT

MT

FCPS /
MT

2. Review and discussion of 725 Student Options:
a. In general, it looks like new building options are $2 Million dollars
cheaper and take half the time to construct.
b. Two options on the table for the 725 Replacement School – do we
want to move forward with one or the other as the costs are the same?
As this is just a Feasibility Study, the building envelope and general site
diagram are the important features between the two options. If there
is not a SWM strategy, cost or construction phasing or schedule
difference between the two options, then selecting one to proceed with
is acceptable.
c. Regarding Replacement Option 2, Shawn noted that with the field at
the front, that may make the option not as successful. That option also
allows for a location of Parking or Play Field where the existing
Waverley building is, so if the building and site plans are still a strong
option, showing the Play Field there may make the option more
attractive.
d. Replacement Option 1 – alternate building scheme has been
developed. Building size, phasing, cost and general site layout
features are like previous scheme.
e. Replacement Option 2 – major benefit is that demolition and new
construction can start simultaneously. One concern is that the new
construction occurs close to the Waverley building which would be
occupied. MT to look at alternate building layout to try to give more
buffer between buildings. It could be possible to move building
forward, bring Play Field to the back of the site. Flipping the Gym to the
north of this Option could allow the “Alternate 14” location of the Play
Field on top of the Waverley building to be a better plan. SWM costs
are higher due to location of building at back of site.
f. Renovation / Addition to Waverley – there is a premium cost in this
Option to make Rock Creek useable and move Waverley over to allow
building to be empty for construction (which is preferable). Existing
portables will likely need to be relocated to the RC side of site and
additional ones may need to be brought in. This all adds to the cost
and schedule of this Option.
If phasing for this Option is simplified, does this Option compare
better in cost and phasing to the Renovation / Addition to Rock
Creek? MT to review.
g. Renovation / Addition to Rock Creek - overall lowest cost option.
Simplest phasing and least impact on students. Additional costs are
less due to the shorter schedule. However, this is the scheme that
illustrated the reused Classrooms and they ended up smaller than the
program requirements (and at odd orientations). Drawback to this
Option is that it is more inefficient due to reusing existing building
footprint. Renovation costs are higher due to need to adapt spaces to
different uses (i.e. Pool gets infilled).

-

FCPS /
MT

FCPS

MT

Compared to the Renovation / Addition to Waverley option, this
option won’t need time to get RC ready for temporary use. Kids
can stay in Waverley and use that building as all construction
activity will occur on RC side of site.

3. Review and discussion of 1,019 Student Options:
a. Replacement Options – decide whether only one Option will move
forward. Possibly show two site plans with the same cost & schedule.
Bigger building, higher cost.
Option 2 there is a higher cost on the SWM infrastructures due to
placement of building at back of site.
b. Renovation / Addition – Option 2 – look at making Waverley building
fully available for construction (i.e. – off site swing space or fully new
portable campus at south of site).
c. Combined Option – high premium costs associated with this scheme.
Dealing with 4’ change in level between the two buildings may be
challenging.
4. Mechanical System Options
Engineers looked at 4 primary systems:
a. Rooftop units: lowest initial cost but trickier for Renovations, high
energy cost, low maintenance cost, medium impact in architecture.
b. 4 pipe systems: existing in schools now and old technology that should
be only used as a last option.
c. VRF system with outdoor units. Primary recommended system for all
Options by the Engineers.
d. Ground Source Heat Pump: up to 200 wells would be needed around
the site for most of the Options. A cost of about $5000 a well (a OneMillion-dollar premium overall). This option is the Second
recommended system by the Engineers. Wells may need to be
installed after the building is completed when more site area is
available, which leads to the possible need for a carry-over or hybrid
system to be installed.
Randy mentioned the possibility of a hybrid of both VRF & GSHP
systems as a possible good solution. Shawn thinks it would drive
timeline up and there are enough site constraints already for the
wells.
Another hybrid option could be VRF’s with RTU’s and packaged
units for the Assembly spaces.
The payback for VRF’s is more favorable than the GSHP (10-12
years). Lower energy costs over time are also observed.
FCPS prefers easy maintenance and an efficient system. They
currently do not have any VRF systems in their buildings, however
training on operation and maintenance of systems wouldn’t be a
problem.
GSHP systems have started to be used by the district, and there
are no problems to note yet. Opinion is that GSHP systems are
easier to maintain.
Long term issues with GSHP systems are a concern however. If a
well goes down, what are the incurred maintenance and repair
costs? How does it affect the rest of the system?
Mechanical Closets with access in Hallways are better than
internal to Classrooms and is preferred by FCPS for maintenance.

MT

MT

MT

MT
MT

FCPS /
MT
MT
MT
FCPS

FCPS

-

Team should acknowledge impediments to the site area with the
GSHP option in the Report.

5. Preliminary Cost Estimates:
a. Premiums for using Rock Creek building as a swing space option are
only included where using the Waverley building during construction is
not possible (where Waverley building undergoes renovation
/additions).
b. Phasing premium is not included in the Rock Creek renovation options
because it is unoccupied.
c. Limitations on revising the existing building – i.e. running new utilities,
lower floor to ceiling heights, open ceilings – it may be possible that
the least costly Renovation Options have components that would be
unacceptable. This can be included in the Pros/Cons list on the
options sheets.
d. Are there other limitations we need to identify?
Rock Creek ceilings may not provide desirable height for key
spaces.
Rock Creek building classroom wings yield configurations that are
not ideal to meet program.
e. Summarize the limitations somewhere in the Report and then tie them
to the Evaluation Criteria.
f. Everyone reviewing the Report will want to go to the Executive
Summary for the bottom line costs. If we include a summary table, it
needs to have more than just dollars on it.
5. Evaluation Criteria
a. Identify which criteria has a higher value. Some can’t be quantified,
some are subjective.
b. Add more criteria with higher weights in the Program category.
c. Total should be 50 or 100.
d. FCPS: Jan, Randy, Kathy, Bryan to identify what is most important from
their personal standpoints and review the categories, identify others
that should be added. The same ideas or themes may be chosen by
different stakeholders (schedule, student impact, level of complication
in the phasing).
e. Beth will send us a similar evaluation they did for a previous project 67 years ago.
Next Meeting:
The next meeting is scheduled for February 15, 2018 from 1:30-3:30pm at the FCPS Central Office
Board Room. Meeting agenda to include initial review of Draft for Feasibility Report, presentation of
refined options and discussion of Evaluation Criteria for Design Options.
The above is our interpretation of discussions held on this date. Anyone wishing to add to or otherwise
correct these notes must notify our office in writing within seven (7) days of receipt.
Respectfully submitted,

Jennifer Lyon, AIA, NCARB
Project Manager
Cc: All Attendees
Additional FCPS Staff & Admin:
Glenn Fogle, Richard Gue, Rick McTighe, John Veronie, Sandra Fox, Tonya Street
Design Team Consultants:
Patty Nyikos – Nyikos Associates; Jeff Teagarden & Rose Rodriguez – Adtek Engineers; Farshad
Kassiri, Abbas Lohrasbi, Kevin Matthai, Chris Sachs, Ryan Masters – Kibart M/E/P Engineers; Bill
Richardson & Scott Boyd – Educational Systems Planning
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Meeting Notes
Meeting #8 was held to discuss to review several follow up items including updated cost estimates
and phasing for the Renovation / Addition to the Waverley Building as well as discussing the
evaluation criteria for the Design Options. Attached are the Power Point slides which provide
additional context to the meeting discussion and should be viewed in accompaniment to the Meeting
Notes outlined below.
Action

I.

Project Overview
1. Schedule – project is nearing completion of the Concept Refinement stage, and
development of the final Feasibility Study Report is in progress.
2. In about another month, the Report documents will be complete to submit to the
Board prior to the mid-April BOE Meeting and Presentation.

II.

Follow Up Items
1. Alternate Phasing for Renovation / Addition to Waverley Building:
a. Use of Rock Creek building and portables during construction. As this option
(for both school sizes) poses the most interruption for students and staff on site
during construction, it was evaluated how to reuse the RC building with the
addition of portables for temporary swing space for length of construction
timeline.
b.

Per the revised site plan with alternate phasing (for both 725 & 1,019):
• Phase 1 would include cleaning & repainting RC, moving FFE items over
from Waverley to RC. Activity would have to take place during summer
break. Portables would need to come on line in new location during the
summer as well (whether relocate from Waverley side of site or bring in all
new). If all new units are provided, that work could start prior to the end of
the school year to help save time.
• Phase 2 would be the large effort of gutting and renovating the Waverley
building, including working on the new addition areas. Site work on the
Waverley side of the site would take place.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

c.

Once the new Waverley building is completed and occupied, Phase 3 would
include demolishing the RC building, the portables, and then the remainder
of the site work on the RC side of the site.
All would take place over a 20-26-month timeline. This is a 12-month
improvement over the previous, 5-phase scheme. By using RC and
portables the Waverley Building and that side of site would be clear and
empty for uninterrupted construction activity.
Construction staging would likely happen at the back of the site (west end).
This will impede the use of the space as a Play Field. The possibility of still
clearing and using the future park site across the street should be explored
(during design/construction) as an alternate option if this was to move
forward.
Per the swing space plan of the RC building, there are 12 core classroom
spaces available inside the building. Per the temporary use classroom
plan, 24 students could fit in each classroom, which yields 288 students.
Portables would be necessary. 17 would provide space for 408 students
(24 students on average per building). Jan concurred that each building
typically holds 22-26 students.
In total, 696 students could be supported with this amount of space, which
seems sufficient per the 10-year projections Holly provided the team earlier
in the week (range is between 660-690 students for the two-year span).
Supplemental program spaces appear to fit inside the RC building. Exact
space uses should be explored during design / construction (Art classroom
may be used as a “Movement Room” currently). Space accounted for at
the Cafeteria may need to be lessened as sides are also a hallway space.
MT noted that is also how we counted the overall Cafeteria space in the
Waverley building as a comparison.
Program not apparent in the RC building is a space for the Media Center.
MT noted this may need to be provided for use by Waverley in the form of
an open space portable (4-building).
Kathy noted that elementary schools use the Media Center spaces as a
Specials class – so it will be necessary. If it is provided as a portable,
placing it on site near one of the classroom corridor exit doors would be
preferable for connectivity. An overhead roof covering could be built
outside for weather coverage. The 4-room portable at Hillcrest would be
available to possibly make this work.
Regarding placement of the portables on site – configuration like what is
currently provided for at Waverley would need to be provided. Min.
separation distance is 20’ as the buildings are not sprinklered. Process of
relocating buildings could fit in a 45-day span. Everything could be
included (footings, new skirting, new decks, ramps), however utility set up
should be in place prior as that effort could be the critical time factor. New
footings and utilities on the RC side of the site could start while school was
still in session during the spring.

Updated cost estimate for Renovation / Addition to Waverley.
• Phasing premium and swing space are variables that could add more cost
to the project for both school sizes.

•

MT

•

MT

•
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•

•

•

Holly asked about the same cost of the swing space for the different school
sizes. But, seeing as they have the same student projection they don’t
have different needs for additional swing space temporarily.
Jan expressed concern that there won’t be enough space for all the
students between the classrooms and portables. 5 teachers per grade
level + 3 PreK teachers. Jan & Kathy counted 33 teachers (which is really
the baseline for number of classrooms necessary), not including EL or
SPED & Specials classes. Goal is to have classrooms with 22 or less
students through the Title 1 program (in Kindergarten). Likely, more than
the 17 portables existing on site now will be needed. For the projected
students during the construction timeline, a total of 34 classrooms and a
Media Center space will be needed (4-5 additional / new portables over the
17 that could be brought over from Waverley). Jan’s calculation for
students next year (2018-2019 is 612 students).
Should all the portables be placed together? Ideally, the portables would
be used by the older grades, allowing for the PreK and K to use the
classrooms inside the building. Clusters of portables around the RC
building would be ok.
(2) additional spaces for extra planning and program space, EL and SPED
would be needed. The cost should be added for the extra spaces should be
included in every scenario (there are 9 teachers sharing one space for
these needs currently – it is doable, but not ideal). 3-4 groups of students
use the “swing space” classrooms available at any given time (in current
portables).
Eric asked if the sloped areas on the site (north and south ends) could be
used for construction lay-down. As these areas will be used for SWM
infrastructures, it won’t be likely. Holly will discuss the construction space
needs in these options with Brian.
Pool area inside the RC building would be blocked off and not used for
safety. Costs are not included for any work in this space as filling in the
pool even temporarily is not worthwhile.

2. Discussion of priorities / recommendations from Team member’s perspectives:
a. Holly requested feedback from FCPS Team for their priorities in evaluating the
Design Options:
• Capacity of school.
• Construction timing - 24 months or less preferable (which is the time that is
allotted in their CIP schedule now).
• Construction operations (space for staging on the site, minimizing the
disruption to students to keep the educational process intact).
• Minimize disruption to students.
• Educational adequacy. Correct number, size, adjacency of spaces to meet
the required program.
• Longevity of the building systems: do the walls and roofs need replacing in
the future? Is Option less favorable if so?
• Are all the site amenities provided?
• Overall cost.

•

•
•
•
•

HN / MT

•
HN / MT

•

b.
MT

MT

Future Expansion (725 enrollment only). Should the need arise in the
future for portables to be placed on site. Is there space on site for them?
Site layout evaluation accounts for time during construction and the future.
Environmental impact: minimal grading and tree removal.
Building accessibility: maintenance and support vehicles.
Energy efficiency and daylighting: which option maximizes them?
Security issues should be a separate priority. Renovation options could
pose additional concerns for site lines or security or if placement of
additions is such that security and visualization is not as straightforward.
Operation of the building – limit way building can operate. This is included
within the educational adequacy priority. Items such as bus and car drop
off location, long walks inside the building to the nurse or Gym/Cafeteria.
Longevity of building systems (in a Renovation option) should be
highlighted in one of the priorities. Comment on energy efficiency in the
Renovation options: windows and doors will be replaced, but maybe not
the roof. Existing exterior walls don’t have insulation so that could be
impactful on the building’s functionality.

Holly then evaluated the criteria for each Option in a graphic chart:
• Holly wants the Report to explain why the Renovation only option was
eliminated directly: there is no 725 students would fit into the existing
Waverley Building at its current size.
• The new phasing shown now makes the Renovation to Waverley option 2026 months long. Brian indicated it doesn’t if it is going to take more time
than the summer to move WB students into RC.
• Jan says it took them a solid week to move the (2) PreK classrooms to RC.
• Would a delay mean more cost? 6-8 months initial to start or 28-34
months overall?
• Demolition work and process should be included into the project timeline
so we are comparing the disruptions of the school community better.
• Replacement option timing is shorter than Renovation options.
• Construction Operations in Renovations are challenging. Brian noted there
won’t be enough room for staging and construction while renovation
process is ongoing without demolishing RC. There will be job trailers,
parking for contractors and maintaining operations at Waverley.
Construction can start from the back and progressively move to the front of
the site.
• It may be necessary to show both the project timeline and construction
timeline for the RC swing space option – to help explain how long it would
take to get portables and the inside of the building readied for Waverly’s
use.
• Educational adequacy: RC Renovation as better adjacencies than Waverley
Renovation, although the class shape is not ideal.
• Beth asked if the size of the building limits our choice of replacing
mechanical systems or installing & maintaining them correctly. MT noted
that this is described in our draft Report. Renovation options have higher
life cycle costs for bldg. systems than a Replacement because of those
existing building condition issues to have to work around.

MT

•
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•
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•
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Burdens of having a renovated building should be reflected in the cost or
evaluation in some way. Indicate possible trade-offs and inconveniences.
Operation / Maintenance issues.
Evaluations of the Life Cycle Cost, Design of Building Systems Cost, and
possible Compromises Needed should be indicated somewhere in the
Report.
It should be indicated that it will be difficult to place the portables in the
future in the RC Renovation option.
Holly will divide chart into sections (construction, use, future possibilities).
Indicate if the design option is a rigid layout or does it accommodate future
educational flexibility? Indicate that the building is sized and built for the
size indicated and that a building expansion size or cost were not built in to
the options. Beth noted that whatever direction the BOE decides,
expansions won’t be planned for. If neighborhood expansion continues
after the new building is open, then portables may be necessary 10, 15
years down the line.
Options should mention access around the building as recommended by
the fire marshal.

c.

Beth indicated that we will request that the Board decides on the size of the
school (725 or 1,019) and when they do they wouldn’t want to add portables to
it in the future.

d.

1019 Options:
• Jan says we should include transition times and adjacencies as a “con” or
possible scoring factor in the priorities in a school this size (include in the
line about operational effectiveness).

HN / MT

e.

How do we score these criteria? Colors? Numbers?

MT

f.

Judy Center & International Office: Judy Center is for the Waverley school. The
International Office could be relocated during construction. If both are moved
off site, coordination as to how families will gain access to those services
during the temporary displacement will have to be worked out.

III. Feasibility Study Report
1. Review progress draft of Report:
a. Updated Program provided by FCPS:
• Now includes 2 full size Music Rooms w/ 2 Storage Rooms – correct.
• Gym square footage will now include Spectator Area space – correct.
• Computer program is now called “STEAM Instruction” with 2 spaces –
correct.
• SPED Resource Rooms (2) are now 840sf with bathrooms – correct.
• (1) Math Intervention room at 840sf – correct.
• (2) Calming Rooms at 200sf ea. – correct.
• No Sensory Rooms – correct.
• Community Resource spaces now include (2) Restrooms, (1) 800sf Parent
Resource Room and (1) Family Literacy Program – correct.

•
•

MT

b.

MT
MT

c.
d.

MT
MT

MT / HN

MT

e.

f.

International Suite alternate becomes 1,500sf – correct.
Overall the 725 student school increases by about 3,000sf – correct. MT
noted that almost all of this additional program would want to be located
on the ground floor of the building for proper adjacencies.
• Overall the 1,019 student school decreases by about 3,000sf – correct.
Program Space summary spreadsheets in the Report – revise so that 725 and
1,019 columns are side by side – reformat spreadsheet. Beth also requested
that the differences in the 1,019 programs be highlighted in some way so they
stand out.
In the Report, revise any mention of “School District” to say, “school system”.
10-year enrollment projection provided by FCPS – use as a planning guide for
swing space options only, don’t publish data in our Report.
Appendix – include Community Engagement, Meeting Notes, Alta Survey.
Anything already published on the FCPS website for the project doesn’t need to
be in the Appendix.
MT will continue to update and complete the draft Report, and follow up with
Holly regarding any further clarification items or questions.

IV. Items to confirm at next Meeting
1. Presentation Date and Recommendation to Board of Education:
a. Submit materials (Report document) to Board by 3/21.
b. Presentation date will be Wed. 4/11, likely in the evening.
• Report
• Slide Presentation (Powerpoint), including staff report and any attachment
• Holly will prepare a cover sheet – attach Feasibility Study Report &
Powerpoint
2. Information to be presented at 3/8 Community Meeting:
• Updates to the Question responses from Community Meeting #2 – Holly
provided additional forms with responses. MT will evaluate and update the
data from the responses.
Next Meeting:
The next meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, February 27, 2018 from 1:00-3:00pm at the FCPS Central
Office Board Room. Meeting agenda to include review of final cost estimates and evaluation criteria,
and to make selection of options to present at the next Community Meeting and to the Board of
Education for our study recommendations.
The above is our interpretation of discussions held on this date. Anyone wishing to add to or otherwise
correct these notes must notify our office in writing within seven (7) days of receipt.
Respectfully submitted,

Jennifer Lyon, AIA, NCARB
Project Manager

Cc: All Attendees
Additional FCPS Staff & Admin:
Dawn Worrell, Glenn Fogle, Richard Gue, Rick McTighe, John Veronie, Sandra Fox, Tonya Street
Design Team Consultants:
Patty Nyikos – Nyikos Associates; Shawn Benjaminson, Jeff Teagarden & Rose Rodriguez – Adtek
Engineers; Farshad Kassiri, Abbas Lohrasbi, Kevin Matthai, Chris Sachs, Ryan Masters – Kibart
M/E/P Engineers; Bill Richardson & Scott Boyd – Educational Systems Planning

Waverley Elementary School – Feasibility Study
Project No.: 17261.00
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Randy Connaster
Ana Mejia
Mary Jo Richmond
Brian Staiger
Dawn Worrell
Gloria Mikolajczyk
Beth Paseirb
Holly Nelson
Michael Blake
Jennifer Lyon
Ursula Fernandez del Castillo

Meeting Notes
Meeting #9 was held to discuss additional responses received from Community Meeting #2; review
the evaluation criteria and matrix for each design option; and to listen to each team member’s
thoughts and opinions on each design option. Attached are the Power Point slides which provide
additional context to the meeting discussion and should be viewed in accompaniment to the Meeting
Notes outlined below.
Action

I.

Project Overview
1. Schedule – project is nearing the end of the Feasibility Study process. Development
of the final Feasibility Study Report is in progress.
2. The presentation to the Board of Education will be on 4/11/18, likely at 6pm. Time
will be confirmed. This meeting will be open to the public.
3. Holly will be taking the Executive Summary and Recommendation sections of the
Report to the Cabinet on 3/19.
4. Final Report and recommendation will be submitted to the BOE around 3/21.

II.

Community Input
1. Additional Community and Staff Comments:
a. Updated responses from community members at Community Meeting #2 were
received and evaluated. A total of 80 responses are now tallied:
• A large school is preferred.
• A replacement school is preferred.
• Location of the building back by the homes is preferred more than locating
it closer to the street.
• Parking – location preference is split.
• A two-story building is preferred (with a more compact floor plan).

III. Evaluation of Options
1. Updated Criteria:
a. Educational Goals:
• Capacity: option provides the required capacity.
• Educational Adequacy: the option allows for the correct number, size, and
adjacency of rooms to meet the required educational program.
• Daylighting: option maximizes access to daylight in instructional rooms.
• Operational Effectiveness: building will effectively serve the administrative
and support functions of the school.
• Flexibility: the building layout provides flexibility for future changes in
educational programming.
b. Building Functionality:
• Security: building layout allows for clear site lines and avoids creating areas
that are difficult to supervise.
• Site Amenities: option provides the required site amenities.
• Building Accessibility: option allows for adequate access by maintenance
and support vehicles.
• Future Expansion (725 only): option allows for location of future portables.
• Longevity of Building Systems: the building will minimize the need for major
building systems replacements within the next 20 years Life Cycle Cost:
option minimizes the long-term costs of operating and maintaining the
building.
• Maintenance: option allows for design and installation of systems with
proper access for service and maintenance.
• Energy Efficiency: option minimizes energy usage.
c. Construction and Cost:
• Construction Timing: option allows the project to be completed in 24
months or less.
• Initial Cost: option minimizes construction costs.
• Construction Operations: option provides adequate space to stage
construction on the site.
• Minimize Disruption to Students: project schedule minimizes the number of
moves for students and staff and minimizes student exposure to dust and
noise.
• Environmental Impact: option allows for minimal grading and tree removal.
2. Review/Discussion of Evaluation Criteria Matrix and Recommended Options – 725
Options:
a. 725 – Renovation/Addition to Waverley:
• Extreme barriers from an Administration and Operations side.
b. 725 – Renovation/Addition to Rock Creek:
• Better renovation/addition option than the option at the Waverley building
due to less disruption to the students and teachers.
c. 725 – Replacement Option 1:
• Replacement is preferred.
• This option is better than either of the renovation/addition options.
d. 725 – Replacement Option 2:
• Replacement is preferred.

e.

MT

• This option is preferred over Replacement Option 1.
Discussion – 725 Options:
General Comments:
• Renovation options will still saddle school with some of the building
elements that are still in play.
• Replacement options eliminate staff packing and moving – pays attention
to the consideration for Staff.
• There is less disruption to Students in the replacement options.
• Construction side – there is difficulty to do renovation/addition options with
an occupied site.
• Both renovation/addition options limit future expansion if enrollment
should grow past 725 in the future.
• Preference is split between Option 1 or 2 for the replacement options.
• Replacement over renovation/addition options – renovated schools leave
items after construction that will require maintenance and correction once
the buildings become operational.
• Yellow items (on the matrix) may include additional time added to the
project to figure out if there is a solution.
• Cost of the options (Brian): paying the same amount of money to reuse a
lot of the existing building vs. constructing brand new = no brainer for a
Replacement preference.
• Maintenance (Randy): replacement option – still leaves openings (on the
site) for possible future Portables, Option 1 may be better, but it is also
possible in Option 2.
• Dawn – Replacement schools are the way to go, prefers Option 2.
• Ana – Replacement Option 2 is preferred for similar reasons – construction
time, meets criteria in cost effectiveness.
• Gloria – criteria laid out for a Renovation option would not be a good move
– too many items that can’t change: location of program spaces, corridors,
daylight. Replacement schools can solve these concerns. Biggest factor in
doing a Replacement would be that the students can stay in one place and
not be phased – this is a big perk for this school community.
• Beth – sees number of compromises that would have to be made in a
Renovation/Addition – cost, time, better arrangement, more impact on
students, no historic value in saving the building for the students.
• Holly – see the value in preserving historic structures (even though this
building is not historic), may be some heartache to get rid of existing school
by the community, but the “pros” for the Replacement options are so much
better than the Renovation/Addition options; layout of Renovation/Addition
options are more compartmentalized, timelines are not as attractive.
• Design Team – big picture perspective – no significant value trade off in
proceeding with a Renovation/Addition option. Logical decision is
Replacement. Environmental standpoint – Renovation would still lose
energy – Replacement starts fresh with current building technologies,
systems and techniques.
• Beth noted that the Report should say there are several ways we can
replace a building on site - we investigated several options and there are

several ways to achieve it. Report shouldn’t need to say Option 1 or Option
2 – just state that the recommendation is a Replacement school.

MT /
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3. Review/Discussion of Evaluation Criteria Matrix and Recommended Options –
1,019 Options:
a. 1,019 – Renovation/Addition to Waverley:
• Extreme barriers from an Administration and Operations side, especially
due to the construction phasing and length of project.
b. 1,019 – Renovation/Addition (and combination) – Waverley & Rock Creek:
• Largest of any of the other options, but allows for a possible “dual school”
layout. Construction phasing and length of project are also a negative.
c. 1,019 – Replacement Option 1 and 2:
• Replacement is preferred.
d. Discussion – 1,019 Options:
General Comments:
• Complexities become more prevalent in larger schools. Administration
organization for a school of 1,019 would be exceptionally difficult. Goal
should be to make teachers’ jobs easier and make school culture better for
the kids.
• Finding the balance in the design size of the building – between 725 and
1,019 may be something that will need to be considered moving forward.
• Larger student options – we may want to find a fair way to characterize that
the Renovation/Addition options may not even be something to be carried
through to the recommendations – that the Replacement options may have
several design solutions to answer the enrollment concerns over time.
• To create such a compact family comfortable environment in a 1,019
scheme, it will really come down to the design and layout of the spaces –
two schools that share common spaces or even two buildings on site.
• The Feasibility Study options illustrate that the school would roughly need
this amount of square footage.
• Study Report – discuss philosophy of a 1,019 school – yes, some key
points will be described in the Report.
• Meetings to hash out the Ed Spec program for a 1,019 school would be
necessary during the design process. The Report should recommend that
the design criteria be worked out and explored during the design process
for a possible 1,019 school.
• Holly: phasing process is long and disruptive in the Renovation/Addition
options, combining schools was interesting but result is a long building with
varying floor heights. Either of the Replacement options will be challenging
for the construction staging, but all in all recommendation is Replacement.
• Beth: BOE asked us to look beyond the standard size school for 725
students and add 2 more classrooms at each grade level to 1,019 –
wanted to consider the larger school option as there are no other future
sites available in this area for additional school buildings. They will have to
consider administering and managing the larger size of school and number
of students – Renovation/Addition options appear to make this option
more difficult for that management. Spaces provided will have to support
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the school as best as they can. Replacement option would better
accomplish these items.
Gloria: Replacement schools have so much more positive outcomes than
the Renovation/Addition options. The Combination option looks scary – not
sure what we gain by doing that. Replacement Options – students stay in
Waverley during construction. Possibly a 3rd story would make the
Replacement buildings more compact of a footprint – could be explored
during design.
Ana: Replacement more appropriate choice. Option 2 preferred due to
new residential developments near the school site – she sees what the
school goes through with the Portables – she hopes there are NO
additional portables ever.
Dawn: Likes the Combination option, but Replacement Options are the way
to go. Either 1 or 2.
Randy: Replacement option preferred, in possibly a hybrid of 1 & 2 –
building could be pulled away from Waverley boundary for more separation.
Brian: Renovation options provide no room for staging and provide
challenges for administrators with a long building on one floor;
Replacement buildings preferred – cost and time are important factors.
Leaning more towards a hybrid or Option 1 as it appears more compact
than Option 2. More compact can result in quicker responses inside the
building.
Eric: Renovation/Addition – can take up to 3 years – that’s too long for this
community. Cost and length of Renovation/Addition layouts – go with the
Replacement options. 1,019 takes care of worry of future growth, but more
of a compact new building would be a better situation. Dual Principalship,
design something manageable for students and staff.
Jan: Replacement 1 or 2 preferred, even though she doesn’t like either
one, due to the size for a 1,019 school. Are there other alternatives to
building a large school? Can this be a conversation before the decision is
made? Impacts of a 1,019 school would be seen in a different manner: 3year old’s’ on site would be intimidated, large building would not maximize
Admin. time in any way. She would not want a building in a positive
welcoming environment where people disappear because of the size. It’s
daunting to think about a school of this size and all the “what if’s” that are
unknown.
Kathy: Waverley community has many evening and afterschool activities –
with 1,019 students attending during the day, at any given time the
campus can be overflowing with a lot of people. Sees safety and
supervision concerns with a school of 1,019’s size. Dual Principalship –
can make the decision to do this if needed with shared philosophies of
administration and deliberate pairing and division of responsibilities. What
makes a school so successful is the culture that is created inside the
building – Principals know a student by name, knows the students’
families, their story, throughout their 6 years at school – add 300 students
to the culture makes personalization of school as a family much harder.
Development age from 3-10 at this school should be a consideration.
Waverley is a Title 1 school which they are very proud of – making growth in
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IV. Feasibility Study Report
1. Review of comments on progress draft of Report:
a. Ed Spec – side by side comparison
• Indicate “Difference between 725 and 1,019”.
• Yellow means there is a difference in the 1,019 compared to approved
725. A key will be added to the spreadsheet.
• Say that the 725 is the “Board Approved Elementary Ed Spec 725 SRC”.
• Say “Draft Proposed Elementary Ed Spec (1,019 SRC)”
b. Have a draft ready to send to Entire Team for comments – MT will provide by
3/2. FCPS Team will provide comments by 3/12.
c. Holly is still reviewing earlier drafts in house.
V.

MT

achievement. When they do research to determine best practices, most
successful T1 schools are 400 students or less.
MaryJo: Wilson Winds school (Montgomery County) – built with a capacity
of 746, and then was over 1,200 just 3 years after completion. Probably
has 12 portables on site. Teachers must schedule time to use shared
spaces such as the Media Center. We need to be mindful that this doesn’t
happen at Waverley. Also, can’t imagine duplicating what is going on at
Hilcrest.

Other
1. Community Meeting #3 – Thursday, March 8:
a. Process
• Indicate “Difference between 725 and 1,019”.
b. Go over options, review some of past meeting comments.
c. Attendees will be able to write notes or responses – and then there will be an
open forum to ask and answer questions – offer a lot of time for this at end of
meeting.
2. Board of Education Presentation – April 11.

Next Meeting:
The next meeting will be Community Meeting #3, scheduled for Thursday, March 8, 2018 at 6:00 pm
at the Waverley Elementary School cafeteria.
The above is our interpretation of discussions held on this date. Anyone wishing to add to or otherwise
correct these notes must notify our office in writing within seven (7) days of receipt.
Respectfully submitted,

Jennifer Lyon, AIA, NCARB
Project Manager

Cc: All Attendees
Additional FCPS Staff & Admin:
Glenn Fogle, Richard Gue, Rick McTighe, John Veronie, Sandra Fox, Tonya Street
Design Team Consultants:
Patty Nyikos – Nyikos Associates; Shawn Benjaminson, Jeff Teagarden & Rose Rodriguez – Adtek
Engineers; Farshad Kassiri, Abbas Lohrasbi, Kevin Matthai, Chris Sachs, Ryan Masters – Kibart
M/E/P Engineers; Bill Richardson & Scott Boyd – Educational Systems Planning

